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About the series 

Generative Linguistics in Wrocław (GLiW) is meant to provide a suitable forum for the 

presentation and discussion of the Polish research within the field of generative 

linguistics. We are interested in studies that employ generative methodology to the 

synchronic or diachronic analysis of phonology, semantics, morphology, and syntax. 

Apart from that, we express a keen interest in interdisciplinary research that is based on 

typology, diachrony, and especially experimental methods taken from psycho- or 

neurolinguistics and applied so as to provide a psycholinguistic reality to purely 

theoretical research. We believe that the dissemination of ideas is fundamental to any 

scientific advancement and thus our choice is to publish research studies in the form of e-

books, which are available for free on our website. 
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ABSTRACT 1 

 

I conduct a detailed case study of expressive suffixes in Russian which shows that 

although the suffixes under investigation have the same function (“expressive”), they 

differ significantly in their formal properties. Two major semantic types of expressive 

suffixes are identified: attitude and size. Attitude suffixes convey the attitude of the 

speaker toward the referent. Size suffixes convey attitude and refer to the size of the 

referent.  

This work shows that the two different semantic types map onto two different 

syntactic types. Attitude suffixes are syntactic heads, while size suffixes are syntactic 

modifiers. As heads, attitude suffixes determine the formal properties (syntactic category, 

grammatical gender, and inflectional class) of the derived form. As modifiers, size 

suffixes do not determine the formal properties of the derived form. Attitude suffixes can 

attach both to category-free √Roots and to categories (n/a/v), while size suffixes can only 

attach to a noun category.  

In this study, I investigate functional and formal properties of Russian expressive 

suffixes in a systematic way, which has not been done before. In doing so, I analyze how 

expressive suffixes pattern with respect to several criteria (gender/class change, category 

change, subcategorization). An important byproduct of this analysis is to illustrate how 

grammatical gender of an expressive form can be predicted from its inflectional class 

(combined with animacy and natural gender of the base).  

  

                                        

1
 This work is based on my Ph.D. dissertation defended at the University of British Columbia, Canada.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction  
 

 

1.1 Expressive content and Expressives 

An utterance can have descriptive content and expressive content. For example, the 

descriptive content of the English utterance in (1) is the proposition that Kresge is famous, as 

illustrated in (1a). The expressive content conveys the negative attitude of the speaker toward 

Kresge, as illustrated in (1b).  

 

(1) That bastard Kresge is famous.  

 a. Descriptive content: ‘Kresge is famous’ 

 b. Expressive content: ‘Kresge is a {bastard/bad in the speaker’s opinion}’ 

        (Potts 2007: 3)  

 

To give another example, the descriptive content of the Japanese utterance in (2) is the 

proposition that Sam laughed (2a). The expressive content conveys the positive attitude of 

the speaker toward Sam (2b).  

 

(2) Sam-ga o-warai-ninat-ta. 

 Sam-N.SG SUBJ.HON-laugh-SUBJ.HON-PAST 

 ‘Sam laughed.’ 

 a. Descriptive: ‘Sam laughed’ 

 b. Expressive: ‘The speaker honours Sam’ 

        (Potts and Kawahara 2004: 1) 

 

Expressives such as bastard (English) and o-…-ninat (Japanese honorific) are linguistic 

objects that convey the attitude of the speaker toward the referent. What makes Expressives 
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particularly interesting to investigate is the fact that their meaning (“function”) appears to be 

similar across languages (expressive), but their syntactic structure (“form”) differs 

significantly from one language to the next (e.g., a separate word in English, but circumfix in 

Japanese).  

 

1.2  Russian expressive suffixes 

Russian employs many expressive suffixes to convey the speaker’s attitude. According to 

Polterauer (1981), there are over 30 simplex and complex expressive suffixes. For the 

purpose of this work, I only investigate simplex expressive suffixes (a brief discussion of 

complex expressive suffixes is given in Chapter 7). Russian has been chosen as the language 

of investigation because it has many suffixes that have the same function (expressive), as 

well as the same morphological form (suffixes). Thus, Russian is an ideal candidate to 

investigate whether there is a correlation between the form and function of Expressives.  

Expressive suffixes in Russian present certain puzzles in terms of both their 

functional and formal properties. For example, although they are associated with the same 

expressive function, there are differences in meaning. Some expressive suffixes only convey 

the attitude of the speaker toward the referent (3), while others can convey the attitude and 

refer to the size of the referent (4). 

 

(3) D’ed-úl’ -a   pr’išól. 

 grandfather-EXPR-N.SG came 

 ‘Grandfather came.’ (affectionate attitude) 

 a. Descriptive: ‘Grandfather came’ 

 b. Expressive:  ‘The speaker feels affection toward the grandfather’ 

 

(4) Zv’er’-ók  pr’išól. 

 animal-EXPR.N.SG came 

 ‘(The) animal came.’ (affectionate attitude & small size of the referent) 

 a. Descriptive: ‘The small animal came’ 

 b. Expressive:  ‘The speaker feels affection toward the animal’ 
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In terms of their formal properties, some expressive suffixes seem to change the formal 

properties of the nominal base (e.g., category, gender, inflectional class), while others do not. 

For example, in (5), the expressive suffix -ux changes the category of the base from adjective 

to noun; while in (6), the expressive suffix -ok does not (the example is ill-formed).  

 

(5) adj � noun 

 a. gr’áz-n-ij    b. gr’az-n-úx-a 

  dirty-ADJ-MASC.SG    dirty-ADJ-EXPR-N.SG  

  ‘dirty’      ‘dirty animate’ 

 

(6) *adj � noun 

 a. gr’áz-n-ij    b. *gr’az-n-ok 

  dirty-ADJ-MASC.SG    dirty-ADJ-EXPR.N.SG  

  ‘dirty’      ‘dirty animate’ 

 

With respect to (3)–(6), the following questions arise: Are we dealing with only one class or 

different classes of expressives suffixes in Russian? If there are different classes, how do we 

distinguish them? Despite the fact that a great deal of descriptive research has been devoted 

to individual expressive suffixes in Russian (Bratus 1969; Dement'ev 1953; Fentslova 1985; 

Ivanova 1965; Kolomiets 1988; Kosmeda 1999; Mandelshtam 1903; Ogol’cev 1960; 

Plyamovataya 1955, 1961; Polterauer 1981; Popoff-Böcker 1973; Popov 1967; Protasova 

2001; Rakušan 1981; Shvedova et al. 1982; Spiridonova 1999; Stankiewicz 1968; Vaseva 

1977, among others), Russian expressive suffixes have not yet been analyzed in a systematic 

way.  

 Here, I systematically study the functional and formal properties associated with 

Russian expressive suffixes by (i) analyzing their meaning and (ii) determining whether or 

not they can change formal properties of the base.  
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1.3  Findings  

I show that there are two major semantic types of expressive suffixes in Russian: attitude and 

size suffixes. Attitude suffixes convey only an attitude (examples (3) and (5) above); while 

size suffixes convey an attitude and refer to the size of the referent (example (4) above).  

I argue that the formal properties of Russian expressive suffixes vary along two 

dimensions: (i) how they attach – as a head or as a modifier – and (ii) where they attach – to 

category-free √Roots (in the sense of Marantz 1997; notation from Pesetsky 1995) or to 

categories.  

I further argue that the two semantic types (attitude and size) map onto two distinct 

syntactic types. Attitude suffixes are syntactic heads (7a), while size suffixes are syntactic 

modifiers (7b).  

 

(7)    

 a. HEADS        X     b. MODIFIERS          Y 
    2        2 

   X Y       X  Y 
   EXPRattitude      EXPRsize  
 

Attitude suffixes are noun heads that can attach to √Roots (8a) or to various syntactic 

categories (n/a/v) (8b). Size suffixes are noun modifiers that can only attach to a noun 

category (9). 

 

(8) HEADS 
 
 a.       n     b.      n 
   2     2 
  n √Root n     n n/a/v 
  EXPRattitude    EXPRattitude 2 
             n/a/v √Root 
 
(9) MODIFIERS   n 
    2 

         EXPRsize n 
           2 
    n   √Root 
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1.4  By-products of the analysis 

In order to investigate the formal properties of Russian expressive suffixes, I analyse how 

they pattern along several types of criteria. These include gender/class change, category 

change, subcategorization. A by-product of this analysis is that the grammatical gender of an 

expressive form can be predicted from its inflectional class (combined with animacy and 

natural gender of the base). It has been claimed in the literature that Russian grammatical 

gender can be predicted from inflectional class (Corbett 1982, 1991; Corbett and Fraser 

2000). The present study systematically shows how this works with respect to expressive 

forms, which has never been done before.  

Another by-product of this analysis is that Russian expressive suffixes differ with 

respect to whether or not they can have descriptive content in addition to the expressive 

content. I show that size suffixes can have both expressive and descriptive content, while 

attitude suffixes can have only expressive content. To the best of my knowledge, Russian 

expressive suffixes have never been studied before in terms of their descriptive vs. expressive 

content. 

 

1.5  Theoretical framework 

In this work, I assume the Principles and Parameters (P&P) framework, which contrasts 

with descriptivist frameworks focusing on a particular language of investigation. The 

descriptivist frameworks view categorization in terms of inflection vs. derivation, but this has 

been proven problematic with respect to the behaviour of expressives (Dressler and Barbaresi 

1994; Manova 2004; Scalise 1984, 1988; Vinogradov 1972). It has been shown in the 

literature that the behaviour of Expressives is not wholly inflectional or derivational. In 

contrast, the P&P framework regards inflection and derivation not as primitives, but as 

derived notions, and thus, this framework can better account for the behaviour of 

Expressives.  
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 For the purpose of this work, I assume a model of grammar in which syntax and 

morphology are analyzed as a single engine, as for example, in the framework of Distributed 

Morphology (DM) (Halle and Marantz 1993; Halle 1997; Marantz 1997; Harley and Noyer 

1999, 2003; Marantz 2001; Bobaljik 2002; Marvin 2002; Arad 2003; Embick and Noyer 

2005; Müller 2005; Halle and Matushansky 2006, among others). The particular assumption I 

adopt is that words are built by the same principles as phrases and sentences – by syntactic 

principles. 

 Another assumption I adopt refers to the treatment of √Roots and syntactic categories. 

√Roots are language-specific combinations of sound and meaning, such as √break- or √cat- 

in English. √Roots have no category per se, but can never appear “bare”. They have to be 

categorized by combining with a category-defining functional head, such as the “little” n, a, 

or v, to form nouns, adjectives, or verbs, respectively. A single √Root can be assigned to 

more than one category, for example: the break (NOUN) in the glass and John breaks 

(VERB) the glass. The category-defining functional heads are determined either by 

phonologically realized or zero affixes (10).  

 

(10)  

n 
         2   

     n    √cat- 
     -Ø 
 

By hypothesis, the grammar makes reference to so-called dissociated features (Embick 1997, 

1998; Embick and Noyer 2005). Dissociated features are absent in the syntax but are inserted 

at PF (Phonological Form). One example of a dissociated feature is morphological case. 

According to Embick (1997, 1998), morphological case is a feature that is added at PF and 

PF conditions the choice of the vocabulary item that expresses case. For example, in Latin, 

morphological case and number are fused in one morpheme (femin-a ‘woman-N.SG’). 

According to this approach, only Number (#) is present in a syntactic structure. 

Morphological case, however, does not figure in the syntax and is added at PF; cf. (11). 
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(11) Syntactic structure for a number morpheme  
 

    # 
                  2 
        # [+/- Pl]          n 
      2 
    n √Root 
 

Like in Latin, Russian case and number are also fused in a single morpheme, thus I assume 

that the structure in (11) also applies to Russian. For example, for the Russian word sobak-a 

‘dog-N.SG’, I assume the structure in (12). 

 

(12) Structure for sobak-a ‘dog-N.SG’ 
 

      # 
2 

# n 
         -   a     2 

            n √sobak 
 

Under the assumption that category labels are independent of √Roots, we expect two 

different sites for building words in the syntax: (i) words are created from √Roots, and (ii) 

words are created from other words. Thus, a category head X (e.g., n, a, v) may merge either 

with a √Root, as illustrated in (13a), or with a pre-existing word, as illustrated in (13b).  

 

(13) a.       X    b.       X 
    2     2  
  X √Root   X n/a/v 
       2 
            n/a/v  √Root 
 

The distinction between word formation from √Roots and word formation from other words 

is a universal distinction, but its manifestations may differ from language to language 

(Marantz 2001). For example, in English, many category-defining affixes attach to √Roots. 

This is evident from a mechanism that Aronoff (1976) calls “truncation” (compare atroc-ious 
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and atroc-ity2). Marantz (2001) claims that what seems like truncation reflects word 

formation from √Roots. The √Root atroc- creates atroc-ious in an adjectival environment 

(suffix -ous) and it creates atroc-ity in a nominal environment (suffix -ity). This is presented 

in (14). 

 

(14) a.         a    b.       n 
     2      2 
   a √atroc-    n √atroc- 
          -ous             -ity 
 

Marantz (2001) also shows that there are suffixes in English that can attach both to a √Root 

and to a category. The nominalizing suffix -or is one such example: don-or, don-at-or 

(derived from the verb don-ate). Consider the data in (15). 

 

(15) a.        n    b.       n 
    2     2 
            n √don-     n v 
          -or                -or    2 
            v   √don- 
           -ate 
 

This study provides additional empirical support for a distinction between word formation 

from √Roots and word formation from categories. I show that both structures (15a) and (15b) 

are productively used by Russian expressive suffixes. 

 

1.6  Implications of the analysis 

One implication of this analysis is that the formal criteria which I develop for a small set of 

expressive suffixes in Russian can be extended to set up a typology of Expressives. Despite 

the fact that much research has been devoted to Expressives across languages (Beard and 

Szymanek 1988; Dressler and Barbaresi 1994; Dressler 1997; Ettinger 1974, 1980; Gillis 

1998; Helbig 1974; Kalasniemi 1992; Schneider 2003; Voeikova and Dressler 2002; Volek 

                                        

2 Where ‘atrocity’ is derived from the adjective ‘atroc-ious’. 
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1987, among others), such formal criteria do not currently exist. As such, this work has the 

potential to trigger a whole new direction of research on Expressives across languages.  

Another implication concerns the question of whether the formal properties of 

Expressives are unique or special, as opposed to Non-expressives, i.e., descriptive linguistic 

objects). I show that Expressives do not have any special formal properties that would set 

them apart from Non-expressives. Their formal properties are exactly like those of Non-

expressives, because both Expressives and Non-expressives differ with respect to (i) how 

they attach (as a head or modifier), and (ii) where they attach (to category-free √Roots or 

categories). If the formal properties of Expressives are exactly the same as those of Non-

expressives, we expect that one and the same linguistic object might have both expressive 

and descriptive content. This is exactly what we find in Russian expressive size suffixes (see 

section 1.4 above). 

 

1.7  Structure of the work 

The present work is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, I discuss expressive content and its 

characteristics. I study the semantic function of Russian expressive suffixes by analyzing 

what they contribute to meaning. I show that expressive suffixes fall into two major semantic 

types: attitude and size suffixes. I also discuss how attitude and size suffixes differ with 

respect to whether or not they can have descriptive content in addition to expressive content. 

In Chapter 3, I outline the background of Russian morphology. I discuss grammatical 

and natural gender, inflectional class, and animacy in Russian.  

In Chapter 4, I investigate how expressive suffixes attach – as heads or as modifiers. 

I show that attitude suffixes are syntactic heads, while size suffixes are syntactic modifiers. 

By doing so, I show how grammatical gender of an expressive form is predictable on the 

basis of inflectional class, animacy, and natural gender (sex). I also discuss non-expressive 

suffixes that are homophonous with size suffixes in Russian. I show that the non-expressive 

suffixes differ from size suffixes both in meaning and in syntactic structure. 

In Chapter 5, I investigate where the expressive suffixes attach. Whether to category-

free √Roots or categories. I show that attitude suffixes can attach both to √Roots and to 
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categories, while size suffixes can attach only to categories. I also analyze co-occurrence 

restrictions in both attitude and size suffixes, and show that all predictions about these co-

occurrence restrictions are borne out in Russian.  

In Chapter 6, I discuss expressive morphology across languages. I show that the 

expected types of expressive morphology, which follow from the current analysis, are found 

cross-linguistically. I analyze Expressives in the following languages: German (Germanic), 

Halkomelem (Salish), Brazilian Portuguese (Romance), Southern Barasano (Eastern 

Tucanoan language of Colombia), Welsh (Celtic), and Tongan (Polynesian). I also discuss 

Evidentials and whether they are part of the same system as Expressives.  

In Chapter 7, I present the conclusions and discuss topics for further research. These 

include complex expressive suffixes in Russian, the delimitative prefix po-, and further issues 

such as stress and palatalization.  

In the Appendix, I give examples of attitude suffixes which show the effects of each 

individual suffixes on the formal properties of linguistic objects it attaches to. Examples of 

size suffixes are described and analyzed in the body of this study.  

The present work is aimed at morphologists on both empirical and theoretical levels. It 

will be of interest to semanticists and typologists, as well as to anybody interested in general 

linguistics. The study contains a substantial amount of interesting data that can be used by 

teachers and students of Russian. 
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Chapter 2: Expressive content and its characteristics 
 

 

In this chapter, I examine how to determine whether a given linguistic object (LO) is 

expressive or descriptive. I start with a brief discussion of the differences that set apart 

descriptive from expressive meanings (section 2.1). I then introduce several diagnostic 

properties of expressive linguistic objects (LOs) as developed in Potts (2007), and I show 

that Russian expressive suffixes satisfy these properties (section 2.2). In section 2.3, I present 

the conclusions. 

 

2.1 Descriptive and expressive content  

The expressive content of an utterance conveys information about the attitudes and emotions 

of the speaker toward the content of the utterance (Potts 2003: 1). The expressive content is 

usually secondary to the descriptive content of the utterance, but can have a significant 

impact on the discourse. This is illustrated in the following examples from Japanese. In (16), 

the subject honorific o-…-ninat is used. The descriptive content of this sentence is that Sam 

laughed. The expressive content is that the speaker views Sam with honour.  

 

(16) Sam-ga o-warai-ninat-ta. 

          Sam-N.SG SUBJ.HON-laugh-SUBJ.HON-PAST 

          ‘Sam laughed.’ (with honorific) 

  a. Descriptive: ‘Sam laughed’ 

  b. Expressive: ‘Speaker views Sam with honour’ 

    (Potts and Kawahara 2004: 1) 

 

In contrast, in (17) the antihonorific -yagat is used. The descriptive content of this sentence is 

that Sam laughed. The expressive content is that the speaker does not view Sam with honour. 
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(17) Sam-ga       warai-yagat-ta. 

 Sam-N.SG    laugh-ANTIHON -PAST 

 ‘Sam laughed.’ (with antihonorific) 

a. Descriptive: ‘Sam laughed’  

b. Expressive: ‘Speaker does not view Sam with honour’  

(Potts and Kawahara 2004: 1) 

 

The honorific o-…-ninat in (16) and the antihonorific -yagat in (17) are markers of the 

expressive content (Potts and Kawahara 2004: 2). An example from English is the expressive 

attributive adjective damn. In (18), the expressive damn indicates that the speaker views the 

Republicans negatively. The Japanese and English examples show that Expressives can be 

bound (as in Japanese) or free (as in English) forms. 

 

(18) Bush says the damn Republicans deserve public support. 

a. Descriptive: ‘Bush says the Republicans deserve public support’  

b. Expressive: ‘Speaker views the Republicans negatively’ 

   (Potts 2003: 6) 

 

The examples above show that expressive content can be positive or negative: the honorific 

o-…-ninat is a marker of positive expressive content, while the antihonorific -yagat and the 

attributive adjective damn are markers of negative content.  

In Russian, there is a large number of suffixes that serve to convey expressive content. 

They can express both positive and negative attitudes. For example, in (19a), the expressive 

suffix -ul’  indicates that the speaker views his/her grandfather positively. The form with this 

suffix contrasts with the unmarked form in which expressive content is absent; cf. (19b).  

 

(19) a. D’ed-úl’ -a   pr’išól. 

  grandfather-EXPR-N.SG came 

  ‘Grandfather came.’ 

i. Descriptive:  ‘Grandfather came’ 

ii. Expressive:  ‘Speaker views grandfather positively’  
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b. D’éd    pr’išól. 

 grandfather.N.SG came 

‘Grandfather came.’ 

i. Descriptive:  ‘Grandfather came’ 
 

Similarly, in (20a), the expressive suffix -ug indicates that the speaker views the thief 

negatively; compare this with (20b), where expressive content is absent. 

 

(20) a. Vor’-úg-a   pr’išól. 

           thief-EXPR-N.SG came 

   ‘(The) thief came.’ 

 i. Descriptive: ‘The thief came’ 

 ii. Expressive: ‘Speaker views the thief negatively’  

 

  b. Vór pr’išól. 

   thief.N.SG came 

  ‘(The) thief came.’ 

 i. Descriptive: ‘The thief came’ 

 

Positive expressive suffixes in Russian indicate an attitude of affection and tenderness toward 

the referent on the part of the speaker (Bratus 1969; Efremova 2006; Kosmeda 1999; 

Shvedova et al. 1982). For this reason, I call them affectionate (affect) suffixes. Examples of 

these types of suffixes are given above in (19) and below in (21). In (21a), the affectionate 

suffix -us’ indicates that the speaker views his/her grandmother with affection; compare this 

with the neutral statement in (21b).  

 

(21) a.  Bab-ús’-a    pr’išlá. 

  gandmother-EXPR-N.SG came 

  ‘Grandmother (affect) came.’ 

 i. Descriptive: ‘Grandmother came’ 

 ii. Expressive: ‘Speaker views grandmother positively’ 
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 b.  Báb-a   pr’išlá. 

  grandmother-N.SG came 

  ‘Grandmother came.’ 

 i. Descriptive: ‘Grandmother came’ 

 

Evidence that this suffix indeed conveys the affection of the speaker stems from the fact that 

this affection cannot be denied. In (22a), the speaker denies his/her affection toward the 

referent grandmother used with an affectionate suffix. As a result, the sentence is 

infelicitous; compare this with the felicitous sentence in (22b), where the speaker expresses 

his/her affection toward grandmother. 

 

(22) a.   #     Já n’e l’ubl’ú  svojú  bab-ús’-u. 

               I  not love  self’s  grandmother-EXPR-N.SG 

  ‘I do not love my grandmother (affect).’ 

i. Descriptive:  ‘Speaker does not love his/her grandmother’  

 ii. Expressive: ‘Speaker views his/her grandmother positively’  

 

  b.         Já l’ubl’ú  svojú bab-ús’-u. 

              I  love  self’s grandmother-EXPR-N.SG 

  ‘I love my grandmother (affect).’ 

 i. Descriptive: ‘Speaker loves his/her grandmother’  

 ii. Expressive:  ‘Speaker views his/her grandmother positively’  

 

Negative expressive suffixes indicate a vulgar attitude toward the referent (Bratus 1969; 

Efremova 2006; Kosmeda 1999; Shvedova et al. 1982). Such suffixes are only used 

informally and they are very productive in colloquial speech.3 For this reason, I call them 

vulgar (vulg) suffixes. For example, in (23a), the vulgar suffix -an indicates that the speaker 

views an old man with contempt; compare this with the neutral statement in (23b), where -an 

is absent.  

                                        

3 See Wierzbicka (1984: 128–129) on a similar meaning of Australian depreciatives.  
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(23) a. Star’-ik-án  pr’išól. 

  old-NOM-EXPR.N.SG came 

  ‘(The) old man came (vulg).’ 

 i. Descriptive:  ‘The old man came’ 

 ii. Expressive:  ‘Speaker views the old man negatively’  

 

  b. Star’-ík   pr’išól. 

   old-NOM.N.SG   came 

  ‘(The) old man came.’ 

 i. Descriptive:  ‘The old man came’ 

 

Vulgar suffixes are normally not used in a formal setting. This is illustrated in (24). In (24a), 

the vulgar suffix -an is used in a formal setting, indicated by the formal form of the verb 

pozvol’-t’e ‘let-formal’ and by the formal pronoun Vam ‘you (formal)’. As a result, the 

sentence is infelicitous. In (24b), the same vulgar suffix -an is used in an informal setting, 

indicated by the informal form of the verb smotr’-í ‘look-informal’ and by the informal 

pronoun t’eb’e ‘you (informal)’. The sentence in (24b) is felicitous.  

 

(24) a.   # Pozvól’-t’e Vám  predstáv’it’ étogo star’-ik-án-a. 

   let-formal  you(formal ) introduce this old-NOM-EXPR.ACC.SG 

  ‘Let me introduce you to this old man (vulg).’ 

 

  b. Smotr’-í,  vót star’-ik-án, o kotórom já 

    look-informal  here old-NOM-EXPR.N.SG about who  I 

    t’eb’é   govor’íl. 

   you(informal )  told 

  ‘Look, here is the old man (vulg), I told you about.’ 
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In Table 2.1, I list simplex affectionate and vulgar suffixes in Russian.  

 

Table 2.1 Affectionate and vulgar suffixes in Russian 

Affectionate suffixes -án’, -áš, -ón, -úl’, -ún’, -úr, -ús’, -úš 

Vulgar suffixes 
-ág, -ák, -ál, -án, -ár, -áx, -íl, -in, -ób, -ot, 

-óx, -úg, -úk, -úx 

 

2.2  Characteristics of expressive content 

According to Potts (2007), expressive content has the characteristics listed in (25). 

 

(25) Characteristics of expressive content (Potts 2007: 2): 

1. Independence: Expressive content contributes a dimension of meaning that is separate 

from the regular descriptive content. 

2. Nondisplaceability: Expressives predicate something of the utterance situation. 

3. Perspective dependence: Expressive content is evaluated from a particular 

perspective. In general, the perspective is the speaker’s, but there can be deviations if 

conditions are right. 

4. Descriptive ineffability: Speakers are never fully satisfied when they paraphrase 

expressive content using descriptive, i.e., non-expressive, terms. 

5. Immediacy: Like Performatives, Expressives achieve their intended act simply by 

being uttered: they do not offer content so much as inflict it. 

6. Repeatability: If a speaker repeatedly uses an expressive item, the effect is generally 

one of strengthening the emotive content, rather than one of redundancy. 

 

In what follows, I discuss these characteristics in more detail and apply them to Russian data 

to establish that the suffixes under consideration are indeed expressive.  
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2.2.1 Independence of Russian expressive suffixes 

According to Potts (2007), expressive content is independent of the descriptive content of an 

utterance. Consequently, the former can be changed or removed without affecting the latter. 

Potts (2006: 4) uses an example from Japanese to illustrate this point. In (26a), the 

antihonorific -chimat is used, adding expressive content (‘It sucks that I overslept’). In (26b), 

the antihonorific is removed, which immediately removes the expressive content of the 

phrase. Although the expressive content is changed, the descriptive content that the speaker 

overslept does not change. 

 

(26) a. Nesugoshi-chimat-ta.  

      overslept-ANTIHON -PAST 

  ‘It sucks that I overslept.’ (with antihonorific) 

 i. Descriptive:  ‘I overslept’ 

 ii. Expressive:  ‘Speaker views oversleeping negatively’  

 

 b. Nesugoshi-ta. 

 overslept-PAST 

   ‘I overslept.’ 

 i. Descriptive: ‘I overslept’  

(Potts 2007: 4)  

 

Russian expressive suffixes display the same kind of behavior. They add content that is 

independent of the descriptive content. For example, in (27a), the affectionate suffix -ul’  

expresses the speaker’s affection toward his/her grandmother. In (27b), the affectionate 

suffix is removed, which also removes the expressive content. Nonetheless, the descriptive 

content indicating that grandmother came remains unchanged.  
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(27) a. Bab-úl’ -a   pr’išlá. 

  grandmother-EXPR-N.SG came  

  ‘Grandmother came (affect).’  

 i. Descriptive:  ‘Grandmother came’  

 ii. Expressive:  ‘Speaker views grandmother positively’  

 

 b. Báb-a  pr’išlá. 

  grandmother-N.SG came 

  ‘Grandmother came.’ 

 i. Descriptive:  ‘Grandmother came’ 

 

Similarly, in (28a), the vulgar suffix -ug expresses the speaker’s contempt toward the thief. 

In (28b), the vulgar suffix is removed, which also removes the expressive content. The 

descriptive content indicating that the thief came does not change.  

 

(28) a.  Vor’-úg-a  pr’išól. 

thief-EXPR-N.SG came  

  ‘(The) thief came (vulg).’  

 i. Descriptive:  ‘The thief came’  

ii. Expressive:  ‘Speaker views the thief negatively’  

 

 b.  Vór pr’išól. 

      thief.N.SG came 

  ‘(The) thief came.’ 

i. Descriptive:  ‘The thief came’ 

 

We have now seen that Russian affectionate and vulgar suffixes behave similarly to the 

Japanese antihonorific in (26). They contribute an expressive meaning that is independent of 

the descriptive content. This property of Japanese honorifics and antihonorifics has received 

a lot of attention in the literature on Japanese (Kikuchi 1994; Ooishi 1975; Tokieda 1940), 
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where they are identified as a case of “Taiguu Hyoogen” (Attitudinal Expressions).4 

Following the labelling used in the literature on Japanese, I am going to call Russian 

affectionate and vulgar suffixes attitude suffixes, as they express the speaker’s attitude of 

affection or vulgarity. The attitude suffixes are defined in (29).  

 

(29) Definition of attitude suffixes: 

Russian attitude suffixes express the speaker’s attitude (affection or vulgarity) toward 

the referent and contribute an expressive meaning to the phrase.  

 

In addition to attitude suffixes that have expressive content, there is another type of 

expressive suffix in Russian. These are suffixes that have both expressive and descriptive 

content. As shown in (30), such suffixes express the speaker’s attitude and indicate the size 

of the referent (small or big) (Apres’an 1995; Kosmeda 1999; Mandel’štam 1903; Popov 

1967; Spiridonova 1999; Stankiewicz 1954, 1968; Volek 1987, among others). In (30a), the 

sentence contains only descriptive content. In (30b), the expressive suffix -ik is added to dóm 

‘house’, which indicates both the small size of the house (descriptive content) and the 

positive attitude of the speaker toward the house (expressive content).  

 

(30) a. Dóm stoít na gor’é. 

  house.N.SG stands on mountain  

  ‘(A) house stands on a mountain.’ 

 i. Descriptive:  ‘A house stands on a mountain’   

 

        b. Dóm’-ik    stoít  na gor’é. 

  house-EXPR.N.SG  stands  on mountain 

  ‘(A) house (size) stands on a mountain.’ 

 i. Descriptive:  ‘A small house stands on a mountain’ 

  ii. Expressive:  ‘Speaker views the house positively’  

 

                                        

4 Cited by Potts (2003: 4).  
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Example (31a) shows that dóm’-ik cannot be modified by the adjective ‘huge’; compare this 

with (31b), where it can be modified by ‘small’. Example (32a) shows that dóm’-ik cannot be 

used in a context when the speaker denies his/her positive attitude toward the referent – 

house; compare this with (32b), where the speaker expresses a positive attitude.  

 

(31) a. #Ogrómnij  dóm’-ik   stoít  na gor’é. 

  huge  house-EXPR.N.SG stands  on mountain 

  ‘A huge house stands on a mountain.’ 

 

 b. Mál’en’kij dóm’-ik    stoít  na gor’é. 

  small house-EXPR.N.SG  stands  on mountain 

  ‘A small house stands on a mountain.’ 

 

(32) a. #Já  n’enav’ížu náš dóm’-ik . 

  I  hate  our house-EXPR.N.SG 

  ‘I hate our house.’ 

 

  b. Já l’ubl’u náš dóm’-ik . 

  I love our house-EXPR.N.SG 

  ‘I love our house.’ 

 

To distinguish this type of expressive suffix from the attitude suffixes described above, I call 

them size suffixes, because they indicate the size of the referent in addition to the speaker’s 

attitude. Size suffixes are defined in (33). 

 

(33) Definition of size suffixes: 

Russian size suffixes express the speaker’s attitude (positive or negative) toward the 

referent, and they also indicate the size (small or big) of the referent. Thus size 

suffixes contribute both expressive and descriptive content.  
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In the literature, size suffixes are referred to as diminutive (dim) or augmentative (aug) 

(Derkach 2005; Nesset 2003; Polterauer 1981; Popov 1967; Shvedova et al. 1982; 

Stankiewicz 1954, 1968; Wade 2000, among others). Diminutive suffixes indicate the small 

size of a referent, while augmentative suffixes indicate the large size of a referent. Examples 

of diminutive suffixes were given in (30)–(32) above. I have shown that diminutive suffixes 

can express the positive attitude of the speaker. They can also express the negative 

(pejorative) attitude of the speaker although this occurs less frequently (Shvedova et al. 

1982:210). For example, in (34a), id’éj-k-a ‘idea (dim)’ is used with the diminutive suffix -k, 

which indicates that the speaker views the idea negatively. Compare this with the neutral 

sentence in (34b), where the expressive suffix is absent. 

 

(34) a. Mn’é v  gólovu  pr’išlá  id’éj-k-a. 

  me prep head  came  idea-EXPR-N.SG  

  ‘(An) idea (dim) came to my mind.’ 

 i. Descriptive:  ‘A small idea came to the speaker’s mind’ 

 ii. Expressive:  ‘Speaker views the idea negatively’  

 

 b. Mn’é v  gólovu  pr’išlá  id’éj-a. 

  me prep head  came  idea-N.SG  

  ‘(An) idea came to my mind.’ 

 i. Descriptive:  ‘An idea came to the speaker’s mind’ 

(adopted from Shvedova et al. 1982: 210) 

 

Augmentative suffixes can also express the positive or negative attitude of the speaker 

(Derkach 2005; Nesset 2003; Schneider 2003). For example, in (35a), sobáč’- išč’ -a 

‘big/malevolent dog’ (translation from Derkach 2005: 11) is used with the augmentative 

suffix -išč’ , which indicates that the speaker views the dog negatively; compare this with the 

neutral (35b), where the expressive suffix is absent.  
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(35) a. Sobáč’- išč’ -a  pr’išlá. 

  dog-EXPR-N.SG  came 

  ‘(A) dog (aug) came.’ 

 i. Descriptive:  ‘A big dog came’ 

 ii. Expressive:  ‘Speaker views the dog negatively’  

  

 b. Sobák-a pr’išlá. 

  dog-N.SG came  

  ‘(A) dog came.’ 

 i. Descriptive:  ‘A dog came’ 

        (Derkach 2005: 11) 

 

The data in (36a) illustrate that sobáč’- išč’ -a cannot be modified by the adjective ‘small’; 

compare this with (36b), where it can be modified by ‘huge’. The data in (37a) show that 

sobáč’- išč’ -a cannot be used in a context when the speaker denies his/her negative attitude 

toward the dog; compare this with (37b), where the speaker expresses a negative attitude.  

 

(36) a. # Mál’en’kaja sobáč’- išč’ -a pr’i-š-l-á. 

  small dog-EXPR-N.SG came 

  ‘(A) small dog (aug) came.’ 

 

 b. Ogrómnaja sobáč’- išč’ -a pr’i-š-l-á. 

  huge dog-EXPR-N.SG came 

  ‘(A) huge dog (aug) came.’ 

 

(37) a. # Já l’ubl’u étu sobáč’- išč’ -u. 

  I love this dog-EXPR-ACC.SG 

   ‘I love this dog (aug).’ 
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  b. Já n’enav’ížu étu sobáč’- išč’ -u. 

  I hate this dog-EXPR-ACC.SG 

  ‘I hate this dog (aug).’ 

 

The list of simplex size suffixes in Russian is given in Table 2.2.  

 

Table 2.2 Size suffixes in Russian 

Diminutive suffixes 
-k (allomorphs: -ok, -ek, -ik) 

-c (allomorphs: -ec, -ic)  

Augmentative suffix -išč’  

 

To summarize, the difference between attitude and size suffixes in Russian is that the 

former have expressive content, while the latter have both expressive and descriptive content. 

Attitude suffixes can be removed without affecting the descriptive content of a phrase, which 

confirms Potts’ (2007) criterion of independence. In contrast, size suffixes have descriptive 

content of their own, and thus, by removing a size suffix, its descriptive content is also 

removed.  

 

2.2.2  Nondisplaceability of Russian expressive suffixes 

Nondisplaceability is another characteristic that distinguishes expressive from descriptive 

content. Expressives predicate the speaker’s attitudes in a particular utterance situation that 

are valid only for the speaker at the time and place of the utterance. Consider for example the 

German data in (38), adopted from Potts (2007). In (38a), the descriptive content is Hermann 

believes that Hella’s dog is dead. In (38b), the expressive nominal Köter ‘damn.dog’ is used 

instead of the neutral Hund ‘dog’. As a result, (38b) conveys the information that the speaker 

holds Hella’s dog in low regard, in addition to the proposition Hermann believes that Hella’s 

dog is dead.  
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(38) a. Hermann glaubt, dass Hellas  Hund gestorben ist. 

  Hermann believes that Hella’s  dog dead  is 

  ‘Hermann believes that Hella’s dog is dead.’ 

 i. Descriptive:  ‘Hermann believes that Hella’s dog is dead’ 

 

 b. Hermann glaubt, dass Hellas  Köter   gestorben ist. 

  Hermann believes that Hella’s  damn.dog dead  is 

  ‘Hermann believes that Hella’s damn dog is dead.’ 

 i. Descriptive:  ‘Hermann believes that Hella’s dog is dead’ 

 ii. Expressive:  ‘Speaker views Hella’s dog negatively’ 

       (adopted from Potts 2007: 6) 

 

The data in (38) demonstrates the characteristic of nondisplaceability because the expressive 

Köter ‘damn.dog’ relates directly to the utterance situation. It is the speaker who expresses a 

negative attitude toward the dog. This negative attitude cannot be attributed to the subject of 

the sentence Hermann (Potts 2007: 6). It is worth pointing out that Köter ‘damn dog’ also has 

both expressive and descriptive content, similar to the Russian size suffixes discussed above.  

Russian data with expressive suffixes also demonstrate the characteristic of 

nondisplaceability. This is shown in (39) for the vulgar suffix -an, which is used to refer to 

an old man (star’-ik-án ‘old man’). The sentence conveys a vulgar attitude toward the old 

man in addition to the proposition Mom thinks that Olga’s old man is a good person. The 

suffix -an indicates here that it is the speaker who expresses a vulgar attitude toward the old 

man, not the subject of the sentence ‘mom’, since mom says that the old man is a good 

person and thus has a positive attitude toward the old man. 

 

(39) Predstáv’, máma dúmajet, čto Ol’in  star’-ik-án 

 imagine  mom thinks  that Olga’s  old-NOM-EXPR.N.SG 

 xoróšij č’elov’ék. 

 good person 

 ‘Imagine, mom thinks that Olga’s old man (vulg) is a good person.’ 
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The same property also holds for size suffixes. For example, in (40), the diminutive suffix -k 

is added to the noun denoting ‘notebook’. As a result, the sentence conveys a positive 

attitude toward the notebook, in addition to the proposition Mom thinks that Olga’s notebook 

was found. The suffix -k indicates that it is the speaker who sees Olga’s notebook positively 

and says nothing about whether the subject ‘mom’ has a positive attitude toward the 

notebook.  

 

(40) Pr’edstáv’, mama  dúmajet, čto Ol’ina t’etrád-k-a 

 imagine  mom  thinks  that Olga’s notebook-EXPR-N.SG 

 našlá-s’. 

 found-self 

 ‘Imagine, mom thinks that Olga’s notebook (dim) was found.’ 

 

 To summarize, both attitude and size suffixes relate directly to the utterance situation 

expressing the attitude of the speaker at the time and place of the utterance. This confirms 

Potts’ (2007) criterion of nondisplaceability. It should be noted that the criterion of 

nondisplaceability also pertain to the descriptive content of a size suffix. For example, in 

(41), it seems that the suffix -išč’  indicates that the speaker views the dog as being big, but 

does not indicate that the subject ‘mom’ also sees it as being big.  

 

(41) Pr’edstáv’, mama dúmajet, čto Ol’ina  sobáč’- išč’ -a 

 imagine mom thinks  that Olga’s  dog-EXPR-N.SG 

 mál’en’kaja. 

 small 

 ‘Imagine, mom thinks that Olga’s dog (aug) is small.’ 

 

2.2.3  Perspective dependence of Russian expressive suffixes 

Certain Expressives appear to contradict the criterion of nondisplaceability. In particular, 

Potts (2007) notes (after Kratzer 1999 and Schlenker 2003) that Expressives may reflect the 

perspective of someone other than the speaker. This suggests that Expressives do not 
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necessarily express the attitude of the speaker but instead the attitude of the perspective 

bearer, which in most but not all cases is the speaker. For example, in (42), the expressive 

that bastard indicates the negative emotion of the speaker’s father, and not the speaker 

herself (Potts 2007: 7).  

 

(42) My father screamed that he would never allow me to marry that bastard Webster. 

 i. Descriptive:  ‘Speaker’s father screamed that he would never allow the speaker to 

marry Webster’ 

 ii. Expressive: ‘Speaker’s father views Webster negatively’  

(Kratzer 1999, cited by Potts 2007: 7) 

 

The same phenomenon is found with Russian expressive suffixes, which can likewise 

express the attitude of the perspective bearer. For example, in (43), parallel to the data in 

(42), the expressive -an indicates the negative emotion of the speaker’s father, rather than the 

speaker herself.  

 

(43) Ot’éc kr’ičál, čto  n’e pozvól’it mn’e žen’ít’s’a na  étom  

 father screamed  that (he)  not let(fut) me  marry prep  this  

 star’-ik-án’-e. 

 old- NOM-EXPR-LOC.SG   

 ‘Father screamed that he won’t let me marry this old man (vulg).’ 

 i. Descriptive: ‘Speaker’s father screamed that he would never allow the speaker to 

 marry that old man’ 

 ii. Expressive: ‘Speaker’s father views the old man negatively’  

 

To deal with examples such as (42) and (43), Potts (2007) uses the notion of the “judge”. The 

judge is the person whose attitude is expressed by the expressive. Normally, the judge is the 

speaker (in accordance with nondisplacebility), but sometimes it can be someone else. Potts 

does not discuss conditions under which the judge is not the speaker. 
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To summarize, Russian expressive suffixes, like English Expressives such as bastard, 

indicate that in relevant environments the perspective bearer (or “judge”) is someone other 

than the speaker, which confirms Potts’ (2007) criterion of perspective dependence. 

 

2.2.3.1  The speaker’s attitude  

With respect to both nondisplaceability and perspective dependence, the following question 

arises. What is the speaker’s (or judge’s) attitude directed at? In the literature, there is no 

uniform answer to this question. One definition of expressivity is that it is a direct expression 

of the emotive attitude of the speaker toward what he/she is speaking about (Bühler 1934; 

Jakobson 1960). Another definition is that emotional meaning reflects the personal feeling of 

the speaker, including his/her attitude toward the hearer or the content of the utterance 

(Leech 1974).  

Here, I show that, in the case of Russian expressive suffixes, the speaker’s attitude is 

directed at the referent of the noun that contains an expressive suffix and not at the hearer. 

For example, in (44a), the affectionate suffix -ul’  indicates the speaker’s affection toward 

grandmother, but it does not indicate the speaker’s attitude toward the hearer. This is better 

illustrated in (44b), where the hearer is addressed in a vulgar manner using the vulgar suffix  

-an. Although the listener is addressed by the speaker with a negative attitude, the 

affectionate suffix -ul’  still indicates the speaker’s positive attitude toward grandmother.  

 

(44) a. Bab-úl’ -a   pr’išlá.  

  grandmother-EXPR-N.SG came  

  ‘Grandmother (affect) came.’    

 i. Descriptive:  ‘Grandmother came’ 

 ii. Expressive:  ‘Speaker views grandmother positively’  
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 b. Ej, star’-ik-án,   id’í s’udá, bab-úl’ -a 

  hey old-NOM-EXPR.N.SG come here grandmother-EXPR-N.SG 

  pr’išlá.  

  came 

  ‘Hey, old man (vulg), come here, grandmother (affect) came.’ 

 

Unlike affectionate suffixes that indicate the speaker’s attitude toward the referent, not the 

hearer, vulgar suffixes can target the hearer indirectly. Vulgar suffixes can only be used in 

informal settings and thus, they belong to an informal register. Such suffixes indicate that the 

speaker treats a particular discourse as informal; thus, if used in the wrong (e.g., formal) 

register, they might affect the hearer indirectly and even provoke a negative reaction. 

Consequently, vulgar suffixes can indirectly target the hearer while directly expressing an 

attitude toward the referent. For example, the sentence in (45), used with the vulgar suffix -

ox, can be uttered among close friends, but in a formal situation, it is considered rude and 

inappropriate.  

 

(45) Bab’-óx-a    pr’išlá. 

 grandmother-EXPR-N.SG came 

 ‘Grandmother (woman) (vulg) came.’    

 i. Descriptive:  ‘Grandmother (woman) came’ 

 ii. Expressive:  ‘Speaker views the grandmother (woman) negatively’  

 

Size suffixes belong to both formal and informal registers (in this respect, they are similar to 

affectionate suffixes and different from vulgar suffixes). Size suffixes express the speaker’s 

attitude toward the referent, not the hearer. For example, in (46a), the diminutive suffix -k 

indicates that the speaker views a dog with a positive attitude (small and nice dog). However, 

it does not express the speaker’s attitude toward the hearer. This is also shown in (46b), 

where the hearer is addressed in an irreverent manner with the vulgar suffix -an. Although 

the hearer is addressed with a negative attitude, the diminutive suffix -k still expresses the 

speaker’s positive attitude toward the dog.  
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(46) a.  Sobáč’-k-a  pr’išlá. 

  dog-EXPR-N.SG came 

  ‘(The) dog (dim) came.’    

 i. Descriptive:  ‘The small dog came’ 

 ii. Expressive:  ‘Speaker views the dog positively’  

 

 b. Ej, star’-ik-án,  id’í  s’udá, sobáč’-k-a 

  hey old-NOM-EXPR.N.SG come  here dog-EXPR-N.SG 

  pr’išlá. 

  came 

  ‘Hey, old man (vulg), come here, (the) dog (dim) came.’ 

 

2.2.4  Descriptive ineffability of Russian expressive suffixes 

Another property of Expressives is their lack of propositional content, that is, their 

descriptive ineffability. As such, Expressives are similar to Interjectives such as ‘ouch’, 

which cannot be paraphrased with a description such as ‘I feel pain’. Their content is not a 

proposition, but the expression of an attitude/emotional state. According to Potts (2007), 

speakers are never fully satisfied when they paraphrase expressive content using descriptive 

terms, because paraphrases miss a wide range of emotive uses.  

 To investigate whether Russian expressive suffixes satisfy this criterion, I have 

interviewed three native speakers of Russian (non-linguists, all with higher education). I 

asked each of them to compare three sets of sentences containing expressive suffixes and 

paraphrases illustrated in (47)–(49) below. The speakers were asked: ‘What is the difference 

between the sentences in (a) and (b)?’ All sentences in (a) contained expressives, while all 

sentences in (b) contained paraphrases (information unknown to the speakers). After reading 

the sentences, two speakers told me that the sentences in (a) express an emotion, while the 

sentences in (b) do not. One speaker told me that the sentences in (a) express a ‘stronger’ 

emotion, compared to the sentences in (b). I conclude from these native speakers’ intuitions 

that the speakers view expressive sentences and their paraphrases differently, with expressive 
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sentences being more ‘emotive’. Consider now the sentences reviewed by the speakers (the 

speakers were given only the Cyrillic version).  

In (47a), the affectionate suffix -ul’  is used with the word ‘mother’, expressing the 

speaker’s affection toward mother. In (47b), the suffix -ul’  is removed and the paraphrase 

‘Mother who I love’ is used. As a result, the sentence in (47a) seems more emotive to the 

speakers, compared to the sentence in (47b). 

 

(47) a. Mam-úl’ -a  pr’išlá.  

  mother-EXPR-N.SG came 

  ‘Mother (affect) came.’ 

 i. Descriptive:  ‘Mother came’ 

 ii. Expressive:  ‘Speaker views his/her mother positively’  

 

 b. Mám-a, kotóruju ja l’ubl’ú,  pr’išlá. 

  mother-N.SG who  I love  came 

  ‘Mother, who I love, came.’    

 

In (48a), the vulgar suffix -ug is used with the word ‘thief’, expressing the speaker’s 

irreverent attitude toward the thief. In (48b), the suffix -ug is removed and the paraphrase 

‘The thief who I despise’ is used. The sentence in (48a) seems more emotive to the speakers 

than the sentence in (48b). 

 

(48) a. Vor’-úg-a  pr’išól. 

  thief-EXPR-N.SG came 

  ‘(The) thief (vulg) came.’ 

 i. Descriptive:  ‘The thief came’ 

 ii. Expressive:  ‘Speaker views the thief negatively’  

 

 b. Vór, kotórogo já pr’eziráju, pr’išól. 

  thief.N.SG who  I despise  came 

  ‘(The) thief, who I despise, came.’ 
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In (49a), the size suffix -ik is used with kl’úč’  ‘key’, indicating that the key is small and nice 

in the speaker’s opinion. In (49b), the suffix -ik is removed and the paraphrase ‘The small 

and nice key’ is used. The sentence in (49a) seems more emotive to the speakers, compared 

to the sentence in (49b), which supports the view that diminutive suffixes are not just 

descriptive, but also expressive.  

 

(49) a. Kl’úč’- ik   našól-s’a.  

  key-EXPR.N.SG found-self  

  ‘(The) key (dim) was found.’  

 i. Descriptive:  ‘The small key was found’ 

 ii. Expressive:  ‘Speaker views the key positively’  

 

 b. Mál’en’kij i slávnij kl’úč’ našól-s’a. 

  Small and nice key found-self 

  ‘(The) small and nice key was found.’ 

 

To summarize, Russian data with expressive suffixes seem more emotive to the 

speakers than their descriptive paraphrases because their content is not a proposition, but the 

expression of an attitude/emotional state. Thus, they satisfy Potts’ (2007) criterion of 

descriptive ineffability. 

 

2.2.5  Immediacy of Russian expressive suffixes 

One property of Expressives makes them similar to Performatives. That is, just by means of 

uttering the expressive linguistic object, the speaker is performing a social act (such as 

insulting somebody). Therefore, the act of uttering an Expressive is the emotive performance. 

Potts (2007) refers to this property as immediacy. 

 A connection between Expressives and speech-acts has been noted in the literature. 

For example, according to Tsujimura (1978), expressions like commands, prohibitions, or 

wishes should be treated from the attitudinal point of view. 
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 Potts uses the following example to illustrate immediacy in English (50). 

 

(50) a. That bastard Kresge was late for work yesterday.  

 i. Descriptive:  ‘Kresge was late for work yesterday’ 

 ii. Expressive:  ‘Speaker views Kresge negatively’  

  

 b. # But he’s no bastard today, because today he was on time. 

    (adopted from Potts 2007: 13) 

 

Just by saying (50a) ‘That bastard Kresge…’, the speaker expresses hostility towards Kresge, 

which explains why (50b) ‘But he is no bastard today’ is infelicitous. The speaker expresses 

a negative attitude towards Kresge and then denies it without indicating that he/she has 

changed his/her mind.  

According to Potts (2007), Performatives exhibit exactly the same characteristic. An 

example of a performative is illustrated in (51) (promise). The sentence in (51a) is a promise 

to wash the dishes later. In (51b), the speaker denies his/her promise to wash the dishes later, 

which makes the sentence infelicitous.  

 

(51) a. I promise that I will wash the dishes later.  

 b. # But I refuse to wash the dishes later. 

   (adopted from Potts 2007: 14) 

 

Russian expressive suffixes display this property of immediacy as well. In (52a), the use of 

the affectionate suffix -ul’  indicates the affection of the speaker towards his/her mother. In 

(52b), the speaker denies affection without indicating that he/she has changed his/her mind. 

As a result, the sentence is infelicitous. 
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(51) a. Mam-úl’ -a  pr’išlá. 

  mother-EXPR-N.SG came 

  ‘Mother (affect) came.’     

 i. Descriptive:  ‘Mother came’ 

 ii. Expressive: ‘Speaker views his/her mother positively’  

 

 b. #No já ejé n’e l’ubl’ú. 

  but I her not love 

  ‘But I do not love her.’     

 

In (52a), the speaker uses the size suffix -k, which expresses a positive attitude toward the 

children. In (52b), the speaker denies the positive attitude toward the children, which makes 

the sentence infelicitous.  

 

(52) a. Segódn’a pr’ixod’íl’I d’ét-k’ -i. 

  today came  child-EXPR-N.PL 

  ‘(The) children (dim) came today.’ 

 i. Descriptive:  ‘The small children came today’ 

 ii. Expressive:  ‘Speaker views the children positively’  

 

 b. #No já íx t’erp’ét’ n’e mogú. 

  but I them bear  not can 

  ‘But I cannot stand them.’     

 

To summarize, both attitude and size suffixes behave like Performatives and achieve 

their intended act simply by being uttered, which confirms Potts’ (2007) criterion of 

immediacy. 
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2.2.6  Repeatability of Russian expressive suffixes 

Another property of expressive LOs which sets them apart from descriptive LOs has to do 

with the fact that the repetition of Expressives leads to the strengthening of emotion rather 

than redundancy. Potts (2007) refers to this property as repeatability. For example, in (53a), 

the expressive damn is used once in the sentence; in (53b), damn is used twice; and in (53c), 

it is used three times: as a result, the speaker seems more and more emotional as we move 

down the list. 

 

(53) a. Damn, I left my keys in the car.  

 b. Damn, I left my damn keys in the car. 

 c. Damn, I left my damn keys in the damn car.    

   (adopted from Potts 2007: 15) 

 

Descriptive content differs from (53), because repetition of descriptive content leads to 

redundancy instead of the strengthening of emotion. This is illustrated in (54), which is 

infelicitous because of redundant repetition of the descriptive content.  

 

(54) #I’m angry! I forget my keys. I’m angry! They are in the car. I’m angry! 

(Potts 2007: 15) 

 

In Russian, expressive suffixes demonstrate the characteristic of repeatability. Multiple 

expressive suffixes lead to the strengthening of emotion instead of redundancy (Mandel’štam 

1903; Popoff-Böcker 1973; Popov 1967; Stankiewicz 1954, 1968; Volek 1987). For instance, 

in (55a), the proposition ‘Nina came to mother’ is descriptive with no expressive content. In 

(55b), the affectionate suffix -ul’  is used to express the speaker’s affection toward Nina. In 

(55c), the affectionate suffix -ul’ is used twice, indicating that the speaker feels affection 

toward both Nina and her mother. Of the three sentences in (55), the one in (55c) with 

multiple affectionate suffixes would seem the most “emotional” to speakers of Russian.  
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(55) a. N’ín-a pr’išlá k mám’-e. 

  Nina-N.SG came  to mother-DAT.SG   

  ‘Nina came to mother.’ 

 i. Descriptive:  ‘Nina came to mother’ 

 

 b. N’in-úl’ -a  pr’išlá  k mám’-e. 

  Nina-EXPR-N.SG came  to mother-DAT.SG   

  ‘Nina (affect) came to mother.’ 

 i. Descriptive:  ‘Nina came to mother’ 

 ii. Expressive:  ‘Speaker views Nina positively’  

 

 c.  N’in-úl’ -a  pr’išlá  k mam’-úl’ -e. 

  Nina-EXPR-N.SG came  to mother-EXPR-DAT.SG   

  ‘Nina (affect) came to mother (affect).’ 

 i. Descriptive:  ‘Nina came to mother’ 

 ii. Expressive:  ‘Speaker views both Nina and her mother positively’  

 

In (56a), the proposition ‘The dog hurt its leg’ is also descriptive without expressive content. 

In (56b), the diminutive size suffix -k is used making the proposition expressive and 

indicating the speaker’s positive emotion toward the dog. In (56c), the diminutive suffix -k is 

used twice, expressing the speaker’s positive emotions toward both the dog and its leg. As a 

result, there is heightening of the emotional state of the speaker.  

 

(56) a. U sobák’-i   zabol’éla láp-a. 

  PREP dog-GEN.SG  hurt  leg-N.SG   

  ‘(The) dog hurt (its) leg.’ 

 i. Descriptive:  ‘The dog hurt its leg’ 
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 b. U  sobáč’-k’ -i5  zabol’éla lápa. 

  PREP  dog-EXPR-GEN.SG hurt  leg-N.SG   

  ‘(The) dog (dim) hurt (its) leg.’ 

 i. Descriptive:  ‘The small dog hurt its leg’ 

 ii. Expressive:  ‘Speaker views the dog positively’  

 

 c. U  sobáč’-k’ -i   zabol’éla láp-k-a. 

  PREP  dog-EXPR-GEN.SG hurt  leg-EXPR-N.SG   

  ‘(The) dog (dim) hurt (its) leg (dim).’ 

 i.  Descriptive: ‘The small dog hurt its small leg’ 

 ii. Expressive: ‘Speaker views both the dog and its leg positively’  

 

The diminutive size suffix -k, which has the allomorphs -ok, -ek, -ik, also allows for 

repeatability in the same word. For example, in (57), it is used twice in the same word (see 

section 5.5. on a more detailed discussion of this kind of repeatability). In (57b), there is 

heightening of the emotional state of the speaker, compared to (57a). 

 

(57) a. U sobáč’-k’ -i zabol’éla  lápa. 

  PREP dog-EXPR-GEN.SG hurt  leg-N.SG   

  ‘(The) dog (dim) hurt (its) leg.’ 

 i.  Descriptive:  ‘The small dog hurt its leg’ 

 ii. Expressive: ‘Speaker views the dog positively’  

 

 b. U sobáč’-eč’ -k’ -i   zabol’éla láp-a. 

  PREP dog-EXPR-EXPR-GEN.SG hurt  leg-N.SG   

  ‘(The) dog (dim-dim) hurt (its) leg.’ 

 i.  Descriptive:  ‘The very small dog hurt its leg’ 

 ii. Expressive:  ‘Speaker views the dog very positively’  

 

                                        

5 There is a k~č’  alternation in this word, which is typical for Russian. This alternation can also be seen in the 
diminutive suffix -ek in (57b). Consonantal alternations will be discussed in Chapter 3.  
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To summarize, multiple attitude and size suffixes in Russian lead to strengthening of 

emotion rather than redundancy, which confirms Potts’s (2007) criterion of repeatability. 

 

2.3  Conclusions 

To conclude, Russian attitude and size suffixes demonstrate the following characteristics of 

expressive content outlined in Table 2.3, which is based on Potts (2007). 

 

Table 2.3 Characteristics of expressive suffixes in Russian 

 Attitude suffixes 

(affectionate, vulgar) 

Size suffixes 

(diminutive, augmentative) 

1. Independence a * 

2. Nondisplaceability a a 

3. Perspective dependence a a 

4. Descriptive ineffability a a 

5. Immediacy a a 

6. Repeatability a a 

 

Attitude suffixes have expressive content, while size suffixes have both expressive and 

descriptive content. Compare Table 2.4 and Table 2.5. 

 

Table 2.4 Attitude suffixes are expressive 

Attitude suffixes Expressive content Descriptive content  

Affectionate suffixes 

(-án’, -áš, -ón, -úl’, -ún’, -úr, 

 -ús’, -úš) 

a * 

Vulgar suffixes 

(-ág, -ák, -ál, -án, -ár, -áx, 

 -íl, -in, -ób, -ot, -óx, -úg, 

 -úk, -úx) 

a * 
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Table 2.5 Size suffixes are expressive and descriptive 

Size suffixes Expressive content Descriptive content  

Diminutive suffixes 

-k (allomorphs: -ok, -ek, -ik) 

-c (allomorphs: -ec, -ic) 

a a 

Augmentative suffix 

-išč’  
a a 

 

Attitude and size suffixes indicate the speaker’s attitude toward the referent, not the hearer. 

Vulgar suffixes belong to the informal register and can target the hearer indirectly if uttered 

in the wrong (formal) register. 
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Chapter 3: Background information 

 

 

This chapter presents background information on Russian grammatical gender, inflectional 

class, natural gender (or sex), and animacy. This background information is important to 

better understand the behaviour of Russian expressive suffixes. Grammatical gender and 

inflectional class are used as tests to determine whether a certain expressive suffix is a head 

or a modifier. Natural gender and animacy are also important to this discussion, because with 

respect to expressive suffixes, animate nouns that have natural gender behave differently 

from both animate nouns without natural gender, and inanimate nouns.  

The structure of this chapter is as follows. In section 3.1, I discuss grammatical and 

natural gender. In section 3.2, I outline different approaches to Russian inflectional class. In 

section 3.3, I discuss animacy. In section 3.4, I describe phonological alternations relevant to 

expressive suffixes in Russian.  

 

3.1  Gender 

Grammatical gender serves as one of the diagnostic properties6 for the two syntactic types of 

expressive suffixes. The purpose of this section is to introduce the properties of grammatical 

gender (section 3.1.1). Moreover, to fully understand grammatical gender it is important to 

discuss nouns with natural gender, since these systematically behave different than the nouns 

that do not have natural gender (section 3.1.2). 

 

                                        

6 See Chapter 4 for the list of diagnostics. 
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3.1.1  Grammatical gender 

Russian has three grammatical genders: masculine, feminine, and neuter, as illustrated in 

Table 3.1. That grammatical gender is indeed a grammatical category is evident from the fact 

that it cannot be predicted by either semantic or phonological properties of the noun (Corbett 

1991). 

  

Table 3.1 Russian grammatical genders (Corbett 1991: 35) 

Masculine Feminine Neuter 

č'áj        ‘tea’ vod-á      ‘water’ v'in-ó       ‘wine’ 

dóm      ‘house’ škól-a     ‘school’ zdán'ij-e   ‘building’ 

žurnál   ‘magazine’ gaz'ét-a   ‘newspaper’ p'is'm-ó    ‘letter’ 

 

With the exception of nouns that have natural gender, grammatical gender cannot be 

predicted from the semantics of a noun. For example, in Table 3.1, all words in the first row 

(čáj ‘tea’, vod-á ‘water’, and v’in-ó ‘wine’) denote drinking liquids, however their 

grammatical gender differs. They can be associated with each of the three grammatical 

genders: masculine, feminine, and neuter, respectively. Similarly, the nouns in the second 

row (dóm ‘house’, škól-a ‘school’, and zdán'ij-e ‘building’) all denote buildings, but they 

also have different grammatical genders: masculine, feminine, and neuter, respectively. 

Finally, the nouns in the third row all denote readable things. Again they are all associated 

with different genders. This shows that grammatical gender cannot be predicted from the 

meaning of a given noun.   

 Similarly, grammatical gender cannot be predicted from the phonological form of the 

stem, as illustrated in Table 3.2. For example, the stem portf’él’  ‘briefcase’, ends in a 

palatalized consonant [l’] and the word is masculine. The stem m’et’él’  ‘snowstorm’ also 

ends in [l’], but the word is feminine. Both stems d’én’  ‘day’ and t’én’  ‘shadow’ end in [n’], 

however the words are masculine and feminine, respectively.  
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Table 3.2 Masculine and feminine nouns, by phonological form of stem 

Masculine Feminine 

portf’él’    ‘briefcase’ m’et’él’   ‘snowstorm’ 

d’én’         ‘day’ t’én’        ‘shadow’ 

 

The only way to unambiguously determine the grammatical gender of a given word is to 

focus on its agreement (Doleschal and Schmid 2001: 256). There are four agreement tests in 

Russian: (i) agreement with adjectives, (ii) agreement with verbs in the past tense, (iii) 

agreement with relative pronouns, and (iv) agreement with personal pronouns. I discuss each 

of these tests in turn. The examples in (58) illustrate agreement with adjectives. In (58a), the 

masculine noun múž ‘husband’ triggers masculine agreement on the adjective xoróš-ij 

‘good’. In (58b), the feminine noun žen-á ‘wife’ triggers feminine agreement on the 

adjective. And finally, in (58c), the neuter noun d’él-o ‘cause’ triggers neuter agreement on 

the adjective.  

 

(58) Agreement with adjectives: 

 

 a. xoróš-ij múž 

  good-MASC.N.SG husband.N.SG (MASC) 

  ‘good husband’ 

 

 b. xoróš-aja žen-á 

  good-FEM .N.SG wife-N.SG (FEM) 

  ‘good wife’ 

 

 c. xoróš-eje  d’él-o 

  good-NEUT.N.SG cause-N.SG (NEUT) 

  ‘good cause’ 

 

The examples in (59) illustrate agreement with verbs in the past tense. In (59a), the 

masculine noun dóm ‘house’ triggers masculine agreement with the past form of the verb 
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stoj-ál ‘stood’. In (59b), the feminine noun škól-a ‘school’ triggers feminine agreement. And 

in (59c), the neuter noun zdán’ij-e ‘building’ triggers neuter agreement. 

 

(59) Agreement with verbs in the past tense: 

 

 a. Dóm  stoj-ál.  

  house.N.SG (MASC) stood-PAST.MASC.SG  

  ‘(The) house stood.’ 

 

 b.  Škól-a stoj-ál-a. 

  school-N.SG (FEM) stood-PAST-FEM .SG 

  ‘(The) school stood.’ 

 

 c.  Zdán’ij-e   stoj-ál-o. 

  building-N.SG (NEUT) stood-PAST-NEUT.SG 

  ‘(The) building stood.’ 

 

Another type of agreement test involves relative pronouns. Such pronouns introduce 

a relative clause and display agreement for gender with the head of the relative clause. For 

example, in (60a), the masculine noun dóm ‘house’ triggers masculine agreement with the 

relative pronoun kotór-ij. In (60b), the feminine noun škól-a ‘school’ triggers feminine 

agreement. And in (60c), the neuter noun zdán’ij-e ‘building’ triggers neuter agreement.  

 

(60) Agreement with relative pronouns: 

 

 a. dóm, kotór-ij  stoj-ál  

  house.N.SG (MASC) that-MASC.N.SG stood-PAST.MASC.SG  

  ‘(the) house that stood’ 
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 b. škól-a, kotór-aja  stoj-ál-a 

  school-N.SG (FEM) that-FEM .N.SG  stood-PAST-FEM .SG 

  ‘(the) school that stood’ 

 

 c. zdán’ij-e, kotór-oje  stoj-ál-o 

  building-N.SG (NEUT) that-NEUT.N.SG stood-PAST-NEUT.SG 

  ‘(the) building that stood’ 

 

Finally, personal pronouns necessarily match the noun they are coreferent with in gender. For 

example, the masculine noun dóm ‘house’ requires the masculine personal pronoun ón (61a); 

the feminine noun škól-a ‘school’ requires a feminine personal pronoun on-á (61b); and the 

neuter noun zdán’ij-e ‘building’ requires a neuter personal pronoun on-ó (61c).  

 

(61) Agreement with personal pronouns: 

 

 a. Gd’é dóm?  Vót ón. 

  where house.N.SG (MASC) here it.N.SG (MASC) 

  ‘Where is the house? Here it is.’ 

 

 b. Gd’é škól-a?  Vót on-á. 

  where school-N.SG (FEM)  here it-N.SG (FEM) 

  ‘Where is the school? Here it is.’ 

 

 c. Gd’é zdán’ij-e?   Vót on-ó. 

  where building.N.SG (NEUT) here it-N.SG (NEUT) 

  ‘Where is the building? Here it is.’ 

 

We have now established that gender is a grammatical category in Russian. Note for 

completeness that plural forms are not distinguished in terms of gender (Doleschal and 

Schmid 200; Shvedova et al. 1982; Wade 2000, among others). As Table 3.3 illustrates, the 

same plural agreement is used for plural nouns of all grammatical genders in Russian. 
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Table 3.3 Singular vs. plural agreement with an adjective 

Singular Plural 

xoróš-ij    ‘good-N.SG (MASC)’ 

xoróš-ije  ‘good-N.PL’ xoróš-aja  ‘good-N.SG (FEM)’ 

xoróš-eje  ‘good-N.SG (NEUT)’ 

 

3.1.2  Natural gender (sex) 

As mentioned above, grammatical gender generally cannot be predicted on the basis of the 

meaning of the noun. The only exceptions are nouns that have natural gender (also called 

sex-differentiable nouns; see Corbett 1982, 1991). A number of nouns that denote humans 

and some domesticated animals are sex-differentiable, as they are associated with natural 

gender (sex) in addition to grammatical gender. Natural gender can be seen in kinship terms 

(Table 3.4) and personal names (Table 3.5). For example, the noun ot’éc ‘father’ can only 

denote a male individual, while mát’ ‘mother’ can only denote a female individual. The name 

Iván ‘Ivan’ can only denote a male person, while Ánn-a ‘Anna’ can only denote a female 

person.  

 

Table 3.4 Kinship terms 

Male Female 

ot’éc    ‘father’ mát’       ‘mother’ 

sín        ‘son’ dóč’        ‘daughter’ 

d’ád’-a ‘uncle’ t'ót’-a     ‘aunt’  

 

Table 3.5 Personal names 

Male Female 

Iván      ‘Ivan’ Ánn-a      ‘Anna’ 

Páv’el   ‘Pavel’ Mar’íj-a   ‘Marija’ 

Pótr       ‘Potr’ Ól’g-a      ‘Olga’ 

 

Most nouns that denote animals, birds, and insects refer to members of the species in general 

and have no natural gender. Such nouns are called non-sex-differentiable (Corbett 1982, 
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1991). For example, the nouns k’ít ‘whale’ (62a) and míš ‘mouse’ (62b) denote both male 

and female members of the species. Although these nouns are non-sex-differentiable, they 

have grammatical gender, which is seen from their agreement with adjectives.  

 

(62) a. bol’š-ój  k’ít  

  big-MASC.N.SG whale.N.SG (MASC)’ 

  ‘big whale (member of the species)’ 

 

 b.  bol’š-ája  míš 

  big-FEM .N.SG mouse.N.SG (FEM)’ 

  ‘big mouse (member of the species)’ 

 

If it is necessary for the speaker to differentiate between male and female animals, the words 

sam’éc ‘male’ and sámk-a ‘female’, followed by the species in Genitive case, are used. This 

is presented in (63). 

 

(63) a. sam’éc k’it-á 

  male whale-GEN.SG (MASC) 

  ‘male of (the) whale’ 

 

 b. sámk-a k’it-á 

  female whale-GEN.SG (MASC) 

  ‘female of (the) whale’ 

 

A few names of domesticated animals, however, make use of different nouns to denote the 

species in general, and male and female individuals; see Table 3.6. 

 

Table 3.6 Domesticated animals using three nouns for species, male, and female 

Species Male Female 

lóšad’    ‘horse’ žer’eb’éc  ‘stallion’ kobíl-a  ‘mare’ 

sobák-a  ‘dog’ kob’él’      ‘male dog’ súk-a     ‘bitch’ 
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The grammatical gender of sex-differentiable nouns is always determined by their natural 

gender (Corbett 1982, 1991; Corbett and Fraser 2000). Thus, nouns that denote males are 

always masculine and nouns that denote females are always feminine. For example, in (64), 

the noun ot’éc ‘father’ denotes a male individual and thus is masculine. In (65), the noun 

mát’ ‘mother’ denotes a female individual and thus is feminine.  

 

(64) a. xoróš-ij ot’éc 

  good-MASC.N.SG father.N.SG (MASC) 

  ‘good father’ 

 

 b. *xoróš-aja  ot’éc 

   good-FEM .N.SG father.N.SG (MASC)  

  ‘good father’ 

 

(65) a.  xoróš-aja  mát’ 

   good-FEM .N.SG  mother.N.SG (FEM) 

   ‘good mother’ 

 

 b. *xoróš-ij  mát’ 

    good-MASC.N.SG mother.N.SG (FEM) 

  ‘good mother’ 

 

3.1.3  Common gender nouns 

We have seen that Russian nouns can be specified for grammatical gender. A subset of these 

nouns, namely sex-differentiable nouns, also have natural gender. In this section, I discuss 

another type of noun which, I propose, is associated neither with grammatical gender nor 

with natural gender. Such nouns are traditionally called “common gender” nouns. These 

nouns denote individuals, such as ob-žór-a ‘glutton’, s’irot-á ‘orphan’, sud’-j-á ‘judge’, 

taratór-a ‘chatterbox’, tranž’ír-a ‘spendthrift’, za-d’ír-a ‘bully’, xanž-á ‘hypocrite’, etc. 

Common gender nouns are not associated with natural gender because they can denote both 
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male and female individuals. Similarly, common gender nouns are not specified for 

grammatical gender, because they can trigger either masculine or feminine agreement. When 

common gender nouns are used to refer to a male referent, they trigger masculine agreement, 

in accordance with the fact that natural gender always determines grammatical gender in 

Russian. Likewise, when they are used to refer to a female referent, they trigger feminine 

agreement. Moreover, common gender nouns never trigger neuter agreement, because 

individuals can be either masculine or feminine in Russian. For example, in (65a), the noun 

ob-žór-a ‘glutton’ triggers masculine agreement with the adjective bol’š-ój ‘big’, while in 

(65b), the same noun triggers feminine agreement. 

 

(65) a. bol’š-ój ob-žór-a (referring to a male) 

  big-MASC.N.SG VERB.PREF-glutton-N.SG (MASC) 

  ‘big glutton’ 

 

 b. bol’š-ája   ob-žór-a (referring to a female) 

  big-FEM .N.SG VERB.PREF-glutton-N.SG (FEM) 

  ‘big glutton’ 

 

Similarly, in (66a), the noun s’irot-á ‘orphan’ triggers masculine agreement with the 

adjective b’éd-n-ij ‘poor’ when referring to a male referent. In (66b), the same noun triggers 

feminine agreement when referring to a female referent. If the natural gender of the referent 

is unknown, either masculine or feminine agreement can be used (Doleschal and Schmid 

2001). Thus, in (65) and (66), either example (a) or (b) can be used if the gender of the 

referent is unknown (see section 4.4.1.2 for a more detailed discussion of common gender 

nouns). 

 

(66) a. b’éd-n-ij  s’irot-á (referring to a male) 

  poor-ADJ-MASC.N.SG orphan-N.SG (MASC)’ 

  ‘poor orphan’ 
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 b. b’éd-n-aja s’irot-á (referring to a female) 

  poor-ADJ-FEM .N.SG orphan-N.SG (FEM)’ 

  ‘poor orphan’ 

 

With respect to common gender nouns, the following question arises: Is common gender a 

fourth gender (in addition to masculine, feminine, and neuter), or is it simply the absence of 

gender? In Chapter 4, I argue for the latter – common gender is not a separate gender, but is 

the absence of grammatical gender on animate nouns.  

 

3.2  Inflectional class 

Another diagnostic property used to distinguish between different syntactic types of 

expressive suffixes is the inflectional class (or declension) of a noun. The inflectional class 

determines the relevant inflectional paradigm of a noun. This paradigm in turn consists of a 

set of endings, each of which is associated with certain morphosyntactic properties. For 

example, škól-a ‘school’ is associated with the inflectional paradigm in (67), which indicates 

that it belongs to the inflectional Class II.  

 

(67) Inflectional paradigm for the word škól-a ‘school’ (Class II) 

 Nominative škól-a ‘school-N.SG’ 

 Accusative škól-u ‘school-ACC.SG’ 

 Genitive škól-i ‘school-GEN.SG’   

 Dative škól’-e ‘school-DAT.SG’   

 Instrumental  škól-oj ‘school-INST.SG’  

 Locative škól’-e ‘school-LOC.SG’   

 

In the literature, there is no agreement about the number of inflectional classes in Russian. 

Some argue that there are two inflectional classes (Stankiewicz 1978; Shvedova 1970; 

Zalizniak 1967), some argue that there are three (Durnovo 1922; Durovich 1964; Isachenko 

1962; Karcevskij 1948; Shvedova et al. 1982; Stankiewicz 1968; Timberlake 2004; Trager 

1940; Unbegaun 1957; Vinogradov et al. 1952, among others), some argue that there are four 
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(Corbett 1982, 1991; Corbett and Fraser 2000; Karcevskij 1932; Müller 2005; Nesset 1994), 

and Jakobson (1958) has even argued that there are five inflectional classes in Russian.7  

It can be seen in the references above that even the same authors sometimes vary in 

their views on the number of inflectional classes in Russian. For example, Stankiewicz 

(1968) assumes a three-class approach, while Stankiewicz (1978) advocates a two-class 

approach. Shvedova (1970) describes two inflectional classes in Russian, while Shvedova et 

al. (1982) assume three inflectional classes.  

Below I discuss the two most wide-spread approaches to Russian inflectional classes: 

the “traditional approach” and an approach proposed by Corbett (1982, 1991).  

 

3.2.1  The traditional approach to Russian inflectional classes 

According to the traditional approach, there are three inflectional classes in Russian, as 

illustrated in Table 3.7. Class I nouns comprise masculine nouns with a -Ø ending in 

Nominative (Nom) singular (sg) and neuter nouns with -o/-e endings in Nom sg. Class II 

nouns comprise masculine, feminine, and common gender nouns that all have the -a ending 

in Nom sg. Class III nouns comprise feminine nouns that have a -Ø ending in Nom sg. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                        

7 Jakobson (1958) mentions three main inflectional classes and two subclasses in Russian, so his proposal may 
be classified as belonging to the three-class approach, rather than a five-class approach. 
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Table 3.7 Inflectional classes in Russian (“traditional approach”) 

 

Class I Class II Class III 

masculine 

end in -Ø 

in Nom  

neuter 

end in -o/e 

in Nom 

masculine/ 

feminine/ 

common 

end in -a 

in Nom  

feminine 

end in -Ø 

in Nom  

Singular 

Nominative zakón ‘law’  v’in-ó ‘wine’  škól-a ‘school’ kóst’ ‘bone’ 

Accusative  zakón v’in-ó škól-u kóst’ 

Genitive  zakón-a v’in-á škól-i kóst’-i 

Dative zakón-u v’in-ú škól'-e kóst’-i 

Instrumental  zakón-om v’in-óm škól-oj kóst’-ju 

Locative zakón'-e v’in’-é škól'-e kóst’-i 

Plural  

Nominative zakón-i ‘laws’ v’ín-a ‘wines’ škól-i ‘schools’ kóst’-i ‘bones’ 

Accusative  zakón-i v’ín-a škól-i kóst’-i 

Genitive  zakón-ov v’ín škól kost’-éj 

Dative zakón-am v’ín-am škól-am kost’-ám 

Instrumental  zakón-ami v’ín-ami škól-ami kost’-ámi 

Locative zakón-ax v’ín-ax škól-ax kost’-áx 

 

Below I discuss each of these inflectional classes in turn. 

 

3.2.1.1 Class I 

Class I contains masculine and neuter nouns. In Nom sg., masculine nouns end in -Ø, as 

illustrated in (68)–(69). 
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(68)  xoróš-ij zakón 

  good-MASC.N.SG law.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I ) 

  ‘good law’ 

 

(69)  xoróš-ij ot’éc 

  good-MASC.N.SG father.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I ) 

  ‘good father’ 

 

In contrast, neuter nouns end in -o/-e, as illustrated in (70)–(71). 

 

(70)  xoróš-eje v’in-ó 

  good-NEUT.N.SG wine-N.SG (NEUT; CLASS I ) 

  ‘good wine’     

 

(71)  xoróš-eje zdán’ij-e 

  good-NEUT.N.SG building-N.SG (NEUT; CLASS I ) 

  ‘good building’ 

 

According to the traditional approach, masculine and neuter nouns belong to the same 

inflectional class because they are associated with almost the same inflectional paradigm in 

the singular. They only differ in the Nominative and the Accusative cases, where masculine 

nouns end in -Ø and neuter nouns end in -o/-e. In the plural, however, they differ in three 

cases: Nominative, Accusative, and Genitive (Corbett 1982).  

 

3.2.1.2 Class II  

Class II nouns are characterized by the fact that they all end in -a in Nom sg., independent of 

the grammatical gender of the noun (masculine, feminine, or common). This is illustrated in 

(72)–(74). 
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(72) Feminine noun 

 xoróš-aja škól-a 

 good-FEM .N.SG school-N.SG (FEM ; CLASS II ) 

 ‘good school’  

 

(73) Masculine noun 

 xoróš-ij d’ád’-a 

 good-MASC.N.SG uncle-N.SG (MASC; CLASS II ) 

 ‘good uncle’  

 

(74) Common gender noun 

 a. xoróš-ij  sud’-j-á  

  good-MASC.N.SG judge-SUFF-N.SG (MASC; CLASS II ) 

  ‘good judge’  

 

 b. xoróš-aja sud’-j-á  

  good-FEM .N.SG  judge-SUFF-N.SG (FEM ; CLASS II ) 

   ‘good judge’ 

 

Note that masculine nouns in Russian belong to either Class I or Class II. Feminine nouns 

belong to either Class II or Class III, which will be discussed later. In contrast, all common 

gender nouns belong to Class II. None of the other inflectional classes accommodate 

common gender nouns. The inflectional paradigms for Class II feminine, masculine, and 

common gender nouns are given in Table 3.8. 
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Table 3.8 Inflectional Class II (feminine, masculine, and common gender nouns) 

 

Feminine 

end in -a 

in Nom  

Masculine 

end in -a 

in Nom  

Common 

end in -a 

in Nom  

Singular 

Nominative 
škól-a 

‘school’ 

d’ád’-a 

‘uncle’ 

sud’-j-á 

‘judge’ 

Accusative  škól-u d’ád’-u sud’-j-ú 

Genitive  škól-i d’ád’-i sud’-j-í 

Dative škól'-e d’ád’-e sud’-j-é 

Instrumental  škól-oj d’ád’-ej sud’-j-ój 

Locative škól'-e d’ád’-e sud’-j-é 

Plural  

Nominative 
škól-i 

‘schools’ 

d’ád’-i 

‘uncles’ 

súd’-j-i 

‘judges’ 

Accusative  škól-i d’ád’ súd’-ej 

Genitive  škól d’ád’ súd’-ej 

Dative škól-am d’ád’-am súd’-j-am 

Instrumental  škól-ami d’ád’-ami súd’-j-ami 

Locative škól-ax d’ád’-ax súd’-j-ax 

 

By far the largest set of nouns in Class II is associated with feminine gender. These feminine 

nouns denote either animate beings, e.g., t’ót’- a ‘aunt’, or inanimate things, e.g., kn’íg-a 

‘book’. Masculine and common gender nouns comprise a much smaller group and they only 

denote animate beings. The only difference between masculine and common gender nouns is 

that Class II masculine nouns have the natural gender “male” as part of their meaning, e.g., 

d’ád’-a ‘uncle’, muž-č’-ín-a ‘man/male’, jún-oš-a ‘young man/male’. Common gender nouns 

have neither natural gender nor grammatical gender, thus they can trigger either masculine or 

feminine grammatical agreement. 
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Historically, all Class II nouns comprised a uniform group in terms of grammatical gender, 

i.e., only feminine nouns belonged to this class. Consequently, due to this diachronic 

association all Class II nouns triggered feminine agreement, even nouns that denoted male 

individuals. According to Gorshkova and Xaburgaev (1981: 136–137), in Russian historical 

texts of the 14th–15th centuries, as well as in some contemporary Northern dialects of 

Russian,8 all Class II nouns are still feminine (75). 

 

(75) Contemporary Northern dialects  

 bol’š-a muž-ič’-in-a 

 big-FEM .N.SG man-NOM-NOM-N.SG (FEM ; CLASS II ) 

 ‘big man/male’ 

(Gorshkova and Xaburgaev 1981: 136; dialects of Zaon’éžje) 

 

In Contemporary Standard Russian, the equivalent of (75) is ungrammatical. The noun muž-

č’-ín-a ‘man’ denotes a male individual, and since natural gender determines grammatical 

gender in Contemporary Standard Russian, this word can only trigger masculine agreement, 

as illustrated in (76).  

 

(76) Contemporary Standard Russian 

 a. bol’š-ój  muž-č’-ín-a  

  big-MASC.N.SG man-NOM-NOM-N.SG (MASC; CLASS II ) 

  ‘big man/male’ 

 

 b. *bol’š-ája  muž-č’-ín-a  

  big-FEM .N.SG man-NOM-NOM-N.SG (FEM ; CLASS II ) 

  ‘big man/male’ 

 

This suggests that, at least historically, the set of nouns belonging to Class II was restricted to 

feminine nouns (therefore, they all end in -a), which means that the notion of “common 

                                        

8 Gorshkova and Xaburgaev (1981) unfortunately do not list the dialects, but only mention Zaon’éžje. 
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gender” is a historical innovation. The fact that in Contemporary Standard Russian, Class II 

contains nouns of all three genders is probably due to another historical phenomenon when 

natural gender took precedence over grammatical gender in Russian. 

 

3.2.1.3 Class III 

Class III contains feminine nouns that have a -Ø ending in Nom sg. What is special about this 

class is that all Class III stems end either in a soft (palatalized) consonant, or the consonants 

[š] or [ž], which were historically palatalized but lost their palatalization in Contemporary 

Russian. For example, in (77) and (78), the stems bróv’ ‘eyebrow’ and nóč’  ‘night’ end in the 

palatalized consonants [v’] and [č’].  

 

(77) kras’-ív-aja  bróv’   

 beautiful-SUFF-FEM .N.SG  eyebrow.N.SG (FEM ; CLASS III ) 

 ‘beautiful eyebrow’ 

 

(78) t’íx-aja  nóč’  

 quiet-FEM .N.SG night.N.SG (FEM ; CLASS III ) 

 ‘quiet night’ 

 

In (79) and (80), the stems míš ‘mouse’ and róž ‘rye’ end in the consonants [š] and [ž]. 

 

(79) bol’š-ája míš  

 big-FEM .N.SG  mouse.N.SG (FEM ; CLASS III ) 

 ‘big mouse’ 

 

(80) visók-aja róž 

 tall-FEM .N.SG  rye.N.SG (FEM ; CLASS III ) 

 ‘tall rye’ 
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Class I and Class II stems do not have such a restriction and can end in soft or hard 

consonants (see section 4.4.2 for a more detailed discussion of this phenomenon). Class III 

has significantly fewer members than Class I and Class II. According to Corbett and Fraser 

(2000: 67–68), Class I has 20,850 members, Class II has 16,050 members, and Class III only 

has 5,150 members, 4,300 of which are formed by the derivational suffix -ost’. The suffix -

ost’ forms abstract nouns from adjectives, as illustrated in (81).  

 

(81) a. stár-ij  b.  stár-ost’ 

  old-MASC.N.SG  old-NOM.N.SG (FEM ; CLASS III )  

  ‘old’  ‘old age’ 

(adopted from Corbett and Fraser 2000: 67) 

 

The inflectional paradigms for Class III nouns bróv’ ‘eyebrow’, míš ‘mouse’, and star-ost’ 

‘old age’ are given in Table 3.9.  
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Table 3.9 Inflectional Class III 

 

 

Feminine 

stem ends in a 

palatalized consonant 

Feminine 

stem ends in [š] 

Feminine 

end in suffix -ost’ 

Singular 

Nominative bróv’ ‘eyebrow’ míš ‘mouse’ stár-ost’ ‘old age’ 

Accusative  bróv’ míš stár-ost’ 

Genitive  bróv’-i míš-i stár-ost’-i 

Dative bróv’-i míš-i stár-ost’-i 

Instrumental  bróv’-ju míš-ju stár-ost’-ju 

Locative bróv’ míš stár-ost’ 

Plural  

Nominative bróv’-i ‘eyebrows’ míš-i ‘mice’ stár-ost’-i ‘old ages’ 

Accusative  bróv’-i  miš-éj stár-ost’-i 

Genitive  brov’-éj miš-éj stár-ost’-ej 

Dative brov’-ám miš-ám stár-ost’-am 

Instrumental  brov’-ámi miš-ámi stár-ost’-ami 

Locative brov’-áx miš-áx stár-ost’-ax 

 

3.2.2  Corbett’s (1982, 1991) approach to Russian inflectional classes 

In contrast to the traditional approach to Russian inflectional classes, Corbett (1982, 1991) 

proposes to divide the “traditional” Class I into two different classes according to gender. 

Class I, which contains only masculine nouns and Class IV, which contains only neuter 

nouns. This is illustrated in Table 3.10. 
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Table 3.10 Inflectional classes in Russian, according to Corbett (1982, 1991) 

 Class I Class II Class III Class IV 

 

masculine 

end in -Ø 

in Nom  

feminine/ 

masculine/ 

common 

end in -a 

in Nom  

feminine 

end in -Ø 

in Nom  

neuter 

end in -o/e 

in Nom  

Singular  

Nominative zakón ‘law’  škól-a ‘school’ kóst’ ‘bone’ v'in-ó ‘wine’ 

Accusative  zakón škól-u kóst’ v'in-ó 

Genitive  zakón-a škól-i kóst’-i v'in-á 

Dative zakón-u škól'-e kóst’-i v'in-ú 

Instrumental  zakón-om škól-oj kóst’-ju v'in-óm 

Locative zakón'-e škól'-e kóst’-i v'in’-é 

Plural  

Nominative zakón-i ‘laws’ škól-i ‘schools’ kóst’-i ‘bones’ v'ín-a ‘wines’ 

Accusative  zakón-i škól-i kóst’-i v'ín-a 

Genitive  zakón-ov škól kost’-éj v'ín 

Dative zakón-am škól-am kost’-ám v'ín-am 

Instrumental  zakón-ami škól-ami kost’-ámi v'ín-ami 

Locative zakón-ax škól-ax kost’-áx v'ín-ax 

 

As a consequence of this analysis, the grammatical gender of a noun is predictable from its 

inflectional class. Thus, according to Corbett (1982, 1991) and Corbett and Fraser (2000), all 

Class I nouns are masculine; Class II and Class III nouns are feminine, and Class IV nouns 

are neuter; see (82).  
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(82) Grammatical gender is predicted from inflectional class  

 

 I class � masculine  

 II class � feminine  

 III class � feminine  

 IV class � neuter  

 

An apparent problem for this approach is the fact that Class II nouns contain not only 

feminine but also masculine nouns (see Table 3.8). We can account for this behaviour if we 

assume that natural gender always takes precedence over grammatical gender (Corbett 1982, 

1991; Corbett and Fraser 2000). Consequently, any noun that denotes a male individual will 

be associated with masculine gender. Thus, masculine nouns with natural gender do not pose 

a problem for Corbett’s analysis because all of these nouns denote male individuals. 

However, Class II common gender nouns are problematic for this approach.9 They do not 

have natural gender as part of their semantics and in cases when the referent is unknown, 

their grammatical gender cannot be determined by natural gender. Corbett’s approach 

predicts that all Class II common gender nouns should be feminine. However, in cases when 

the referent is unknown, they can still trigger either feminine or masculine agreement 

(Doleschal and Schmid 2001; see also section 4.4.1.2 for a more detailed discussion and 

examples). 

 

3.2.3  Why the properties of -išč’  favour the traditional approach 

The traditional approach allows for a more straightforward account of the augmentative 

suffix -išč’ , which I discuss in this subsection. I start with a discussion of the historical 

development of its formal properties. 

 Until the 18th century, the augmentative suffix -išč’  changed the grammatical gender 

of a noun. It turned nouns of all three grammatical genders into neuter nouns, including those 

specified for natural gender “male” or “female” (Shanskaja 1961: 16). For example, in (83), 

                                        

9 Corbett (1982, 1991) and Corbett and Fraser (2000) do not discuss common gender nouns. 
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the noun báb-a ‘woman (FEM)’ changes its grammatical gender from feminine to neuter 

when -išč’ is suffixed. The evidence for the neuter gender comes from the neuter agreement 

with the adjective dur-n-óje ‘foolish’, and the neuter ending -e in Nom sg. In (84), the noun 

dóm ‘house (MASC)’ changes its gender from masculine to neuter when -išč’ is added. 

 

(83) Russian: 18th century  

 a. dur-n-ája báb-a 

  foolish-ADJ-FEM .N.SG woman -N.SG (FEM) 

  ‘foolish woman’ 

 

 b.  dur-n-óje  bab’-íšč’ -e  

  foolish-ADJ-NEUT.N.SG  woman-EXPR-N.SG (NEUT) 

  ‘foolish woman (aug)’  (Shanskaja 1961: 16) 

 

(84) a. v’el’ík-ij dóm  

  big-ADJ.MASC.N.SG house-N.SG (MASC) 

  ‘big house’ 

 

 b.  v’el’ík-oje dom’-íšč’ -e  

  big-ADJ.NEUT.N.SG house-EXPR-N.SG (NEUT) 

  ‘big house (aug)’  (Shanskaja 1961: 16) 

 

In Contemporary Standard Russian, the augmentative suffix -išč’ does not change the 

grammatical gender of a noun. For example, in (85), the feminine noun báb-a10 ‘woman 

(FEM)’ remains feminine when -išč’ is suffixed, while in (86) the masculine noun dóm ‘house 

(MASC)’ remains masculine when -išč’ is suffixed.  

 

 

 

                                        

10 In Contemporary Standard Russian, báb-a ‘woman’ has a downgrading meaning when referring to a woman. 
For a neutral meaning, zénšč’-in-a ‘woman’ is used.  
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(85) Contemporary Standard Russian 

 a. dur-n-ája báb-a 

  foolish-ADJ-FEM .N.SG woman-N.SG (FEM) 

  ‘foolish woman’ 

 

 b.  dur-n-ája  bab’-íšč’ -a  

  foolish-ADJ-FEM .N.SG  woman-EXPR-N.SG (FEM) 

  ‘foolish woman (aug)’ 

 

(86) a. bol’š-ój11 dóm  

  big-MASC.N.SG house-N.SG (MASC) 

  ‘big house’ 

 

 b. bol’š-ój dom’-íšč’ -e  

  big-MASC.N.SG house-EXPR-N.SG (MASC) 

  ‘big house (aug)’ 

 

In (86b), the masculine noun dom’-íšč’ -e ‘house’ acquires the suffix -e in Nom sg. when -išč’ 

is added. This ending is, however, exceptional, as normally masculine Class I nouns have -Ø 

ending in Nom sg. The ending -e corresponds to the neuter ending -e of Class I nouns. 

Crucially, nouns suffixed with -išč’ always require final -e in the Nom sg., independent of 

whether they are masculine (87) or neuter (88).  

 

(87) bol’š-ój dom’-íšč’ -e  

 big-MASC.N.SG house-EXPR-N.SG (MASC) 

 ‘big house (aug)’ 

 

                                        

11 The meaning of the word v’el’ík-ij  ‘big’ has changed in Contemporary Russian from ‘big/large’ to ‘great’ 
(referring to events, wars, etc.). For this reason, I use the contemporary word bol’š-ój ‘big’ in this example.  
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(88) bol’š-óje okn’-íšč’ -e  

 big-NEUT.N.SG window-EXPR-N.SG (NEUT) 

 ‘big window (aug)’ 

 

What does this pattern tell us about the classification of inflectional paradigms? According to 

the traditional approach, both nouns belong to the same inflectional Class I, thus it is not too 

surprising that we find the same final suffix. However, why the augmentative masculine 

noun ends in -e is unknown. One way to look at it is that it is a sort of historical remnant 

related to the history of -išč’ .  

 According to Corbett, the neuter ending -e means that -išč’  is declined according to 

the fourth declension (Corbett 1982: 222), which I call inflectional Class IV. In the case of 

dom’-íšč’ -e ‘house (MASC)’, -išč’ changes the inflectional class of the noun dóm ‘house 

(MASC)’ from Class I to Class IV (hence, the neuter ending -e). Since, according to this 

approach, Class IV comprises neuter nouns, we would expect the noun dom’-íšč’ -e ‘house 

(MASC)’ to be neuter. This is, however, not the case, as dom’-íšč’ -e ‘house (MASC)’ is 

masculine and thus there is no change in gender of the base: dóm ‘house (MASC)’. Corbett 

(1982: 222) suggests that there is no change in grammatical gender of this word, because 

gender is transferred from the base of the noun. As a result, dom’-íšč’ -e ‘house (MASC)’ is in 

Class IV, but remains masculine (see Corbett 1982: 222 for a discussion of a similar 

example, topor-íšč’-e ‘big axe’). To the best of my knowledge, -išč’  is a unique suffix in this 

respect.  

 The two approaches to -išč’  are summarized in (89) and (90). 

 

(89) The traditional approach (no change in inflectional class when -išč’ is used) 

 

 a. bol’š-ój  dóm 

  big-MASC.N.SG   house.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I ) 

  ‘big house’ 
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 b. bol’š-ój dom’-íšč’ -e  

  big-MASC.N.SG house-EXPR-N.SG (MASC; CLASS I ) 

  ‘big house (aug)’ 

 

(90) Corbett’s (1982, 1991) approach (change in inflectional class when -išč’ is used) 

 

 a. bol’š-ój dóm 

  big-MASC.N.SG house.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I ) 

  ‘big house’ 

 

 b. bol’š-ój dom’-íšč’ -e  

  big-MASC.N.SG house-EXPR-N.SG (MASC; CLASS IV ) 

  ‘big house (aug)’ 

 

These different approaches produce different results for this study. If the suffix -išč’ does not 

change inflectional class (according to the traditional approach), it behaves like a syntactic 

modifier. However, if -išč’ does change inflectional class (according to Corbett’s approach), 

it behaves like a syntactic head. These approaches are summarized in (91). 

 

(91) Approaches to the Russian inflectional suffix -išč’  

 a. Traditional approach 

  i. The suffix -išč’  does not change grammatical gender or class 

  ii. The nature of -e is unknown 

 

b. Corbett’s (1982, 1991) approach 

i. The suffix -išč’  changes inflectional class to Class IV, but it does not change 

grammatical gender 

 

Here I show that the approach by Corbett (1982, 1991) has two significant problems with 

respect to the augmentative suffix -išč’ . First, I show that -išč’ does not change the 

inflectional class of the nouns when it attaches to the feminine bases. Second, I show that the 
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neuter ending -e cannot indicate a change in class, because only a part of the inflectional 

paradigm changes, and not the whole paradigm.  

 If -išč’ were a Class IV suffix, it would turn nouns of all grammatical genders into 

Class IV nouns. However, when used with feminine bases, -išč’ does not enforce a change in 

inflectional class. For example, in (92a) the feminine noun ruk-á ‘hand’ is in Class II (-a 

ending in Nom sg.). In (92b), the augmentative -išč’ is added and the resulting noun ruč’-

íšč’ -a ‘hand (aug)’ is still in Class II. 

 

(92) a. bol’š-ája ruk-á 

  big-FEM .N.SG hand-N.SG (FEM ; CLASS II ) 

  ‘big hand’ 

 

 b. bol’š-ája ruč’- íšč’ -a  

  big-FEM .N.SG hand-EXPR-N.SG (FEM ; CLASS II ) 

  ‘big hand (aug)’ 

 

The data in (92) show that -išč’ cannot belong to inflectional Class IV, contrary to what 

Corbett (1982: 222) suggests. Corbett makes his observation about -išč’ based on data with 

masculine bases, but he does not discuss the data with feminine bases.  

 Moreover, if -išč’ were a Class IV suffix, all nouns formed with this suffix would 

inflect according to the neuter paradigm of Class IV. However, in the examples in (93)–(94), 

we observe that neuter and masculine nouns have different inflectional endings in the 

Nominative case of the plural form. In (93), the plural noun dom’-íšč’- i ‘houses (aug)’ ends 

in -i. In (94), the plural noun okn’-íšč’-a ‘windows (aug)’ ends in -a. 

 

(93)  bol’š-íje dom’-íšč’- i  

  big-PL.N.SG house-EXPR-N.PL (MASC) 

  ‘big houses (aug)’ 
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(94)  bol’š-íje  okn’-íšč’-a  

  big-PL.N.SG window-EXPR-N.PL (NEUT) 

  ‘big windows (aug)’ 

 

The plural endings -i (cf. (93)) and -a (cf. (94)) correspond to the plural endings of masculine 

and neuter nouns, respectively, as illustrated in (95)–(96). This difference is unexpected 

under Corbett’s approach, because this approach predicts a uniform paradigm in both 

singular and plural forms.  

 

(95) Masculine nouns in the plural 

 

 a. továrišč’ 

  friend.N.SG (MASC) 

  ‘friend’ 

 

 b. továrišč’- i 

  friend-N.PL (MASC)  

  ‘friends’ 

 

(96) Neuter nouns in the plural 

 

 a. č’udóv’išč’-e 

  monster-N.SG (NEUT) 

  ‘monster’ 

 

 b. č’udóv’išč’-a 

  monster-N.PL (NEUT) 

  ‘monster’ 

 

The data in (95) and (96) show that the augmentative -išč’ is not a Class IV suffix that 

changes the inflectional class of a noun. In the case of feminine nouns, it does not create any 
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change in inflectional class. In the case of masculine nouns, what looks like a change because 

of the neuter ending -e in the singular, does not indicate a change in the whole paradigm.  

 Based on these facts, I adopt the traditional approach that claims that both masculine 

and neuter nouns belong to Class I.  

 

3.3 Animacy 

The background on animacy and its relation to grammatical gender is relevant for this work 

because animate and inanimate nouns of different grammatical gender behave differently 

with respect to expressive suffixes in Russian.  

 Masculine and feminine gender assignment is independent of animacy in Russian. 

That is, the animacy of a noun does not function as a predictor for grammatical gender. 

Animate nouns can be either masculine or feminine (97) and so can inanimate nouns (98). 

 

(97) Animate masculine and feminine nouns 

 a. bol’š-ój  zv’ér’ 

  big-MASC.N.SG  animal.N.SG (MASC) 

  ‘big animal (animate)’ 

 

 b. bol’š-ája sobák-a 

  big-FEM .N.SG dog-N.SG (FEM) 

  ‘big dog (animate)’ 

 

(98) Inanimate masculine and feminine nouns 

 a.  xoróš-ij zakón 

  good-MASC.N.SG law.N.SG (MASC) 

  ‘good law (inanimate)’ 
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 b. xoróš-aja škól-a 

  good-FEM .N.SG  school-N.SG (FEM) 

  ‘good school (inanimate)’ 

 

Unlike masculine and feminine nouns, neuter nouns denote mostly inanimate things, such as 

v’in-ó ‘wine’ (99a) and zdán’ij-e ‘building’ (99b). There are three exceptions of neuter nouns 

that denote animate beings: č’udóv’išč’e ‘monster’, živótnoje ‘animal’ and nas’ekómoje 

‘insect’, which are morphologically adjectives. However, these exceptions are not relevant to 

the current work.  

 

(99) Neuter inanimate nouns 

 a. xoróš-eje v’in-ó 

  good-NEUT.N.SG wine-N.SG (NEUT) 

  ‘good wine (inanimate)’ 

 

 b.  xoróš-eje  zdán’ij-e 

  good-NEUT.N.SG building-N.SG (NEUT)  

  ‘good building (inanimate)’ 

 

Not all animate nouns are sex-differentiable in Russian. For example, the nouns zv’ér’ 

‘animal’ (97a) and sobák-a ‘dog’ (97b) are animate because they denote living beings, but 

they are non-sex-differentiable, as there is nothing in their semantics that would indicate 

natural gender. Thus, when these nouns denote an individual of a particular natural gender, 

the gender of the referent does not override the grammatical gender of the noun. For 

example, when sobák-a ‘dog’ refers to a male dog, it still triggers feminine grammatical 

agreement. In other words, Russian animate nouns can be either sex-differentiable or non-

sex-differentiable, while inanimate nouns are only non-sex-differentiable. These 

characteristics are presented schematically in (100). 
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(100)  Animate Inanimate  

    3     g 

 Sex-differentiable Non-sex-differentiable  Non-sex-differentiable   

Examples: kob’él’ ‘male dog zv’ér’ ‘animal’  p’is’m-ó ‘letter’ 

 súk-a ‘bitch’  sobák-a ‘dog’   zdán’ij-e ‘building’ 

 

Animate and inanimate nouns are distinguished not only semantically, but also 

grammatically in Russian (Corbett 1980). The grammatical distinction is expressed in the 

inflectional paradigm of the masculine Class I nouns in the singular, and all nouns in the 

plural. In the singular, masculine animate Class I nouns have the same grammatical endings 

in the Accusative and Genitive cases (ACC=GEN syncretism). In contrast, masculine 

inanimate Class I nouns have the same endings in the Accusative and Nominative cases 

(ACC=NOM syncretism), as illustrated in Table 3.11. Exactly the same syncretism patterns 

hold for all nouns in the plural. 

 

Table 3.11 Masculine animate and inanimate nouns (Class I) 

 

 

Class I 

Masculine 

animate 

Class I 

Masculine 

inanimate 

Singular 

Nominative zv’ér’ ‘animal’  zakón ‘law’ 

Accusative  zv’ér’-a  

(ACC=GEN) 

zakón   

(ACC=NOM) 

Genitive  zv’ér’-a zakón-a 

Dative zv’ér’-u zakón-u 

Instrumental  zv’ér’-em zakón-om 

Locative zv’ér'-e zakón'-e 

 

 To summarize, there are animate and inanimate nouns in Russian. Animate nouns are 

of two types: (i) nouns that have natural gender (sex-differentiable), and (ii) nouns that do not 
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have natural gender (non-sex-differentiable). Common gender nouns are of type (ii) as they 

do not have natural gender. All inanimate nouns are non-sex-differentiable. 

 

3.4  Phonological alternations 

Here I discuss phonological alternations that are seen in Russian data with expressive 

suffixes. In section 3.4.1, I discuss vowel alternations; and in section 3.4.2, I discuss 

consonantal alternations.  

 

3.4.1 Vowel alternations 

All Slavic languages have one or two vowels that alternate with zero. Such vowels are called 

jer (or yer) vowels. Russian has two jer vowels: [ĭ] and [ο], as illustrated in (101). Jer vowels 

are underlined. For comparison, (102) shows regular vowels [ĭ] and [ο] that do not alternate 

with zero.  

 

(101) Jer vowels [ĭ] and [ο]  (alternation with zero) 

 a. kus-ók [kusók] ‘piece.N.SG’   kus-k-á [kuská] ‘piece.GEN.SG’  

 b. d’én’ [d’ĭn’] ‘day.N.SG’   dn’-á [dn’á] ‘day.GEN.SG’ 

 

(102) Regular vowels [ĭ] and [ο]   (no alternation with zero) 

 a. koról’    [k←ról’] ‘king. N.SG’   korol’-á [kĭr←l’á] ‘king.GEN.SG’  

 b. mudr’-éc12 [mudr’ĭc]  ‘wiseman.N.SG’  mudr’-ec-á  [mudr’icá] ‘wiseman.GEN.SG’ 

 

Slavic jer vowels have received a lot of attention in the literature (Hansson 1993; Hermans 

2002; Lightner 1972; Matushansky 2002; Rowicka 1999; Rubach 1986; Spencer 1985; 

Steriopolo 2007; Szpyra 1992; Timberlake 2004; Yearley 1995; Zoll 1998, among others). 

The traditional view is that a jer vowel is realized when the next vowel is also a jer 

                                        

12 The suffix -ec is not a diminutive size suffix in this word, but its homophonous counterpart which means 
‘person’. 
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otherwise, it is deleted. Yearley (1995) argues for a different treatment of jer vowels, 

suggesting that they are underlyingly mora-less vowels that are realized in order to avoid 

a complex coda. For example, in kus-ók ‘piece.N.SG’, the jer vowel [ο] is realized to eliminate 

the complex coda [sk]. In contrast, in kus-k-á ‘piece.GEN.SG’, there are two syllables [kus] 

and [ka], neither of which has a complex coda therefore, a jer is not realized. This is 

illustrated in (103). The Russian jer vowels [ĭ] and [ο] are phonologically represented by the 

notations /E/ and /O/, respectively.  

 

(103) a. kus-ók [kusók] UR: /kus-Ok/ ‘piece.N.SG’ 

 b. kus-k-á [kuská] UR: /kus-Ok-a/  ‘piece.GEN.SG’ 

 

According to Yearley (1995), although a jer is not realized (is not present on the surface), it 

is still present underlyingly (UR), as illustrated in (103b). 

 Russian diminutive suffixes -k (-ok, -ek) and -c (-ec) also contain jer vowels. As such, 

they have [ĭ] and [ο] vowels that alternate with zero. For example, in (104a), the diminutive -

ek contains the jer vowel [ĭ] in the Nominative case: ovráž-ek ‘small ditch (N.SG)’. In (104b), 

this vowel is not realized in the Genitive case: ovráž-k-a ‘ditch (GEN.SG)’. In (104c), the 

diminutive -ec also contains the jer vowel [ĭ] in the Nominative case: brát’-ec ‘small brother 

(N.SG)’. In (104d), it is not realized in the Genitive case: brát-c-a ‘small brother (GEN.SG)’. 

 

(104) ĭ ~ Ø 

 a.  ovráž-ek UR: /ovraž-Ok/  b. ovráž-k-a UR: /ovraž-Ok-a/ 

  ditch-EXPR.N.SG (MASC)     ditch-EXPR-GEN.SG (MASC) 

  ‘small ditch’     ‘small ditch’ 

 

 c. brát’-ec UR: /brat’-Ec/   d. brát-c-a UR: /brat’-Ec-a/ 

  brother-EXPR.N.SG (MASC)      brother-EXPR-GEN.SG (MASC) 

  ‘small brother’      ‘small brother’ 
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In (105a), the diminutive -ok contains the jer vowel [ο] in the Nominative case: gr’ib-ók 

‘small mushroom (N.SG)’. In (105b), this vowel is not realized in the Genitive case: gr’ib-k-á 

‘small mushroom (GEN.SG)’.  

 

(105) ο ~ Ø  

 a. gr’ib-ók /gr’ib-Ok/  b. gr’ib-k-á /gr’ib-Ok-a/ 

  mushroom-EXPR.N.SG (MASC)    mushroom-EXPR-GEN.SG (MASC) 

  ‘small mushroom’    ‘small mushroom’ 

 

The diminutives -ok, -ek and -k are phonologically the same, namely /-Ok/, as the distinction 

between “e” and “o” is purely orthographic here. Thus, the phonological representation of 

what I refer to as the diminutive suffixes -ok, -ek, and -k is just /-Ok/. The diminutives -ec 

and -c in (104c, d) are also the same phonologically. The phonological representation for 

what I refer to as the diminutive suffixes -ec and -c is /-Ec/. 

 

3.4.2  Consonantal alternations 

In Russian, velar consonants and [c] undergo softening before the diminutive suffixes -k 

(allomorphs: -ok, -ek, -ik) and -ec (allomorph -ic). For example, in (106b), the final [k] of the 

stem ruk- ‘hand’ becomes [č’] before the suffix -k. In (106c), the final [k] of the diminutive 

allomorph -ek also becomes [č’].  

 

(106) k ~ č’  

 a.  ruk-á b. rúč’ -k-a c. rúč’ -eč’ -k-a 

  hand-N.SG (FEM)  hand-EXPR-N.SG (FEM)  hand-EXPR-EXPR-N.SG (FEM)  

  ‘hand’  ‘small hand’  ‘very small hand’ 

 

In (107b), the final [c] of the stem ovc- ‘sheep’ becomes [č’] before the diminutive -k. In 

(107c), the final [k] of the diminutive allomorph -ek also becomes [č’].  
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(107) c ~ č’  

 a.  ovc-á b.  ov’éč’ -k-a  c. ov’éč’ -eč’ -k-a 

  sheep-N.SG (FEM)  sheep-EXPR-N.SG (FEM)  sheep-EXPR-EXPR-N.SG (FEM) 

  ‘sheep’  ‘small sheep’  ‘very small sheep’ 

 

In (108b), the final [g] of the stem róg ‘horn’ becomes [ž] before the diminutive -ok. In 

(108c), the final [k] of the diminutive allomorph -ok becomes [č’].  

 

(108) g ~ ž   

 a. róg b.  rož-ók c. rož-óč’ -ek 

   horn.N.SG (MASC)  horn-EXPR.N.SG (MASC)  horn-EXPR-EXPR.N.SG (MASC) 

   ‘horn’  ‘small horn’  ‘very small horn’ 

 

In (109b), the final [x] of the stem br’úx- ‘belly’ becomes [š] before the diminutive -k. In 

(109c), the final [k] of the diminutive allomorph -ek becomes [č’].  

 

(109) x ~ š 

 a.  br’úx-o b. br’uš-k-ó   c. br’úš-eč’ -k-o 

  belly-N.SG (NEUT)  belly-EXPR-N.SG (NEUT)  belly-EXPR-EXPR-N.SG (NEUT) 

  ‘belly’  ‘small belly’  ‘very small belly’ 

 

In some stems, such as karmán ‘pocket’ and okn- ‘window’, which are presented  

(110)–(111), the final [n] is replaced by [š] before a diminutive suffix. In (111b), okóš-k-o 

‘small window’, the second vowel [o] is a jer vowel, which is part of the phonological 

representation of the okn- stem itself: the stem is phonologically /okOn-/.  

 

(110) n ~ š   

 a. karmán  b. karmáš-ek  

  pocket.N.SG (MASC)  pocket-EXPR.N.SG (MASC) 

  ‘pocket’  ‘small pocket’ 
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(111) n ~ š 

 a.  okn-ó  b. okóš-k-o 

  window-N.SG (NEUT)  window-EXPR-N.SG (NEUT) 

  ‘window’   ‘small window’ 

 

Expressive suffixes such as -ag, -ar, -on, -ug, -uk, and -ur trigger palatalization of the final 

consonant in the base as in (112). Whereas, as presented in (113) expressive suffixes, such as 

-al, -an, -an’, -ax, -ob, -ot, -ox, -ul’, -un’, -us’, -uš, and -ux do not trigger palatalization. This 

issue is discussed in more detail in Chapter 7.  

 

(112) a. žád-n-ij b. žad’ -úg-a  (triggers palatalization) 

  stingy-ADJ-MASC.N.SG   stingy-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘stingy’  ‘stingy animate (vulg)’  

 

(113) a. žád-n-ij b. žad-ób-a  (does not trigger palatalization) 

  stingy-ADJ-MASC.N.SG   stingy-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘stingy’  ‘stingy animate (vulg)’  
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Chapter 4: How are expressive suffixes merged? 

 

 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, I show that the two different semantic classes of expressive suffixes (attitude 

and size suffixes) map onto two different syntactic classes. For convenience, I repeat the 

simplex attitude and size suffixes below.  

 

Table 4.1 Attitude suffixes 

Affectionate suffixes -án’, -áš, -ón, -úl’, -ún’, -úr, -ús’, -úš 

Vulgar suffixes -ág, -ák, -ál, -án, -ár, -áx, -íl, -in, -ób, -ot,  

-óx, -úg, -úk, -úx 

 

Table 4.2 Size suffixes 

Diminutive suffixes -k (allomorphs: -ok, -ek, -ik) 

-c (allomorphs: -ec, -ic)  

Augmentative suffix -išč’  

 

I argue that attitude suffixes merge as syntactic heads (see (114a)), while size suffixes merge 

as syntactic modifiers (see (114b)). 

 

(114) a. HEADS  X   b. MODIFIERS      Y 

      2      2 

X Y X Y 

EXPRattitude EXPRsize 
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The distinction between heads and modifiers lies in the projection of category features 

(Bachrach and Wagner 2007; Bierwisch 2003; Schütze 1995). Heads project, thus they 

determine the category and grammatical features of the output. In contrast, modifiers do not 

project, thus they do not determine the category and grammatical features of the output. 

The following three diagnostics will be used to determine the syntactic type of 

expressive suffixes in Russian. 

 

(115) Diagnostics (cf. Bachrach and Wagner 2007: 4) 

Diagnostic I:  Do expressive suffixes change syntactic category? 

Diagnostic II: Do expressive suffixes change grammatical gender? 

Diagnostic III: Do expressive suffixes change inflectional class? 

 

Expressive suffixes are classified as syntactic heads if any of the answers to (115) are 

affirmative. In contrast, expressive suffixes are classified as modifiers if the answers to (115) 

are negative; see Table 4.3.  

 

Table 4.3 Diagnostics for syntactic heads vs. syntactic modifiers 

Diagnostics Syntactic heads 
Syntactic 

modifiers 

Do expressive suffixes change syntactic category? a * 

Do expressive suffixes change grammatical gender? a * 

Do expressive suffixes change inflectional class? a * 

 

Below, I use these diagnostics to show that attitude suffixes are heads, while size 

suffixes are modifiers. In section 4.2, I investigate whether expressive suffixes change 

syntactic category, and in section 4.3, whether they change grammatical gender. In section 

4.4, I investigate whether they change inflectional class. Finally, in section 4.5, I present the 

conclusions.  
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Here I apply Diagnostic I (change in syntactic category). I illustrate that attitude 

suffixes produce a change in syntactic category, thus they behave like syntactic heads. Size 

suffixes do not produce a change in syntactic category, thus they behave like syntactic 

modifiers.  

 

4.2  Change in category 

I provide evidence that attitude suffixes can merge with any input category (n/a/v), always 

forming a noun, no matter what the input category is. In contrast, size suffixes can only 

merge with nouns, and the suffixed form remains a noun. In other words, attitude suffixes act 

as nominalizers (116a), while size suffixes act as noun modifiers (116b). Since it is not clear 

what the category of a modifier is, I treat modifiers as a single sound-meaning 

correspondence without categorial information (116b).  

 

(116) a. HEADS        n   b. MODIFIERS       n 

2     2 

n n/a/v    EXPRsize n 

EXPRattitude 

  

In section 4.2.1, I analyze attitude suffixes; in section 4.2.2, I analyze size suffixes; and in 

section 4.2.3, I present the conclusions.  

 

4.2.1  Attitude suffixes  

The data in (117)–(119) illustrate that attitude suffixes turn adjectives into nouns. For 

example, in (117), žád-n-ij  ‘stingy’ is an adjective, as evidenced by the fact that it contains 

the productive adjectival suffix -n (117a). When the attitude suffix -ug attaches (117b), the 

adjective turns into a noun, as evidenced by the fact that it has the nominal ending -a. The 

same pattern is observed in (118)–(119). Attitude suffixes consistently turn adjectives into 

nouns, supporting the claim that they function as heads.  
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(117)  a. žád-n-ij b. žad-n’ -úg-a 

  stingy-ADJ-MASC.N.SG    stingy-ADJ-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘stingy’   ‘stingy animate (vulg)’ 

 

(118)  a. gr’áz-n-ij   b. gr’áz-n-úx-a 

  dirty-ADJ-MASC.N.SG    dirty-ADJ-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘dirty’   ‘dirty animate (vulg)’ 

 

(119)  a. rod-n-ój  b. rod-n-úl’ -a 

  kin-ADJ-MASC.N.SG     kin-ADJ-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘dear’   ‘dear animate (affect)’ 

 

Moreover, attitude suffixes can also turn verbs into nouns, as illustrated in (120)–(122). For 

example, in (120), pr’i -l’ip-á-t’  ‘to cling’ is a verb, as evidenced by the fact that it contains 

the verbal prefix pri- (this prefix can only attach to verbs); see (120a). When the attitude 

suffix -al attaches, the verb turns into a noun with the nominal ending -a. The same pattern is 

observed with different attitude suffixes -aš and -ux in (121)–(122). 

   

(120) a. pr’i -l’ip-á-t’ b. pr’i -l’ip- ál-a 

  VERB.PREF-cling-TH-INF   VERB.PREF-cling-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘to cling’   ‘clinging animate (vulg)’ 

 

(121) a. ras-t’er’-á-t’   b. ras-t’er’-áš-a  

  VERB.PREF-lose-TH-INF    VERB.PREF-loose-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘to lose’   ‘animate who loses things (affect)’ 

 

(122) a. za-v’ir-á-t’  b. za-v’ir- úx-a  

  VERB.PREF-lie-TH-INF    VERB.PREF-lie-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘to lie’   ‘lying animate (affect)’ 
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Evidence that the verbal prefix attaches before the suffix stems from the fact that the attitude 

suffixes cannot attach to the √Root directly. Such forms are ungrammatical, as shown in 

(123)–(125). These attitude suffixes can in general attach to √Roots (e.g., xník-al-a 

‘complaining animate’, kut’-áš-a ‘carousing animate’, etc.), but they do not attach to √Roots 

in these particular cases and prefixation after suffixation presupposes that (123)–(125) should 

already exist. 

 

(123)  *l’ip-ál-a 

  cling-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘clinging animate (vulg)’ 

 

(124)  *t’er’-áš-a  

  lose-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘animate who loses things (affect)’ 

 

(125)  *v’ir-úx-a  

  lie-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘lying animate (affect)’ 

 

Finally, attitude suffixes can combine with nouns, as illustrated in (126)–(127). Nouns that 

are used with attitude suffixes do not change their syntactic category, as was expected. For 

example, in (126a), the word čud-ák ‘an eccentric’ is a noun, as evidenced by the fact that it 

contains the nominal suffix -ak. When the vulgar suffix -in attaches, there is no change in 

syntactic category.  

 

(126) a. č’ud-ák b. č’ud-ač’ -ín-a 

  wonder-NOM .N.SG (MASC)   wonder-NOM-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘an eccentric’    ‘an eccentric (vulg)’ 
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(127) a. kras-ot-á b. kras-ot-úl’ -a  

  pretty-NOM-N.SG (FEM)    pretty-NOM-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘beauty/prettiness’   ‘pretty animate (affect)’  

 

These findings are summarized in Table 4.4.  

 

Table 4.4 Attitude suffixes (change in category) 

EXPRattitude Input  Output 

-án’, -áš, -ón, -úl’, -ún’-, -úr, -ús’, -úš,  

-ág, -ák, -ál, -án, -ár, -áx, -íl, -in, -ób, -ot, 

-óx, -úg, -úk, -úx 

adjective noun 

verb noun 

noun noun 

 

4.2.2  Size suffixes  

In contrast to attitude suffixes, expressive size suffixes do not turn adjectives and verbs into 

nouns. For example, in (128) the adjective žád-n-ij  ‘stingy’ does not become a noun when a 

size suffix attaches to it. Instead, all examples with size suffixes merging with this adjective 

are ungrammatical; cf. (128b, c, d). The same behaviour is shown in the data with the 

adjective gr’áz-n-ij  ‘dirty’ in (129).  

 

(128) a. žád-n-ij  b. *žad-n-(o)k/*žad’-en-k-a 

  stingy-ADJ-MASC.N.SG    stingy-ADJ-EXPR.N.SG  

  ‘stingy’   ‘stingy animate (dim)’ 

 

 c. *žad-n’-(e/i)c-(a)  d. *žad-n-išč’ -e 

  stingy-ADJ- EXPR-N.SG   stingy-ADJ-EXPR-N.SG  

  ‘stingy animate (dim)’   ‘stingy animate (aug)’ 

 

(129) a. gr’áz-n-ij    b. *gr’az-n-(o)k/*gr’az’-en-k-a 

  dirty-ADJ-MASC.N.SG    dirty-ADJ-EXPR.N.SG  

  ‘dirty’    ‘dirty animate (dim)’ 
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  c. *gr’az-n’-(e/i)c-(a)   d. *gr’az-n-išč’ -e 

  dirty-ADJ- EXPR.N.SG   dirty-ADJ-EXPR-N.SG  

  ‘dirty animate (dim)’   ‘dirty animate (aug)’ 

 

Similarly, size suffixes cannot attach to verbs to create new nouns, as presented in (130). All 

the data where size suffixes merge with verbs are ungrammatical; cf. (130b, c, d).  

 

(130) a. pr’i -l’ip-á-t’  b. *pr’i -l’ip-( o)k-(a) 

  VERB.PREF-cling-TH-INF   VERB.PREF-cling-EXPR.N.SG 

  ‘to cling’   ‘clinging animate (dim)’ 

 

 c. *pr’i -l’ip’-( e/i)c-(a)  d. *pr’i -l’ip- išč’ -e 

  VERB.PREF-cling-EXPR.N.SG   VERB.PREF-cling-EXPR.N.SG 

  ‘clinging animate (dim)’   ‘clinging animate (aug)’ 

 

I have shown that size suffixes cannot change adjectives and verbs into nouns. Below, I show 

that they cannot combine with these categories to preserve a category. The examples (131) 

and (132) illustrate that size suffixes cannot attach to adjectives or verbs to mean ‘a little bit’ 

or ‘a lot.’ In (131b), the diminutive suffix -k is added to the adjective ‘stingy’. The resulting 

word does not mean ‘a little bit stingy’, but is ungrammatical instead. The same holds for 

(131c) and (131d), where the diminutive -c and the augmentative -išč’  are ungrammatical 

with the same adjective.  

 

(131) a. žád-n-ij  b. *žad-n-(o)k-ij/*žad’-en-k-ij 

  stingy-ADJ-MASC.N.SG    stingy-ADJ-EXPR-MASC.SG 

  ‘stingy’   ‘a little bit stingy (dim)’ 

 

 c. *žad-n’-(e/i)c-ij   d. *žad-n-išč’ -ij 

  stingy-ADJ-EXPR-MASC.SG   stingy-ADJ-EXPR-MASC.SG 

  ‘a little bit stingy (dim)’   ‘a lot stingy (aug)’ 
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In (132), size suffixes are added to the verb ‘to cling.’ The resulting words do not mean ‘to 

cling a little bit’ or ‘to cling a lot,’ but are ungrammatical instead.  

 

(132) a. pr’i -l’ip-á-t’   b. *pr’i -l’ip-( o)k-a-t’ 

  VERB.PREF-cling-TH-INF   VERB.PREF-cling-EXPR-TH-INF 

  ‘to cling’    ‘to cling a little bit (dim)’ 

 

 c. *pr’i -l’ip’-( e/i)c-a-t’   d. *pr’i -l’ip- išč’ -a-t’ 

  VERB.PREF-cling-EXPR-TH-INF  VERB.PREF-cling-EXPR-TH-INF 

  ‘to cling a little bit (dim)’   ‘to cling a lot (aug)’ 

 

The data above illustrate not only that size suffixes are unable to turn adjectives and verbs 

into nouns, but that they are simply unable to combine with these categories. Although size 

suffixes cannot combine with adjectives or verbs, they are very productively used with nouns 

(133)–(135). 

 

(133) a. č’ud-ák  b. č’ud-ač’ -ók 

  wonder-NOM .N.SG (MASC)   wonder-NOM-EXPR.N.SG (MASC) 

  ‘an eccentric’    ‘a little eccentric’ 

 

(134) a. kras-ot-á  b. kras-ot-íšč’ -a  

  pretty-NOM-N.SG (FEM)    pretty-NOM-EXPR-N.SG (FEM) 

  ‘beauty/prettiness’   ‘big beauty’ 

 

(135) a. sos-ún   b. sos-un’-éc  

  suck-NOM .N.SG (MASC)     suck-NOM-EXPR.N.SG (MASC) 

  ‘suckling’    ‘little suckling’ 
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In other words, size suffixes can only combine with nouns, producing no change in syntactic 

category. A noun suffixed with a size suffix remains a noun. This evidence is, however, not 

fully conclusive to consider size suffixes syntactic modifiers as they are represented in (136).  

 

(136) MODIFIER       n 

2 

EXPRsize n 

 

The data above would be also consistent with the hypothesis that size suffixes are syntactic 

heads, but just do not combine with adjectives or verbs. More conclusive evidence that size 

suffixes are noun modifiers will be given in section 4.3 and section 4.4, where I show that 

they produce no change in grammatical gender or inflectional class of a noun.  

The findings presented in this section are summarized in Table 4.5.  

 

Table 4.5 Size suffixes (no change in category) 

EXPRsize Input  Output 

-k/-ek/-ok/-ik, 

-c/-ec/-ic, 

-išč’  

adjective *noun/*adjective 

verb *noun/*verb 

noun noun 

 

4.2.3 Summary  

Attitude suffixes can turn adjectives and verbs into nouns. They can also combine with nouns 

to return nouns. In other words, no matter what the input category is, the resulting category is 

always a noun.  

Size suffixes demonstrate a different behaviour. They cannot combine with adjectives 

and verbs, but can only combine with nouns. And when they combine with nouns, they do 

not change syntactic category. In Table 4.6, I compare attitude and size suffixes. 
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Table 4.6 Comparison of attitude and size suffixes 

 Input  Output 

EXPRattitude 

adjective noun 

verb noun 

noun noun 

EXPRsize 

adjective *noun/*adjective 

verb *noun/*verb 

noun noun 

 

Attitude and size suffixes have different formal properties with respect to a change in 

syntactic category. As is presented in Table 4.7, attitude suffixes can change a category, 

while size suffixes cannot.  

 

Table 4.7 Change in category 

 Change in category 

EXPRattitude a 

                                EXPRsize * 

 

Based on Diagnostic I, because attitude suffixes change syntactic category, they behave like 

syntactic heads; see (137a). In contrast, size suffixes do not change a category, thus they 

seem to behave like syntactic modifiers (though the evidence is inconclusive); see (137b). 

 

(137) a. HEAD  n  b. MODIFIER       n 

       2     2 

n     n/a/v          EXPRsize n 

EXPRattitude 

 

4.3 Change in grammatical gender  

In this section, I apply Diagnostic II (change in grammatical gender). Given the change in 

category that we have seen above, I predict that attitude suffixes should be able to change 
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grammatical gender, while size suffixes should not. Here, I show that this is indeed the case. 

Attitude suffixes can change grammatical gender and thus, they behave like syntactic heads; 

see (138a). Size suffixes cannot change grammatical gender and thus, they behave like 

syntactic modifiers; see (138b). In the next section, I show that the change in grammatical 

gender is not due to attitude suffixes themselves being specified for gender, but it is the 

indirect result of a change in the inflectional class caused by these suffixes.  

 

(138) a. HEAD       n2[gender Y]  b. MODIFIER n[gender X] 

2     2 

n2[gender Y] n1[gender X]   EXPRsize n[gender X] 

EXPRattitude 2     2 

n1[gender X] √Root       n[gender X] √Root 

 

In section 4.3.1, I analyze attitude suffixes. In section 4.3.2, I analyze size suffixes and in 

section 4.3.3, I present the conclusions.  

 

4.3.1  Attitude suffixes  

As was mentioned in Chapter 3, grammatical gender in Russian is largely dependent on 

animacy and natural gender (Corbett 1982, 1991). To show how attitude suffixes change 

gender, I first propose a formal implementation of gender assignment; then I analyze the 

change in grammatical gender. In section 4.3.1.1, I discuss animate nouns. In section 4.3.1.2, 

I discuss inanimate nouns and in section 4.3.1.3, I summarize the findings. 

 

4.3.1.1 Animate nouns  

As was noted in Chapter 3, Russian animate nouns denote living beings, like humans and 

animals. Animate nouns can be sex-differentiable and non-sex-differentiable (139). Sex-

differentiable nouns are those that include natural gender (male or female) as part of their 

semantics. Non-sex-differentiable nouns (including common gender nouns) do not have 

natural gender. Common gender nouns will be discussed later in this section.   
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(139)        Animate  

     3 

Sex-differentiable Non-sex-differentiable 

3  (including common gender) 

      Male Female 

 Examples: brát s’estr-á č’elov’ék  

‘brother’ ‘sister’  ‘person’ 

 

For example, the nouns brát ‘brother’ and s’estr-á ‘sister’ are animate and sex-differentiable. 

They are animate because they denote living beings. They are sex-differentiable because brát 

‘brother’ can only denote a male being, while s’estr-á ‘sister’ can only denote a female 

being. In contrast, the noun č’elov’ek ‘person’ is non-sex-differentiable because it can denote 

persons of either sex.  

Recall further that in Russian sex-differentiable nouns, natural gender always takes 

precedence over grammatical gender. Thus, a noun that has the natural gender “male” is 

always masculine (140). A noun that has the natural gender “female” is always feminine 

(141).  

 

(140) a. xoróš-ij  brát 

  good-MASC.N.SG brother.N.SG (MASC) 

  ‘good brother’ 

 

 b. *xoróš-aja brát 

  good-FEM .N.SG  brother.N.SG (FEM) 

   ‘good brother’ 

 

(141) a. xoróš-aja   s’estr-á 

  good-FEM .N.SG  sister-N.SG (FEM) 

  ‘good sister’ 
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 b.  *xoróš-ij s’estr-á 

   good-MASC.N.SG sister-N.SG (MASC) 

   ‘good sister’ 

 

As Russian non-sex-differentiable nouns do not have natural gender, there is no dependency 

of grammatical gender on natural gender in such nouns. Like sex-differentiable nouns, non-

sex-differentiable ones are either masculine or feminine; but unlike the former, the 

grammatical gender of non-sex-differentiable nouns seems arbitrary. For example, compare 

č’elov’ék ‘person’ and p’ersón-a ‘person.’ Both nouns are non-sex-differentiable because 

they can denote male and female persons, but č’elov’ék ‘person’ is masculine (see (142)), 

while p’ersón-a ‘person’ is feminine (see (143)). 

 

(142) a. bol’š-ój  č’elov’ék 

  big-MASC.N.SG person.N.SG (MASC) 

  ‘big person’ 

 

 b. *bol’š-ája  č’elov’ék 

  big-FEM .N.SG person.N.SG (FEM) 

   ‘big person’ 

 

(143) a. bol’š-ája p’ersón-a 

   big-FEM .N.SG person-N.SG (FEM) 

   ‘big person’ 

 

  b. *bol’š-ój  p’ersón-a 

  big-MASC.N.SG person-N.SG (MASC) 

   ‘big person’  
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Thus, sex-differentiable nouns can be masculine or feminine depending on natural gender. 

Non-sex-differentiable nouns can also be masculine or feminine, but their gender is not 

determined by natural gender (144). 

 

(144)       Animate  

3 

 Sex-differentiable Non-sex-differentiable  

3  3 

        Male Female 

g      g  

[MASCULINE] [FEMININE]  [MASCULINE]   [FEMININE] 

 

In the framework of Distributed Morphology, animacy and natural gender are analyzed as 

part of the semantic information of the √Root (Müller 2005). For example, the semantics of 

the √Root s’estr- ‘sister’ indicates that it is animate (denotes a living being) and sex-

differentiable (denotes a female). When the √Root s’estr- is nominalized by combining with 

a functional head n, the grammatical gender of the resulting noun depends on the natural 

gender ‘female’ which is encoded as part of the semantics of the √Root. As the natural 

gender ‘female’ always determines feminine grammatical gender, the resulting noun s’estr-á 

‘sister’ is feminine; see (145). From now on I will use the notations (animate)/(inanimate) 

and (male)/(female) to refer to animacy and natural gender of the √Root. In the framework of 

Distributed Morphology it is assumed that categorized nouns as well as categorized 

adjectives and verbs are stored as idioms (Marantz 2001), which ensures that a particular 

√Root is associated with the right grammatical features (e.g., grammatical gender, 

inflectional class, etc.). Therefore, under this assumption, the information that s’estr-á ‘sister’ 

is a noun with the grammatical feature [FEMININE] would be stored as an idiom.  
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(145)      n[fem] 

2 

           n[fem]        √s’estr- 

        (animate) (female) 

 

In contrast to the √Root s’estr- discussed above, the √Root brat- ‘brother’ can only denote a 

male being. Since the natural gender “male” always determines masculine grammatical 

gender, the resulting noun brát ‘brother’ is masculine; see (146). 

 

(146)   n[masc]  

2  

n[masc]     √brat- 

(animate) (male) 

 

The √Roots č’elov’ek- ‘person’ and p’erson- ‘person’ do not have natural gender as part of 

their semantics and can denote both male and female persons. As a result, their grammatical 

genders seem to be assigned arbitrarily: the noun č’elov’ék ‘person’ is masculine (147a), and 

the noun p’ersón-a ‘person’ is feminine (147b).  

 

(147) a. n[masc]    b. n[fem]        

2 2 

n[masc]   √č’elov’ek- n[fem]      √person- 

(animate) (animate) 

 

Next, we turn to the formal analysis of  common gender nouns (e.g., s’irot-á ‘orphan,’ sud’-j-

á ‘judge,’ koll’ég-a ‘colleague’, etc.). I propose that the formal difference between common 

gender nouns and other nouns in Russian is that the former are unspecified for grammatical 

gender, while the latter are specified. All Russian common gender nouns are animate; there 

are no inanimate common gender nouns. Since Russian animate nouns can be either 

masculine or feminine, common gender nouns can also be either masculine or feminine. 

Thus, I propose the following representation for nouns of common gender: 
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(148)    n   ← unspecified for grammatical gender  

2     

n         √s’irot- 

(animate)  

 

To summarize, my approach allows us to understand gender assignment as observed 

for Russian nouns. I identify the following three types of animate nouns in Russian: 

 

TYPE I: Animate sex-differentiable nouns whose grammatical gender is determined by 

their natural gender (149a) 

TYPE II: Animate non-sex-differentiable nouns whose grammatical gender seems to 

be assigned arbitrarily (149b) 

 TYPE III: Animate common gender nouns that are unspecified for grammatical gender 

   (149c) 

 

(149) a. TYPE I n[masc]/[fem] b. TYPE II  n[masc]/[fem] c. TYPE III      n 

2    2   2 

n[masc]/[fem]     √Root         n[masc]/[fem]   √Root   n       √Root 

      (animate) (male/female)  (animate)      (animate) 

 

Having completed the discussion on gender assignment, we can apply Diagnostic II 

to test if there is any change in grammatical gender when attitude suffixes are added. Here, I 

show that attitude suffixes indeed produce a change in grammatical gender. This change 

involves TYPE II nouns (149b).  

 The noun in (150a) is animate but it is non-sex-differentiable (TYPE II). The 

grammatical gender assigned to this noun is masculine. When the attitude suffix -ug attaches, 

as in (150b), the grammatical gender changes. The resulting word is now a common gender 

noun that can trigger masculine or feminine agreement (MASC/FEM), as shown in (151a–b). 
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(150) a. zv’ér’ b. zv’er’-úg-a  

    animal.N.SG (MASC)   animal-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

    ‘animal’ ‘animal (vulg)’ 

 

(151) a. bol’š-ój zv’er’-úg-a 

  big-ADJ.MASC.N.SG animal-EXPR-N.SG (MASC)  

  ‘big animal (vulg)’  

 

  b. bol’š-ája zv’er’-úg-a 

  big-ADJ.FEM .N.SG  animal-EXPR-N.SG (FEM)      

  ‘big animal (vulg)’ 

 

While the common gender noun can trigger either masculine or feminine agreement, the 

masculine noun can only trigger masculine agreement; cf. (152).  

 

(152) a. bol’š-ój zv’ér’ 

  big-ADJ.MASC.N.SG  animal.N.SG (MASC) 

  ‘big animal’ 

 

 b.  *bol’š-ája zv’ér’ 

  big-ADJ.FEM .N.SG  animal.N.SG (FEM) 

  ‘big animal’ 

 

According to the current proposal, common gender nouns are unspecified for grammatical 

gender. For this reason, they can trigger either masculine or feminine grammatical 

agreement. Therefore, a change in grammatical gender is more accurately described as 

neutralization of grammatical gender, by which a noun that is otherwise specified for 

grammatical gender appears to lose grammatical gender. This is schematized in (153). The 

animate noun zv’ér’ ‘animal’ is specified as grammatically masculine. When the attitude 

suffix -ug merges, as in (153b), grammatical gender is neutralized. As a result, the newly 
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formed noun zv’er’-úg-a ‘animal (vulg)’ is unspecified for gender and can therefore trigger 

masculine or feminine agreement.  

 

(153) a. n[masc]  

2 

n[masc]  √zv’er’- 

(animate) 

 

 b. n2    ← unspecified for grammatical gender  

2  

n2 n1[masc] 

-ug 2 

n1[masc] √zv’er’- 

(animate) 

 

This phenomenon is not restricted to grammatically masculine nouns; it is also found with 

feminine nouns, as shown in (154). The Russian noun tvár’ ‘animal’ is animate and non-sex-

differentiable (TYPE II): it does not denote natural gender as part of its semantics. The 

grammatical gender of this noun is feminine as evidenced by the obligatory feminine 

agreement with adjectives (155). In (154b), the attitude suffix -uk is added, which neutralizes 

the grammatical gender. The resulting noun tvár’-úk-a ‘animal (vulg)’ is now in common 

gender and as such can trigger both masculine and feminine agreement (156a–b) 

 

(154) a. tvár’  b. tvar’-úk-a 

  animal.N.SG (FEM)    animal-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘animal’    ‘animal (vulg)’ 

 

(155) a. bol’š-ája  tvár’ 

   big-ADJ.FEM .N.SG  animal.N.SG (FEM)  

  ‘big animal’ 
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 b. *bol’š-ój  tvár’ 

  big-ADJ.MASC.N.SG animal.N.SG (MASC)         

  ‘big animal’ 

 

(156) a. bol’š-ój  tvar’-úk-a  

  big-ADJ.MASC.N.SG animal-EXPR-N.SG (MASC)  

  ‘big animal (vulg)’ 

 

 b. bol’š-ája   tvar’-úk-a 

  big-ADJ.FEM .N.SG animal-EXPR-N.SG (FEM)  

  ‘big animal (vulg)’ 

 

The analysis of this pattern is schematized in (157)–(158). The simplex noun is associated 

with feminine gender. When the attitude suffix -uk merges as in (158), the grammatical 

gender is neutralized: the resulting noun is unspecified for grammatical gender.   

 

(157)  n[fem] 

2  

n[fem]      √tvar’- 

(animate) 

 

(158)  n2    ← unspecified for grammatical gender  

2  

n2     n1[fem]  

-uk 2 

n1[fem]   √tvar’- 

(animate)      

 

Note that neutralization of grammatical gender is not restricted to examples where the base is 

a simplex noun. It is also found when the attitude suffix combines with a complex noun. For 

example, in (159a), the noun dur-ák ‘stupid animate’ is formed by means of the productive 
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nominalizing suffix -ak. This complex noun is grammatically masculine, as evidenced by the 

agreement patterns in (160). When the attitude suffix -in is added as in (159b), the newly 

formed noun is a common gender noun. Consequently, this noun is compatible with either  

masculine or feminine agreement (161a–b). 

 

(159) a. dur-ák  b. dur-ač’ -ín-a 

  stupid-NOM .N.SG (MASC)  stupid-NOM-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘stupid animate’    ‘stupid animate (vulg)’ 

 

(160) a. bol’š-ój  dur-ák  

  big-ADJ.MASC.N.SG stupid-NOM .N.SG (MASC) 

  ‘big stupid animate’  

 

  b.* bol’š-ája dur-ák 

 big-ADJ.FEM .N.SG  stupid-NOM .N.SG (FEM) 

  ‘big stupid animate’              

 

(161) a. bol’š-ój   dur-ač’ -ín-a 

  big-ADJ.MASC.N.SG  stupid-NOM-EXPR-N.SG (MASC)  

  ‘very stupid animate (vulg)’  

  

  b. bol’š-ája dur-ač’ -ín-a  

  big-ADJ.FEM .N.SG stupid-NOM-EXPR-N.SG (FEM) 

  ‘very stupid animate (vulg)’ 

 

The proposed structures for (160) and (161) are presented in (162) and (163), respectively. 

As can be ssen, suffixation of the expressive suffix results in a lack of grammatical gender.  
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(162)  n[masc] 

2 

n[masc] √dur- 

-ak (animate) 

 

(163)  n2    ←unspecified for grammatical gender  

2 

n2 n1[masc] 

-in 2 

n1[masc] √dur- 

-ak (animate) 

 

 To summarize, Russian attitude suffixes neutralize grammatical gender of TYPE II 

nouns (animate, non-sex-differentiable). Nouns used with attitude suffixes always end up 

having common gender, regardless of the grammatical gender of the input. The suffixes 

presented in Table 4.8 all display this behaviour, which is identical to the group of suffixes 

that change syntactic category (with the exception of the suffix -an, compare with Table 4.4). 

 

Table 4.8 Attitude suffixes (used with TYPE II nouns) 

EXPRattitude Input  Output 

-án’, -áš, -ón, -úl’, -ún’, -úr, -ús’, 

-úš, -ág, -ák, -ál, -ár, -áx, -íl, -in, 

-ób, -ot, -óx, -úg, -úk, -úx 

animate, [MASCULINE] 

 

animate, [FEMININE] 

animate, unspecified 

 

animate, unspecified 

 

The suffix -an is exceptional in this respect, because there is no direct evidence that it can 

change a TYPE II animate noun into a common gender noun. There is a handful of examples 

in which this suffix attaches to animate nouns, and in all these examples both the input and 

the output are masculine nouns. This is presented in (164) and (165).  
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(164) a. brat  b. brat-án 

  brother.N.SG (MASC)    brother-EXPR.N.SG (MASC) 

  ‘brother’   ‘brother (vulg)’ 

 

(165) a. star’-ík  b. star’-ik-án 

  old-NOM .N.SG (MASC)   old-NOM-EXPR.N.SG (MASC) 

  ‘old man’  ‘old man (vulg)’ 

 

For completeness, I show that nouns of the remaining two types (TYPE I and TYPE III) do not 

change grammatical gender (and grammatical agreement) when attitude suffixes attach. This 

is expected, however, because the gender of TYPE I nouns (animate, sex-differentiable) is 

always determined by their natural gender (male/female) and TYPE III  nouns (common 

gender) are unspecified for gender in the first place, and so there could be no change. I 

discuss both types of nouns in more detail below. 

TYPE I nouns contain natural gender as part of their semantics. As natural gender 

always determines grammatical gender in Russian, male nouns are always masculine and 

female nouns are always feminine. When attitude suffixes merge with these nouns, the nouns 

remain semantically male or female, and therefore, there is no change in grammatical gender 

(including neutralization). This shows that only grammatical gender can be neutralized, but 

not natural gender. This is illustrated in (166)–(169) below.  

In (166), the noun s’estr-á ‘sister’ denotes a female individual and therefore its 

gender is feminine. When the attitude suffix -ux attaches, the complex noun remains 

semantically female, and thus, it is grammatically feminine. In (167), the noun sín ‘son’ 

denotes a male individual and therefore its gender is masculine. When the attitude suffix -ul’  

is added, the resulting noun remains semantically male and thus, it is grammatically 

masculine. The same pattern is found with all TYPE I nouns; more examples are given in 

(168)–(169).  
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(166) a. s’estr-á    b. s’estr-úx-a 

  sister-N.SG (FEM)    sister-EXPR-N.SG (FEM) 

  ‘sister’    ‘sister (vulg)’ 

 

(167) a. sín    b. sin-úl’ -a 

  son.N.SG (MASC)   son-EXPR-N.SG (MASC) 

  ‘son’    ‘son (affect)’ 

 

(168) a. d’év-a     b. d’ev-áx-a 

  girl-N.SG (FEM)     girl-EXPR-N.SG (FEM) 

  ‘girl’    ‘girl (vulg)’ 

 

(169) a. pár’en’     b. parn’-úg-a  

  guy.N.SG (MASC)    guy-EXPR-N.SG (MASC) 

  ‘guy’     ‘guy (vulg)’ 

 

The proposed structures for (166) and (167) are given in (170) and (171), respectively. In 

(170), the attitude suffix -ux does not neutralize grammatical gender of the noun s’estr-á 

‘sister.’ The natural gender ‘female’ still determines feminine grammatical gender. In (171), 

the attitude suffix -ul’  does not neutralize grammatical gender of the noun brát ‘brother’ 

because it denotes a male, which determines masculine grammatical gender.  

 

(170)   n2[fem] 

2 

n2[fem] n1[fem] 

-ux  2 

n1[fem] √s’estr- 

(animate) (female) 
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(171)   n2[masc] 

2 

n2[masc] n1[masc] 

-ul’  2 

n1[masc] √sin- 

(animate) (male) 

 

To summarize, attitude suffixes do not produce a change in the grammatical gender of 

TYPE I nouns because these nouns are associated with natural gender (male or female), which 

in turn determines grammatical gender (see Table 4.9).  

 

Table 4.9 Attitude suffixes (used with TYPE I nouns) 

EXPRattitude Input  Output 

-án’, -áš, -ón, -úl’, -ún’, -úr, 

 -ús’, -úš, -ág, -ák, -ál, -ár, -áx,  

-íl, -in, -ób, -ot, -óx, -úg, -úk, -úx 

animate, male,  

[MASCULINE] 

 

animate, female,  

[FEMININE] 

animate, male,  

[MASCULINE] 

 

animate, female,  

[FEMININE] 

 

Next, we turn to TYPE III  nouns (common gender). Under the current proposal, these 

nouns are unspecified for grammatical gender and can therefore trigger either masculine or 

feminine agreement. When attitude suffixes attach to such nouns, they remain unspecified for 

gender, and therefore, there is no change of grammatical gender. For example, in (172a–b), 

the noun s’irot-á ‘orphan’ is a common gender noun that can trigger either masculine or 

feminine agreement. When the attitude suffix -in attaches as in (173), no change in gender 

appears: the resulting noun can still trigger either either masculine or feminine agreement.      

 

(172) a. bol’š-ój  s’irot-á 

   big-ADJ-MASC.N.SG  orphan-N.SG (MASC) 

  ‘big orphan’ 
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 b. bol’š-ája  s’irot-á   

  big-ADJ-FEM .N.SG  orphan-N.SG (FEM) 

  ‘big orphan’ 

 

(173) a. bol’š-ój    s’irot’-ín-a 

  big-ADJ-MASC.N.SG orphan- EXPR-N.SG (MASC) 

  ‘big orphan’ 

 

 b. bol’š-ája   s’irot’-ín-a 

  big-ADJ-FEM .N.SG  orphan- EXPR-N.SG (FEM) 

  ‘big orphan’  

 

The structure for (173) is given in (174). The attitude suffix -in merges with a common 

gender noun unspecified for grammatical gender. The resulting noun is also unspecified for 

grammatical gender.  

 

(174)  n2   ← unspecified for grammatical gender  

2 

 n2 n1   ← unspecified for grammatical gender 

-in 2       

n1 √s’irot- 

(animate) 

 

To summarize, attitude suffixes do not change grammatical gender of TYPE III nouns 

(common gender) because these nouns are unspecified for gender in the first place, and thus, 

no change can take place (see Table 4.10). This is the same set of attitude suffixes that 

change syntactic category (compare with Table 4.4). The suffix -an is not listed in the table 

because it rarely attaches to animates, and when it does, the output is always TYPE I nouns 

(see (163)–(164) above). 
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Table 4.10 Attitude suffixes (used with TYPE III nouns) 

EXPRattitude Input  Output 

-án’, -áš, -ón, -úl’, -ún’, -úr,  

-ús’, -úš, -ág, -ák, -ál, -ár, -áx,  

-íl, -in, -ób, -ot, -óx, -úg, -úk, -úx 

 animate, unspecified animate, unspecified 

 

To conclude, attitude suffixes produce a change in grammatical gender of TYPE II 

nouns (animate, non-sex-differentiable). When attitude suffixes merge with TYPE II nouns, 

the resulting nouns turn into TYPE III nouns (animate, common gender). When attitude 

suffixes merge with TYPE I (animate, sex-differentiable) or TYPE III (animate, common 

gender) nouns, there is no change in grammatical gender. The above is presented in Table 

4.11, in which change is indicted in bold.  

 

Table 4.11 Attitude suffixes (animate nouns) 

 Input  Output 

 

 

EXPRattitude 

TYPE I 

(animate, sex-differentiable) 

TYPE I 

(animate, sex-differentiable) 

TYPE II  

(animate, non-sex-differentiable) 

TYPE III  

(animate, common gender) 

TYPE III 

(animate, common gender) 

TYPE III 

(animate, common gender) 

 

4.3.1.2  Inanimate nouns 

In this section, I show that attitude suffixes can also change the grammatical gender of 

inanimate nouns. Inanimate nouns can be associated with masculine, feminine, or neuter 

grammatical gender; see (175). For example, žurnál ‘magazine’ is masculine, gaz’ét-a 

‘newspaper’ is feminine, and p’is’m-ó ‘letter’ is neuter.  
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(175)         Inanimate  

    9 

masculine     feminine      neuter  

Examples:        žurnál         gaz’ét-a       p’is’m-ó 

  ‘magazine’  ‘newspaper’ ‘letter’ 

 

When attached to inanimate nouns, the majority of attitude suffixes (except -an) derive 

feminine nouns, regardless of the grammatical gender of the input. The attitude suffix -an 

forms masculine nouns, regardless of grammatical gender of the input.  

I start by analyzing attitude suffixes that form feminine nouns. Take for example the 

attitude suffix -in. As the data below indicate, -in can attach to nouns of all grammatical 

genders (masculine, feminine, neuter). But no matter what the gender of the base, -in derives 

a feminine noun, as illustrated in (176)–(181). The masculine noun ovrág ‘ditch’ becomes 

feminine (177); the feminine noun jám-a ‘ditch’ remains feminine (179); and the neuter noun 

bolót-o ‘swamp’ becomes feminine (181). In the previous section, I showed that -in can 

neutralize gender, resulting in a common gender noun. In respect to this, the following 

question arises: why does -in form feminine nouns with inanimates, but common gender 

nouns with animates? In section 4.4, I will show that expressive suffixes are not specified for 

gender; instead, they are specified for inflectional class, and gender is predictable on the 

basis of inflectional class combined with animacy and natural gender.  

 

(176)  n2[fem] 

2 

 n2[fem] n1[masc]  

 -in 2 

n1[masc] √ovrag- 

 (inanimate) 
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(177) a. ovrág b. ovráž-in-a 

  ditch.N.SG (MASC)      ditch-EXPR-N.SG (FEM) 

  ‘ditch’    ‘ditch (vulg)’ 

 

(178)  n2[fem] 

2  

 n2[fem] n1[fem] 

 -in 2 

n1[fem] √jam- 

(inanimate) 

 

(179) a. jám-a  b. jám’-in-a 

  pit-N.SG (FEM)     pit-EXPR-N.SG (FEM) 

  ‘pit’    ‘pit (vulg)’ 

 

(180)  n2[fem] 

  2 

 n2[fem] n1[neut] 

-in 2 

n1[neut] √bolot- 

(inanimate)      

 

(181) a. bolót-o  b. bolót’-in-a           

  swamp-N.SG (NEUT)    swamp-EXPR-N.SG (FEM) 

  ‘swamp’   ‘swamp (vulg)’ 

 

Most attitude suffixes (except -an) display exactly the same pattern. They form feminine 

nouns irrespective of the gender of the base, as illustrated in (182)–(185). 
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(182) a. sm’éx   b. sm’ex-ot-á 

  laughter.N.SG (MASC)      laughter-EXPR-N.SG (FEM) 

  ‘laughter’    ‘laughter (vulg)’ 

 

(183) a. skúk-a   b. skuk-ot-á 

  boredom-N.SG (FEM)     boredom-EXPR-N.SG (FEM) 

  ‘boredom’     ‘boredom (vulg)’ 

  

(184) a. stíd    b. stid-úx-a 

  shame.N.SG (MASC)      shame-EXPR-N.SG (FEM) 

  ‘shame’    ‘shame (vulg)’ 

 

(185) a. kómnat-a   b. komnat-úx-a 

  room-N.SG (FEM)    room-EXPR-N.SG (FEM) 

  ‘room’    ‘room (vulg)’ 

 

The only suffix that does not share this behaviour is the suffix -an, which always forms 

nouns of masculine gender. To illustrate how -an forms masculine nouns, let us look at the 

data below. In (186), the noun gub-á ‘lip’ is feminine. When the attitude suffix -an attaches, 

the resulting noun gub-án becomes masculine. In (187), the noun púz-o ‘belly’ is neuter. 

When -an attaches, the resulting noun puz-án also becomes masculine. In (188), the noun lób 

‘forehead’ is masculine. When the suffix -an attaches, the resulting noun lob-án remains 

masculine. The reason why -an differs from other attitude suffixes is discussed in section 

4.4.1.2. 

 

(186) a. gub-á    b. gub-án 

  lip-N.SG (FEM)    lip-EXPR.N.SG (MASC) 

  ‘lip’    ‘animate with distinct lips (vulg)’ 
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(187) a. púz-o   b. puz-án 

  belly-N.SG (NEUT)    belly-EXPR.N.SG (MASC) 

  ‘belly’     ‘animate with distinct belly (vulg)’ 

 

(188) a. lób    b. lob-án              

  forehead.N.SG (MASC)     forehead-EXPR.N.SG (MASC) 

  ‘forehead’     ‘animate with distinct forehead (vulg)’ 

 

The proposed structures for (186)–(188) are shown in (189)–(191), respectively.  

 

(189)  n2[masc] 

   2 

 n2[masc] n1[fem] 

 -an 2 

n1[fem] √gub- 

(inanimate) 

 

(190)  n2[masc] 

  2 

 n2[masc] n1[neut] 

  -an 2 

  n1[neut] √puz- 

(inanimate) 

 

(191) n2[masc] 

  2 

  n2[masc] n1[masc] 

  -an 2 

  n1[masc] √lob- 

(inanimate) 
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 To conclude, as is illustrated in Table 4.12, attitude suffixes change the grammatical 

gender of inanimate nouns. Most attitude suffixes (except -an) form feminine nouns, 

regardless of the gender of the input. The attitude suffix -an forms masculine nouns, 

regardless of the gender of the input. 

 

Table 4.12 Attitude suffixes (inanimate nouns) [change is indicted in bold] 

EXPRattitude Input Output 

-án’, -áš, -ón, -úl’, -ún’, 

-úr, -ús’, -úš, -ág, -ák, -ál, 

-ár, -áx, -íl, -in, -ób, -ot, -óx, 

-úg, -úk, -úx 

inanimate, [MASCULINE ] inanimate, [FEMININE ] 

inanimate, [NEUTER] inanimate, [FEMININE ] 

inanimate, [FEMININE] inanimate, [FEMININE] 

-án 

inanimate, [MASCULINE] inanimate, [MASCULINE] 

inanimate, [NEUTER] inanimate,[MASCULINE ] 

inanimate, [FEMININE ] inanimate,[MASCULINE ] 

 

4.3.1.3  Summary  

Affixing an attitude suffix to a given base results in a change in grammatical gender. This 

change partly depends on animacy and natural gender of the √Root. The change is seen in 

animate non-sex-differentiable nouns (TYPE II), which become common gender nouns (TYPE 

III). The change is also visible in inanimate nouns, which become either feminine (with the 

majority of attitude suffixes), or masculine (with the attitude suffix -an) (see Table 4.13). In 

order to see this systematicity in the behaviour of attitude suffixes, the behaviour of gender 

with different noun types should be analyzed. To the best of my knowledge, this kind of 

analysis has never been done before. 
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Table 4.13 Attitude suffixes (change in grammatical gender) [change is indicted in bold] 

EXPRattitude Input  Output 

-án’, -áš, -ón, -úl’, -ún’,  

-úr, -ús’, -úš, -ág, -ák, -ál, 

-ár, -áx, -íl, -in, -ób, -ot, 

 -óx, -úg, -úk, -úx 

animate 

(non-sex-differentiable), 

any input 

animate 

(non-sex-differentiable), 

unspecified 

inanimate, 

any input 

inanimate, 

[FEMININE ] 

-án 
inanimate, 

any input 

inanimate, 

[MASCULINE ] 

 

According to Diagnostic II (change in grammatical gender), attitude suffixes behave like 

syntactic heads because they produce a change in grammatical gender; see (192).  

 

(192) HEAD   n2[gender Y] 

2 

n2[gender Y] n1[gender X] 

EXPRattitude 2 

n1[gender X] √Root 

 

Based on the findings above, the following question arises: Why does one derive nouns with 

different grammatical genders when attitude suffixes attach? If attitude suffixes were 

themselves associated with the category “gender”, we would expect that all nouns used with 

these attitude suffixes should have the same grammatical gender. On the other hand, if 

attitude suffixes are not associated with the category “gender”, what determines a change in 

gender? In section 4.4, I shed some light on these questions.  
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4.3.2  Size suffixes  

Unlike attitude suffixes that can change the grammatical gender of a noun, size suffixes do 

not produce a change in gender. According to Diagnostic II, this means that size suffixes 

behave like syntactic modifiers; see (193).  

 

(193) MODIFIER n[gender X] 

2 

EXPRsize n[gender X] 

2 

n[gender X] √Root 

 

Size suffixes can attach to both animate and inanimate bases of all grammatical genders with 

the same result, i.e., no change in gender. Let us first look at TYPE I  nouns (animate, sex-

differentiable). As I discussed above, these nouns contain natural gender (male or female) as 

part of their semantics. When size suffixes attach to TYPE I nouns, there is no change in 

grammatical gender. For example, in (194), the noun brát ‘brother’ is sex-differentiable 

because natural gender “male” is part of its meaning. As males are always masculine, this 

noun is assigned masculine grammatical gender. When the size suffixes -ik and -ec are added 

to this noun, there is no change in gender. The resulting nouns brat’-ik ‘brother (dim)’ and 

brát’-ec ‘brother (dim)’ are still masculine.  

 

(194)  n[masc] 

2 

 -ik/-ec n[masc] 

2 

  n[masc] √brat- 

(animate) (male) 
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(195) a. brat  b. brát’-ik  

  brother.N.SG (MASC)    brother-EXPR.N.SG (MASC) 

  ‘brother’    ‘brother (dim)’ 

 c. brát’-ec  

  brother-EXPR.N.SG (MASC) 

  ‘brother (dim)’ 

 

Another example of a sex-differentiable noun is illustrated in (196). The noun s’estr-á ‘sister’ 

contains the natural gender “female” as part of its meaning. As females are always feminine, 

the noun s’estr-á ‘sister’ is assigned feminine grammatical gender. In (197b), the size suffix  

-ic is added and the gender remains feminine.  

 

(196)  n[fem] 

2 

  -ic n[fem] 

 2 

  n[fem] √s’estr- 

(animate) (female) 

 

(197) a. s’estr-á   b. s’estr’-íc-a 

  sister-N.SG (FEM)    sister-EXPR-N.SG (FEM) 

  ‘sister’     ‘sister (dim)’ 

 

Let us now look at TYPE II  nouns (animate, non-sex-differentiable). Nouns of this type do 

not contain natural gender as part of their meaning. I show that when size suffixes attach to 

TYPE II  nouns, there is no change in grammatical gender. For example, in (198), the noun 

zv’ér’ ‘animal’ is non-sex-differentiable because it can denote both male and female animals 

and it is associated with the masculine grammatical gender. When the size suffixes -ok and -

išč’  merge with this noun, there is no change in gender. The resulting nouns zv’er’-ók 

‘animal (dim)’ and zv’er’-íšč’ -e ‘animal (aug)’ are still masculine (199a–c). 
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(198)  n[masc] 

  2 

  -ok/-išč’ n[masc] 

 2 

 n[masc] √zv’er’- 

(animate) 

 

(199) a. zv’ér’  b. zv’er’-ók 

  animal.N.SG (MASC)    animal-EXPR.N.SG (MASC) 

  ‘animal’    ‘animal (dim)’ 

 

 c. zv’er’-íšč’ -e 

  animal-EXPR-N.SG (MASC) 

  ‘animal (aug)’ 

 

Another example of a non-sex-differentiable noun is given in (200) with the feminine noun 

ríb-a ‘fish’. When the size suffixes -k, -ic and -išč’  merge with this noun, there is no change 

in gender. The resulting nouns remain feminine (201a–d).  

 

(200)  n[fem] 

  2 

 -k/-ic/-išč’ n[fem] 

 2 

  n[fem] √rib- 

(animate) 

 

(201) a. ríb-a   b. ríb-k-a 

  fish-N.SG (FEM)    fish-EXPR-N.SG (FEM) 

  ‘fish’    ‘fish (dim)’ 
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 c. ríb’-ic-a   d. ríb’-išč’ -a 

  fish-EXPR-N.SG (FEM)    fish-EXPR-N.SG (FEM) 

  ‘fish (dim)’    ‘fish (dim)’ 

 

Next, I turn to TYPE III  (animate, common gender) nouns. I show that size suffixes do not 

produce a change in the grammatical gender of these nouns either. For example, in (202), the 

noun s’irot-á ‘orphan’ is of common gender: it can trigger either masculine or feminine 

agreement. When the size suffix -k merges with this noun, there is no change in gender. The 

resulting noun is still of common gender as it is shown in (203)–(204). 

 

(202) a. s’irot-á   b. s’irót-k-a 

  orphan-N.SG (MASC/FEM)   orphan-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘orphan’      ‘orphan (dim)’ 

 

(203) a. b’éd-n-ij s’irot-á 

  poor-ADJ-MASC.N.SG orphan-N.SG (MASC) 

  ‘poor orphan’ 

 

 b. b’éd-n-aja   s’irot-á  

  poor-ADJ-FEM .N.SG  orphan-N.SG (FEM)  

   ‘poor orphan’ 

 

(204) a. b’éd-n-ij   s’irót-k-a 

  poor-ADJ-MASC.N.SG  orphan-EXPR-N.SG(MASC)  

  ‘poor orphan’ 

 

  b. b’éd-n-aja   s’irót-k-a  

    poor-ADJ-FEM .N.SG  orphan-EXPR-N.SG(FEM) 

   ‘poor orphan’ 

 

The proposed structure for (202) is shown in (205).  
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(205)  n ← unspecified for grammatical gender 

  2 

-k n ← unspecified for grammatical gender 

 2 

n √s’irot- 

(animate) 

 

Thus far, I have analyzed different types of animate nouns. I illustrated that there is 

no change in grammatical gender of animate nouns when size suffixes are added. Below, I 

deal with inanimate nouns and show that size suffixes produce no change in grammatical 

gender of these nouns either. To illustrate this, let us look at inanimate nouns of different 

grammatical genders (masculine, feminine, and neuter). For example, in (206), the noun l’és 

‘forest’ is masculine. When the size suffixes -ok and -išč’  are added, there is no change in 

grammatical gender. The resulting nouns are all masculine (207a–c).  

 

(206)  n[masc] 

  2 

 -ok/-išč’ n [masc] 

 2 

  n[masc] √l’es- 

(inanimate)      

 

(207) a. l’és b. l’es-ók 

  forest.N.SG (MASC)    forest-EXPR.N.SG (MASC) 

  ‘forest’    ‘forest (dim)’ 

 

  c. l’es-íšč’ -e 

   forest-EXPR-N.SG (MASC)     

  ‘forest (aug)’ 
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In (208), the noun róšč’-a ‘grove’ is feminine. When the size suffix -ic is added, there is no 

change in grammatical gender. The resulting noun remains feminine (209a–b).  

 

(208)  n[fem] 

  2 

  -ic n[fem] 

2 

  n[fem] √rošč’- 

(inanimate) 

 

(209) a. róšč’-a     b. róšč’- ic-a 

  grove-N.SG (FEM)    grove-EXPR-N.SG (FEM) 

  ‘grove’    ‘grove (dim)’ 

 

In (210), the noun bolót-o ‘swamp’ is neuter. When the size suffixes -c and -išč’  are added, 

there is no change in grammatical gender. The resulting nouns are all neuter (211a–c).  

 

(210)  n[neut] 

  2 

 -c/-išč’  n[neut] 

 2 

  n[neut] √bolot- 

(inanimate) 

 

(211) a. bolót-o     b. bolót-c-e 

  swamp-N.SG (NEUT)    swamp-EXPR-N.SG (NEUT) 

  ‘swamp’      ‘swamp (dim)’ 

 

  c. bolót’-išč’ -e 

  swamp-EXPR-N.SG (NEUT) 

  ‘swamp (aug)’ 
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 To summarize, size suffixes produce no change in grammatical gender of both 

animate and inanimate nouns (see Table 4.14). This property follows if we assume that size 

suffixes are syntactic modifiers. 

 

Table 4.14 Size suffixes (no change in grammatical gender) 

EXPRsize Input  Output 

-k/-ek/-ok/-ik,  

-c/-ec/-ic, 

-išč’  

animate, male, [MASCULINE] animate, male, [MASCULINE] 

animate, female, [FEMININE] animate, female, [FEMININE] 

animate, [MASCULINE] animate, [MASCULINE] 

animate, [FEMININE] animate, [FEMININE] 

inanimate, [MASCULINE] inanimate, [MASCULINE] 

inanimate, [FEMININE] inanimate, [FEMININE] 

inanimate, [NEUTER] inanimate, [NEUTER] 

 

4.4  Change in inflectional class  

The third property that is predicted by this analysis is that attitude suffixes should be able to 

change inflectional class, while size suffixes should not (Diagnostic III). Here, I show that 

this is indeed the case. Attitude suffixes can change inflectional class, thus they behave like 

syntactic heads (212a). In contrast, size suffixes cannot change inflectional class, thus they 

behave like syntactic modifiers (212b).  

 

(212) a. HEAD  n2[class Y]    b. MODIFIER n[class X]  

2     2 

n2[class Y]  n1[class X]    EXPRsize n[class X]  

EXPRattitude 2     2 

n1[class X] √Root   n[class X] √Root 
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In section 4.4.1, I analyze attitude suffixes; in section 4.4.2, I analyze size suffixes; and in 

section 4.4.3, I present the conclusions.  

 

4.4.1  Attitude suffixes  

The majority of attitude suffixes (except -an) form nouns of inflectional Class II, regardless 

of the inflectional class of the input. The attitude suffix -an forms nouns of inflectional Class 

I, regardless of inflectional class of the input. In view of this, the following question arises: 

What is the proper representation of attitude suffixes, that is, what is their lexical entry? Here 

I propose that the majority of attitude suffixes are specified for inflectional Class II in their 

lexical entry (213a), while -an is specified for inflectional Class I (213b).  

 

(213) a. n2[class II]     b. n2[class I] 

2     2 

n2[class II]  n1[class X] n2[class I] n1[class X] 

EXPRattitude 2 EXPR-an 2 

(except -an) n1[class X] √Root n1[class X] √Root 

 

I also show that attitude suffixes are not specified for grammatical gender, but instead that 

grammatical gender can be predicted from the inflectional class of the attitude suffix. In other 

words, the change in grammatical gender discussed above (see section 4.3) falls out directly 

from the change in inflectional class. In section 4.4.1.1, I illustrate how attitude suffixes 

change inflectional class; and in section 4.4.1.2, I show that a change in inflectional class is 

correlated with a change in grammatical gender. 

 

4.4.1.1  Change in inflectional class 

Recall the distribution of inflectional classes in Russian. I only review the distribution in 

Nom sg., because all examples cited below are in this case (see Chapter 3).  
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Table 4.15 Inflectional endings in Nom sg. 

 Class I Class II Class III 

 

Singular  

masculine 

(end in -Ø 

in Nom sg.) 

neuter 

(end in -o/e 

in Nom sg.)    

masculine/feminine/ 

common 

(end in -a in Nom sg.) 

feminine 

(end in -Ø  

in Nom sg.) 

Nominative zakón ‘law’  

 

v’in-ó‘wine’  škól-a ‘school’ kóst’ ‘bone’ 

 

 

 

Class I and Class II both contain masculine nouns, but they differ in their inflectional 

endings. Class I masculine nouns have -Ø ending in Nom sg., while Class II masculine nouns 

have -a ending. Class II and Class III both contain feminine nouns, but they also differ in 

inflectional endings. Class II feminine nouns have -a ending, while Class III nouns have -Ø 

ending. Neuter nouns belong to Class I and have -o/-e endings. Common gender nouns only 

belong to Class II and therefore have -a ending.  

 I start with a discussion of the attitude suffixes. Most attitude suffixes (except -an) 

can attach to nouns of any inflectional class and always return a Class II noun. For example, 

in (214), st’íd ‘shame’ is a masculine noun that belongs to Class I, which is evident from the 

-Ø ending in Nom sg. When the attitude suffix -ob is added, the inflectional class changes. 

The newly formed noun is now in Class II (-a ending in Nom sg.). The noun also changes its 

gender to feminine (215a–b). 

 

(214)  n2[class II] 

2 

n[class II] n1[class I] 

-ob  2 

n1[class I]  √stid- 
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(215) a. st’id  b. stid-ób-a 

    shame-N.SG (MASC; CLASS I )  shame-EXPR-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II ) 

    ‘shame’   ‘shame (vulg)’ 

 

If the base noun is a masculine noun of Class II, such as páp-a ‘dad’ in (216), the actual 

change in class is vacuous – we cannot see it, as a Class II noun ‘changes’ into a Class II 

noun. The resulting noun remains masculine (217a–b).  

 

(216)  n2[class II] 

2 

n[class II] n1[class II] 

-us’ 2 

n1[class II]  √pap- 

 

(217) a. páp-a b. pap-ús’-a 

  dad-N.SG (MASC; CLASS II )  dad-EXPR-N.SG (MASC; CLASS II ) 

  ‘dad’  ‘dad (affect)’ 

 

Finally, if the base noun belongs to Class III, like the feminine noun tvár’ ‘animal’ in (218), 

suffixation of the attitude suffix -uk will also result in a change in inflectional class. The 

newly formed noun belongs to Class II (and thus has -a ending in Nom sg.). And the 

resulting noun also changes its gender to common gender (219a–b).   

 

(218)  n2[class II] 

2 

n2[class II] n1[class III] 

-uk 2 

n1[class III] √tvar’- 
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(219) a. tvár’   b. tvar’-úk-a 

    animal.N.SG (FEM; CLASS III )  animal-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM; CLASS II ) 

  ‘animal’   ‘animal (vulg)’ 

 

In sum, regardless of the inflectional class of the input (Class I, Class II, or Class III), these 

attitude suffixes always form nouns of Class II.  

We now turn to the attitude suffix -an. In contrast to the majority of attitude suffixes, 

it consistently forms nouns of Class I. For example, the Class II noun gub-á ‘lip’ in (220) 

changes its inflectional class when the attitude suffix -an is added. The resulting noun 

belongs to Class I (-Ø ending in Nom sg.). This is illustrated in (221a–b). 

 

(220)  n2[class I] 

2 

n2[class I] n1[class II] 

-an 2 

n1[class II] √gub- 

 

(221) a. gub-á b. gub-án 

  lip-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II )   lip-EXPR.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I ) 

  ‘lip’   ‘animate with distinct lips (vulg)’ 

 

In (222), the Class I noun brát ‘brother’ (-Ø ending in Nom sg.) predictably does not change 

its inflectional class when the attitude suffix -an is added. The resulting noun is still in Class 

I (see 223a–b).  

 

(222)  n2[class I] 

2 

n2[class I] n1[class I] 

-an 2 

n1[class I] √brat- 
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(223) a. brát b. brat-án 

  brother N.SG (MASC; CLASS I )  brother-EXPR.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I ) 

  ‘brother’  ‘brother (vulg)’ 

 

Therefore, no matter what the inflectional class of the input (Class I or Class II) is, the suffix 

-an always forms nouns of Class I. To the best of my knowledge, there are no examples in 

which the suffix -an would attach to Class III bases. 

 To summarize, the majority of attitude suffixes (except -an) form nouns of Class II, 

regardless of the inflectional class of the input. The attitude suffix -an forms nouns of Class I, 

regardless of the inflectional class of the input. These characteristics are illustarated below in 

Table 4.16.  

 

Table 4.16 Attitude suffixes (change in inflectional class) [change is indicated in bold] 

EXPRattitude Input  Output 

 -án’, -áš, -ón, -úl’, -ún’, -úr, -ús’, 

 -úš, -ág, -ák, -ál, -ár, -áx, -íl, -in, -ób,     

 -ot, -óx, -úg, -úk, -úx 

Class I Class II 

Class II Class II 

Class III Class II 

-án 

Class I Class I 

Class II Class I 

Class III N/A 

 

The behaviour presented above follows under the assumption that attitude suffixes are 

syntactic heads and are themselves associated with an inflectional class. The class 

membership of individual attitude suffixes is illustrated in Table 4.17.  
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Table 4.17 Class membership of attitude suffixes 

EXPRattitude Lexical entries 

 -án’, -áš, -ón, -úl’, -ún’, -úr, -ús’, 

 -úš, -ág, -ák, -ál, -ár, -áx, -íl, -in, -ób,     

 -ot, -óx, -úg, -úk, -úx 

Class II 

 

-án 
Class I 

 

 

4.4.1.2  Correlation between change in class and change in gender 

In this section, I address the question of how grammatical gender is changed in Russian. In 

section 4.3.1, I showed that there is variation in grammatical gender of nouns used with 

attitude suffixes. Here, I argue that this variation is determined by the inflectional class 

assigned by an attitude suffix. In other words, attitude suffixes are specified for inflectional 

class in their lexical entries and grammatical gender results directly from this inflectional 

class.  

Recall the variation in grammatical gender we have observed above. When attitude 

suffixes are added to TYPE I nouns (animate, sex-differentiable), the resulting nouns are 

masculine or feminine, depending on the natural gender of the nouns they attach to (224)–

(225). 

 

(224) a. brát   b. brat-úx-a  

  brother.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I )    brother-EXPR-N.SG (MASC; CLASS II ) 

  ‘brother’     ‘brother (vulg)’ 

 

(225) a. s’estr-á   b. s’estr-úx-a  

  sister.N.SG (FEM ; CLASS II )    sister-EXPR-N.SG (FEM ; CLASS II ) 

  ‘sister’      ‘sister (vulg)’ 

 

In contrast, when attitude suffixes are added to inanimate nouns, the resulting nouns are 

always feminine, as illustrated in (226). 
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(226) a. gólod  b. golod-úx-a  

  hunger.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I )    hunger-EXPR-N.SG (FEM ; CLASS II ) 

  ‘hunger’     ‘hunger (vulg)’ 

 

When attitude suffixes are added to TYPE II nouns (animate, non-sex-differentiable), the 

resulting nouns become unspecified for gender (common gender nouns). This is presented in 

(227). 

 

(227) a. zv’ér’   b. zv’er’-úx-a 

    animal.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I )  animal-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM ; CLASS II ) 

  ‘animal’    ‘animal (vulg)’ 

 

When attitude suffixes are added to TYPE III nouns (animate, common gender), the resulting 

nouns are still in common gender (see (228)).  

 

(228) a. kóp-a   b. kop-úx-a  

  dig-N.SG (MASC/FEM ; CLASS II )    dig-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM ; CLASS II ) 

  ‘slow animate’      ‘slow animate (vulg)’ 

 

As the data in (224) and (225) show, the same attitude suffix -ux can produce nouns of 

different grammatical genders: masculine, feminine, or common gender (unspecified for 

gender). This means that the attitude suffix cannot be specified for grammatical gender in its 

lexical entry. If it were, then we would expect all nouns suffixed with this attitude suffix 

(except for nouns that have natural gender) to be of the same gender. If it were specified for 

masculine gender, the data in (226b) would be unexpected. That is, we would not expect the 

suffixation of -ux to derive a feminine noun from a masculine noun. Similarly, if -ux were 

specified for feminine gender, then common gender nouns, like those in (227b) or (228b) 

would be feminine in cases where the natural gender of the referent is unknown. However, in 

such cases, these nouns are still unspecified for gender and thus, can trigger either feminine 

or masculine agreement (Doleschal and Schmid 2001).  
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I conclude that attitude suffixes are not specified for grammatical gender at all. They 

are, however, specified for inflectional class (section 4.4). Observe that although the nouns in 

(224b)–(228b) used with the suffix -ux have different grammatical genders, they are all in 

Class II (have -a ending in Nom sg.).  

I propose that the variation in grammatical genders results directly from the 

inflectional class of attitude suffixes. In what follows, I show how this arises. I start with a 

discussion of the attitude suffixes that assign inflectional Class II, and then I analyze the 

attitude suffix -an which assigns inflectional Class I.  

Russian Class II nouns are either animate or inanimate (229). Animate nouns are 

either sex-differentiable or non-sex-differentiable. Both sex-differentiable and non-sex-

differentiable nouns can be either masculine or feminine, the difference being that the 

grammatical gender of sex-differentiable nouns is determined by their natural gender “male” 

or “female”. Inanimate nouns of this class are all feminine. 

 

(229) Class II 

 

Animate     Inanimate  

3 

Sex-differentiable Non-sex-differentiable 

3 

Male  Female 

g g 

[MASCULINE] [FEMININE] [FEMININE] (unspecified) [FEMININE] 

d’ád’-a t’ót’-a p’ersón-a s’irot-á kn’íg-a  

‘uncle’ ‘aunt’ ‘person’ ‘orphan’ ‘book’ 

 

It follows from my proposal that an animate noun used with an attitude suffix that derives a 

Class II noun can be either masculine or feminine, while inanimate nouns can only be 

feminine. This is indeed what we find. For example, in (224) above, brát ‘brother’ belongs to 

Class I (-Ø ending in Nom sg.). When the attitude suffix -ux is added, this inflectional class 
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changes to Class II (-a ending in Nom sg.). Since brát has the natural gender ‘male’, the 

resulting noun brat-úx-a ‘brother (vulg)’ is masculine. Thus, knowing the animacy, natural 

gender, and inflectional class of the noun, it is possible to predict its grammatical gender. 

That is, as presented below in (230) if a noun is animate, male, and belongs to Class II, its 

grammatical gender is always masculine. 

 

(230) a. (male) and [class II] → [masculine] 

 

 b. n2[class II]   ← predicted grammatical gender [masculine] 

2 

n2[class II] n1[class I] 

-ux 2 

n1[class I] √brat- 

(animate) (male) 

 

Similarly, in (225) above, s’estr-á ‘sister’ belongs to Class II (-a ending in Nom sg.). When 

the attitude suffix -ux is added, there is no change in class. The resulting noun s’estr-úx-a 

‘sister (vulg)’ is still in Class II. Since s’estr-a has the natural gender ‘female’, the resulting 

noun s’estr-úx-a ‘sister (vulg)’ is feminine. Here again, knowing the animacy, natural 

gender, and inflectional class of a noun, it is possible to predict its grammatical gender. 

Therefore, if a noun is animate, female, and belongs to Class II, its grammatical gender is 

always feminine. This is illustrated in (231). 
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(231) a. (female) and [class II] → [feminine] 

 

 b. n2[class II]   ← predicted grammatical gender [feminine] 

2 

n2[class II] n1[class II] 

-ux 2 

n1[class II] √s’estr- 

(animate) (female) 

 

In (226) above, the same attitude suffix -ux is added to the inanimate noun gólod ‘hunger’. 

The noun gólod ‘hunger’ belongs to Class I (-Ø ending in Nom sg.). When the attitude suffix 

-ux is added, this inflectional class changes. The resulting noun golod-úx-a ‘hunger (vulg)’ is 

now in Class II (-a ending in Nom sg.). Since inanimate Class II nouns are all feminine in 

Russian, here again it is possible to predict grammatical gender from inflectional class. Thus, 

as is shown in (232), if a noun is inanimate and belongs to Class II, its grammatical gender is 

always feminine. 

 

(232) a. (inanimate) and [class II] → [feminine] 

 

b. n2[class II]   ← predicted grammatical gender [feminine] 

2 

n2[class II] n1[class I] 

-ux 2 

n1[class I] √golod- 

(inanimate) 

 

Finally, in (227) above, zv’ér’ ‘animal’ belongs to Class I (-Ø ending in Nom sg.). When the 

attitude suffix -ug is added, there is a change in inflectional class. The resulting noun zv’er’-

úg-a ‘animal (vulg)’ is now in Class II (-a ending in Nom sg.). Since zv’er’ is animate but 

non-sex-differentiable, its grammatical gender cannot be determined by its natural gender. As 
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a result, when it becomes a Class II noun, its grammatical gender is unspecified, which 

accounts for its status as a common gender noun. Thus, as shown below in (233), if a noun is 

animate, non-sex-differentiable, and belongs to Class II, its grammatical gender is 

unspecified and can be either masculine or feminine.  

 

(233) a. (animate) and [class II] → unspecified gender 

 

 b. n2[class II]    ← unspecified grammatical gender (common gender) 

2 

n2[class II] n1[class I] 

-ug 2 

n1[class I] √zv’er’- 

(animate)  

 

Next, we turn to the remaining attitude suffix -an, which assigns inflectional Class I. 

Russian Class I nouns can be animate or inanimate. Animate nouns are masculine, while 

inanimate nouns are either masculine or neuter, i.e., they can have either masculine or neuter 

grammatical agreement, as shown in (234).  

 

(234) Class I 

3 

Animate Inanimate  

g 3 

[MASCULINE] [MASCULINE] [NEUTER]  

brát l’és pól’-e  

‘brother’ ‘forest’ ‘field’  

 

The attitude suffix -an attaches to both animate and inanimate nouns of different classes. As 

a result, it produces a change in both animacy and the class of a noun. The resulting words 

are always animate Class I nouns. For example, in (235), gub-á ‘lip’ is an inanimate Class II 
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noun (-a ending in Nom sg.). When the attitude suffix -an is added, the resulting noun gub-

án ‘animate with distinct lips’ becomes animate and changes its class to Class I (-Ø ending in 

Nom sg.). In (236), púz-o ‘belly’ is an inanimate Class I noun (-Ø ending in Nom sg.). When 

the attitude suffix -an is added, the resulting noun puz-án ‘animate with distinct belly’ 

becomes animate, but it remains in Class I. 

 

(235) a. gub-á b. gub-án 

  lip-N.SG (FEM ; CLASS II )  lip-EXPR.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I ) 

  ‘lip’   ‘animate with distinct lips (vulg)’ 

 

(236) a. púz-o b. puz-án 

  belly-N.SG (NEUT; CLASS I )  belly-EXPR.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I ) 

  ‘belly’  ‘animate with a distinct belly (vulg)’ 

 

Because the suffix -an always produces a Class I animate noun, regardless of the class or 

animacy of the base. As shown in (237), I propose that it is specified for both animacy and 

Class I. 

 

(237) n2[class I] 

2 

n2[class I] n1[class I]/[class II] 

-an 2 

(animate) n1[class I]/[class II] √Root 

 

Now, I show how it is possible to predict grammatical gender of nouns used with the 

suffix -an. In (235), gub-á ‘lip’ is an inanimate feminine noun that belongs to Class II. The 

suffix -an turns this inanimate noun into animate and changes Class II to Class I. This 

combination of animacy and Class I automatically changes feminine gender to masculine, 

because animate nouns of Class I are all masculine (238). 
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(238) a. (animate) and [class I] → [masculine] 

 

 b. n2[class I]   ← predicted grammatical gender [masculine] 

2 

n2[class I] n1[class II] 

-an 2 

(animate) n1[class II] √gub- 

(inanimate)  

 

In (236) above, púz-o ‘belly’ is an inanimate neuter noun that belongs to Class I. The suffix  

-an turns this inanimate noun into an animate noun, but it remains in Class I. As illustrated in 

(239), the combination of animacy and Class I automatically changes neuter gender to 

masculine as well. This is because animate nouns are all masculine in Class I. 

 

(239)  n2[class I]   ← predicted grammatical gender [masculine] 

2 

n2[class I] n1[class I] 

-an 2 

(animate) n1[class I] √puz- 

(inanimate)  

 

To summarize, I have argued that attitude suffixes are specified for inflectional class, 

which is consistent with their status as a syntactic head. The majority of attitude suffixes 

(except -an) are specified for Class II; see (240a). The suffix -an is specified for both 

animacy and Class I; see (240b).  
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(240) a. n2[class II]    b.  n2[class I] 

2     2 

n2[class II] n1[class X] n2[class I] n1[class X] 

EXPRattitude 2 EXPR-an 2 

n1[class X] √Root (animate) n1[class X] √Root 

 

Knowing animacy, natural gender, and inflectional class of a derived expressive noun, it is 

possible to predict its grammatical gender, which accounts for the variation in grammatical 

genders observed in section 4.3. In other words, under the current analysis, grammatical 

gender is not specified in the lexical entry of attitude suffixes, but instead, it falls out directly 

from the inflectional class of the suffix.  

 

4.4.2  Size suffixes  

Contrary to the attitude suffixes that can change inflectional class, size suffixes cannot 

change inflectional class (in nouns of Class I and Class II). According to Diagnostic III, this 

is consistent with their behaviour as syntactic modifiers; see (241). Class III nouns 

demonstrate a different behaviour that will be discussed later in this section.  

 

(241) MODIFIERS  n[class X] 

2 

EXPRsize n[class X] 

 2 

 n[class X] √Root 

 

To illustrate this point, consider the following data. In (242), the noun č’elov’ék ‘person’ 

belongs to Class I (-Ø ending in Nom sg.). When the size suffixes -ek and -išč’  are added, 

there is no change in class. The resulting nouns are still in Class I, as illustrated in (243b–c).  
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(242)  n2[class I] 

2 

-ek/-išč’ n1[class I] 

2 

n1[class I] √č’elov’ek- 

 

(243) a. č’elov’ék   b. č’elov’éč’-ek  

  person.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I )   person-EXPR.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I ) 

  ‘person’    ‘person (dim)’ 

 

  c. č’elov’éč’- išč’ -e13 

  person-EXPR.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I ) 

  ‘person (aug)’ 

 

Similarly, in (244), the noun xl’éb ‘bread’ is in Class I (-Ø ending in Nom sg.). When the 

suffix -ec is added, there is also no change in class. The resulting noun remains in Class I 

(245b).  

 

(244)  n2[class I] 

2 

-ec n1[class I] 

2 

n1[class I] √xl’eb- 

 

(245) a. xl’éb  b.  xl’éb’-ec  

  bread.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I )   bread-EXPR.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I ) 

  ‘bread’     ‘bread (dim)’ 

 

                                        

13 Recall that the neuter-like ending -e in such nouns does not mean that the nouns are neuter (Chapter 3). 
č’elov’éč’- išč’ -e ‘big person’ is a masculine noun because it patterns with the masculine version of the Class I 
pattern, rather than with the neuter version of the Class I pattern. 
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The same pattern is observed with Class II nouns. For example, in (246), the noun ruk-á 

‘hand’ belongs to Class II (-a ending in Nom sg.). When the size suffixes -k and -išč’  are 

added, there is no change in class. The resulting nouns are still in Class II; see (247b–c).  

 

(246)  n2[class II] 

2 

-k/-išč’ n1[class II] 

2 

n1[class II] √ruk- 

 

(247) a. ruk-á  b.  rúč’-k-a 

  hand-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II )   hand-EXPR-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II ) 

  ‘hand’    ‘hand (dim)’ 

 

  c. ruč’- íšč’ -a 

  hand-EXPR-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II ) 

  ‘hand (aug)’ 

 

In (248), the noun lúž-a ‘puddle’ is in Class II (-a ending in Nom sg.). When the size suffix 

-ic is added, there is also no change in class. The resulting noun lúž-ic-a ‘puddle (dim)’ 

remains in Class II; see (249b).  

 

(248)  n2[class II] 

2 

-ic n1[class II] 

2 

n1[class II] √luž- 
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(249) a. lúž-a   b. lúž-ic-a 

  puddle-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II )    puddle-EXPR-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II ) 

  ‘puddle’     ‘puddle (dim)’ 

 

 To summarize, as presented in Table 4.18, size suffixes do not produce a change in 

Class I or Class II nouns, which is consistent with their behaviour as syntactic modifiers.  

 

Table 4.18 Size suffixes (no change in inflectional class) 

EXPRsize Input  Output 

-k/-ek/-ok/-ik,   

-c/-ec/-ic; 

-išč’  

Class I Class I 

Class II Class II 

 

Class III nouns, however, show different behaviour. When size suffixes merge with these 

nouns, their inflectional class changes to Class II. For example, in (250), nóč’  ‘night’ is a 

feminine Class III noun (-Ø ending in Nom sg.). When the size suffix -k attaches, the newly 

formed noun is in Class II (-a ending in Nom sg.). In (251), kr’ép-ost’ ‘fortress’ is in Class 

III. When the size suffix -c attaches, the newly formed noun belongs to Class II.  

 

(250) a. nóč’   b. nóč’-k-a 

  night.N.SG (FEM; CLASS III )   night-EXPR-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II ) 

  ‘night’    ‘night (dim)’ 

 

(251) a. kr’ép-ost’  b. kr’ep-ost-c-á 

  stong-NOM.N.SG (FEM; CLASS III )   stong-NOM-EXPR-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II ) 

  ‘fortress’    ‘fortress (dim)’ 

 

What accounts for this behaviour of Class III nouns? Does this behaviour mean that size 

suffixes are syntactic heads associated with inflectional class of their own, parallel to attitude 

suffixes? If size suffixes were associated with inflectional class, they would always produce 

nouns of the same inflectional class, as attitude suffixes do. For example, the size suffix -k 
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would always produce nouns of Class II and thus, it would be able to turn a Class I noun into 

a Class II noun. But as the data above show, this is not the case. As I showed above, Class I 

nouns remain in Class I when a size suffix attaches. I propose that the change in inflectional 

class from Class III to Class II has nothing to do with the syntactic properties of size suffixes. 

Instead, I argue that this change is determined by the phonological properties of Class III 

nouns.  

As observed in Thelin (1975), there is a systematic correlation between the final 

consonants of a feminine stem and its inflectional class. As illustrated in (252), a “stem” is 

traditionally understood as a √Root + derivational and/or modifying suffix, excluding an 

inflectional ending.  

 

(252) Root + suffix + inflectional ending  

Stem  

 

For example, in (253), the stem consists of the √Root kr’ep-, the derivational nominal suffix 

-ost’, and the modifying suffix -c. The stem does not include the inflectional nominative 

singular ending -a.  

 

(253) kr’ep-ost-c-á 

 stong-NOM-EXPR-N.SG (FEM) 

 ‘fortress (dim)’ 

 

Thelin (1975) notes that feminine stems can end in a “hard” (non-palatalized) or “soft” 

(palatalized) consonant (e.g., /n/ ~ /n’/, /t/ ~ /t’/). Most consonants can be hard or soft, but c, 

š, ž are only hard, while j, č’ , šč’  are only soft. If the final consonant of the stem is c, j, or the 

hard member of a hard-soft pair, the noun belongs to Class II (e.g., pt’íc-a ‘bird’, all’éj-a 

‘alley’, stran-á ‘country’). If the final consonant of the stem is š, ž, č’ , šč’  or the soft member 

of a hard-soft pair, the inflectional class cannot be predicted. Below I list some contrasting 

examples from Thelin (cited in Corbett 1982: 213). The final consonant of the stem is 

indicated in bold; see Table 4.19. 
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Table 4.19 Contrasting examples (Class II and Class III nouns) 

Class II Class III 

p'ésn’ -a   ‘song’  žízn'    ‘life’ 

grúš-a     ‘pear’ túš      ‘ink’ 

dáč’ -a     ‘country house’ nóč'     ‘night’ 

 

Thus, based on Thelin’s generalizations, the difference between Class II and Class III stems 

is that Class II stems can end in a hard or soft consonants, while Class III stems can only end 

in a soft consonants (including č’ , šč’ that are always soft) or the hard consonants š, ž. The 

final consonants of Class III stems are summarized in Table 4.20. 

 

Table 4.20 Final consonants of Class III stems 

 

Final consonants of Class III stems 

 

Soft  Hard 

t', d’, n’, s’, z’ 

č’, šč’ 
š, ž 

 

With respect to Table 4.20, the following question arises: What do soft consonants and hard 

consonants š, ž have in common? Under Clements and Hume’s (1995) version of feature 

geometry, front vowels/glides including the secondary palatalization aspect of palatalized 

consonants, and are represented as having a [coronal] place node containing the [–anterior] 

([–ant]) feature, situated underneath their VPlace (vocalic place) node. According to this 

feature-geometric model, both palatalized consonants and the hard consonants š, ž share the 

[–ant] feature. This means that all Class III nouns in Russian contain [–ant] at the end of the 

stem. One way to account for this is to assume a floating [–ant] morpheme that marks Class 

III as such.14 For example, under this assumption, the stem of the Class III noun króv’ 

‘blood,’ consists of the √Root krov- and the [–ant] morpheme, as in (254).  

 

 

 

                                        

14 Many thanks to Dr Gunnar Ólafur Hansson for his help with the phonological aspect of this study. 
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(254) króv’  

 króv+[–ant] 

 ‘blood’  

 

If [–ant] is a floating morpheme and not part of the √Root, we would expect to find the 

√Root krov- without palatalization. This is indeed what we find in Russian. For example, in 

the adjective krov-áv-ij ‘bloody,’ the √Root krov- ends in a hard consonant /v/. More 

examples illustrating that there exists a separate floating [–ant] morpheme that marks Class 

III nouns are given in (255)–(256) (compare a and b).  

 

(255) a. vís’  b. vis-ot-á 

  height+[–ant]   height-NOM-N.SG 

  ‘height’   ‘height’ 

 

(256) a. glúb’   b. glub-ók’-ij 

  depth+[–ant]   deep-ADJ-MASC.SG 

  ‘depth’   ‘deep’ 

 

The assumption that Class III stems end in the [–ant] morpheme is also supported by 

historical evidence. In the pre-history of Slavic, all Class III nouns ended in /i/, which caused 

historical palatalization of the preceding consonant. In the course of history, /i/ turned into a 

so-called jer vowel and eventually disappeared in this position (Hermans 2002; Rubach 

1986; Yearley 1995, among others). In modern Russian, this suffixal vowel is no longer 

present, but we can see the traces of it in the [–ant] feature of Class III stems.  

The representation for Class III nouns is given in (257). In this representation, Class 

III nouns have an internal structure consisting of a √Root and a floating [–ant] morpheme. 

This means that all Class III nouns are morphosyntactically derived.  
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(257)  n[class III] 

2 

n[class III] √Root 

[–ant] 

 

Let us now come back to the problem discussed above, i.e., size suffixes turn Class III into 

Class II nouns. As I suggested above, this is related to the phonological properties of Class 

III nouns. When the size suffixes -k (allomorphs: -ok/-ek/-ik) or -c (allomorphs: -ec/-ic) 

merge with Class III nouns, the stem no longer ends in [–ant], but instead it ends in a hard 

consonant of the suffix. For example, in (258), the stem is noč’-k; it ends in /k/, a consonant 

which is not [–ant]. In (259), the stem is kr’ep-ost-c; it ends in /c/, a consonant which is 

likewise not [–ant] (and is in fact [+ant]).  

 

(258) nóč’-k-a 

 night-EXPR-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II ) 

 ‘night (dim)’ 

 

(259) kr’ep-ost-c-á 

 stong-NOM-EXPR-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II ) 

 ‘fortress (dim)’ 

 

Since the stems above do not end in [–ant] anymore, the newly formed nouns nóč’-k-a ‘night 

(dim)’ and kr’ep-ost-c-á ‘fortress (dim)’ cannot belong to Class III either. The only class in 

which they can belong now is Class II, because it is the only class besides Class III that 

contains feminine nouns. Thus, by changing the final consonant of the stem, the inflectional 

class also changes.  

The augmentative suffix -išč’ , which does end in a [–ant] consonant, almost never 

attaches to Class III nouns; for example, when it is added to the nouns nóč’  ‘night’ or kr’ép-

ost’ ‘fortress,’ the resulting data are ungrammatical, as shown in (260)–(261). Thus, there is 

no evidence here to suggest that there is a change in inflectional class.  
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(260) *noč’- išč’ -(a) 

 night-EXPR-N.SG  

 ‘night (aug)’ 

 

(261) *kr’ep-ost’-išč’ -(a) 

 stong-NOM-EXPR-N.SG  

 ‘fortress (aug)’ 

 

To the best of my knowledge, there is only one word in which -išč’  attaches to a Class III 

noun: von’-íšč’ -a ‘stench’. In the case at hand, the inflectional class changes from Class III to 

Class II, which is unexpected under the current hypothesis. Since the suffix -išč’  ends in 

[–ant], we (wrongly) predict no change in class. On the other hand, it is unclear whether in 

this particular word, -išč’  is indeed a size suffix. The Contemporary Explanatory Dictionary 

of Russian (Efremova 2006) lists von’-íšč’ -a ‘stench’ as being a vulgar noun, while vón’ 

‘stench’ is not vulgar; see (262). The added meaning of vulgarity is not typical for the 

augmentative size suffix -išč’  (compare with (263), where -išč’  indicates a large size and has 

no vulgar meaning). Because of lack of data, it is difficult to say whether the current 

hypothesis is incorrect because it cannot account for (262), or whether the data in (262) 

exhibit an exceptional behavior. Regardless of the answer to the above, it remains unclear 

why the augmentative -išč’  cannot attach to Class III nouns, and why in the only case when it 

does attach to a Class III noun (see (262)), it has a vulgar meaning.  

 

(262) a. vón’  b. von’-íšč’ -a 

  stench.N.SG (FEM; CLASS III )   stench-EXPR-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II ) 

  ‘stench’    ‘stench (vulg)’ 

 

(263) a. vólk  b. volč’- íšč’ -e 

  wolf.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I)   wolf-EXPR-N.SG (MASC; CLASS I) 

   ‘wolf’     ‘wolf (aug)’ 
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To summarize, I have suggested that Class III stems end in a floating [–ant] morpheme 

that marks the nouns as Class III. This idea requires further research that goes beyond the 

scope of this work, but hopefully it contributes toward understanding why Class III nouns 

change their inflectional class for Class II when a size suffix attaches.  

 

4.5  Conclusions 

In this chapter, I used the following diagnostics to determine the morphosyntactic types of 

Russian expressive suffixes (264). 

 

(264) Diagnostics (cf. Bachrach and Wagner 2007) 

Diagnostic I: Do expressive suffixes change syntactic category? 

Diagnostic II: Do expressive suffixes change grammatical gender? 

Diagnostic III: Do expressive suffixes change inflectional class? 

 

According to these diagnostics, expressive suffixes are syntactic heads if any of answers to 

(264) are affirmative. Expressive suffixes are syntactic modifiers if all the answers to (264) 

are negative. The above is summerzied in Table 4.21.  

 

Table 4.21 Syntactic heads vs. syntactic modifiers 

Diagnostics Syntactic heads Syntactic 

modifiers 

Do expressive suffixes change syntactic category? a * 

Do expressive suffixes change grammatical gender? a * 

Do expressive suffixes change inflectional class? a * 

 

Based on (264), I argued that the differences between attitude and size suffixes in Russian are 

syntactically conditioned. I showed that attitude suffixes are syntactic heads (265a), while 

size suffixes are syntactic modifiers (265b). 
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(265) a. HEAD X    b. MODIFIER  Y 

 2 2 

X Y X Y 

  EXPRattitude EXPRsize 

 

Attitude and size suffixes are repeated for convenience in Table 4.22. 

 

Table 4.22 Expressive suffixes in Russian 

Attitude 

suffixes  

 

affectionate -án’, -áš, -ón, -úl’, -ún’, -úr, -ús’, -úš 

vulgar 

-ág, -ák, -ál, -án, -ár, -áx, -íl, -in, -ób, 

 -ot, -óx, -úg, -úk, -úx 

 

Size  

suffixes  

diminutive  
-k (allomorphs: -ok/-ek/-ik), 

-c (allomorphs: -ec/-ic) 

augmentative  -išč’  
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Chapter 5: Where are expressive suffixes merged? 

 

 

5.1 Introduction  

As noted in Chapter 1, I assume an approach to grammar in which words are built in the 

syntax from two different sites: (i) category-free √Roots, as in (266a), and (ii) √Roots that 

have already been categorized; see (266b) (Halle and Marantz 1993; Halle 1997; Marantz 

1997, among others). In (266a), a category head X merges with a category-free √Root. In 

(266b), a category head X merges with already categorized nouns (n), adjectives (a), and 

verbs (v). The main difference between these two structures is that in (266a), X attaches 

before a syntactic category is formed, while in (266b) X attaches after a syntactic category 

has been formed.  

 

(266) a. X b. X 

2     2 

X √Root X n/a/v 

2 

n/a/v √Root 

 

The distinction between word formation from √Roots and word formation from categories is 

universal, but its manifestations may differ from language to language (Marantz 1997). In 

this section, I show that Russian expressive suffixes provide empirical support for these two 

sites of word formation  

I demonstrate that Russian attitude suffixes can merge either with category-free 

√Roots (267a) or with categories (267b). In contrast, Russian size suffixes can only merge 

with categorized nouns (268). 
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(267) a. n b.  n 

2 2 

n √Root  n n/a/v 

EXPRattitude EXPRattitude 2 

n/a/v √Root 

(268)   n 

2 

EXPRsize n 

2 

  n √Root 

 

The chapter is organized as follows. In section 5.2, I investigate where attitude suffixes 

are merged. In section 5.3, I investigate where size suffixes are merged. In section 5.4, I give 

an intermediate summary of the findings. In section 5.5, I discuss co-occurrence restrictions 

and empirical predictions made by this analysis, and I show that these predictions are borne 

out in Russian. Finally, in section 5.6, I present the conclusions. 

 

5.2 Attitude suffixes 

In Chapter 4, I showed that Russian attitude suffixes are syntactic heads. The next question 

that arises is where these heads attach. In other words, what is the locus of merge for these 

suffixes? Do they merge with √Roots or syntactic categories? I argue that attitude suffixes 

can merge at both sites: with √Roots and with categories. In the structure (269a), an attitude 

suffix merges with a category-free √Root. In (269b), an attitude suffixes merges with the 

syntactic categories n/a/v.  
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(269) HEADS a. n     b. n 

2  2 

n √Root  n n/a/v 

EXPRattitude  EXPRattitude 2 

n/a/v √Root 

This section is structured as follows. In section 5.2.1, I investigate whether attitude 

suffixes can merge with √Roots, and in section 5.2.2, whether they can merge with 

categories. In section 5.2.3, I show that they can merge with hypocoritics which are truncated 

first names. In section 5.2.4, I present the conclusions.  

 

5.2.1 Merging with √Roots 

Evidence that attitude suffixes merge with category-free √Roots stems from the absence of 

category-forming morphology inside the attitude suffix. That is, in order for a √Root to be 

categorized as a noun, adjective, or verb, it often requires a category-forming affix. For 

example, in kras-ot-á ‘prettiness/beauty (noun)’, the nominal suffix -ot is a category-forming 

suffix that turns the √Root into a noun (see section 5.2.2 for evidence that kras- is indeed a 

category-free √Root). Thus, if an attitude suffix merges directly with a √Root, there can be 

no category-forming morphology between the √Root and the attitude suffix. This is 

illustrated in (270). 

 

(270) n 

2 

n √Root 

EXPRattitude 

 

The data in (271)–(273) show that attitude suffixes can indeed merge with category-free 

√Roots. The (a) examples in (271)–(273) contain adjectives with a category-forming 

adjectival suffix -n and the adjectival ending -ij  (masculine, singular). In the (b) examples, 

attitude suffixes merge with √Roots without the adjectival morphology. The resulting words 
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are nouns with expressive meanings (vulgar or affectionate, depending on the meaning of the 

attitude suffix). As such attitude suffixes function as nominalizers. 

 

(271) a. žád-n-ij    b. žad’-úg-a 

  stingy-ADJ-MASC.N.SG     stingy-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘stingy’    ‘stingy animate (vulg)’ 

(272) a. stráš-n-ij   b. straš-íl-a 

  ugly-ADJ-MASC.N.SG    ugly-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘ugly’    ‘ugly animate (vulg)’ 

 

(273) a. krás-n-ij   b. kras-úl’ -a 

  pretty-ADJ-MASC.N.SG    pretty-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘pretty (archaic)’15   ‘pretty animate (affect)’ 

 

Evidence that žad- ‘stingy’ is indeed a √Root stems from the following considerations. First, 

it doesn’t exist as an independent word; second, it can form the basis for nouns (see (274a, 

b)), verbs, as in (274c), and adjectives, as in (274d).  

 

(274) a. žad’-úg-a   b. žad-ób-a  

  stingy-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM)   stingy-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘stingy animate (vulg)’   ‘stingy animate (vulg)’ 

 

 c. žad-n’-é-t’    d. žád-n-ij 

  stingy-ADJ-TH-INF    stingy-ADJ-MASC.SG 

  ‘to become stingy’     ‘stingy’ 

 

Crucially, when attitude suffixes merge with the √Root žad- they form expressive nouns. 

This is shown in the structure in (275). The notation # is used to indicate Number.  

 
                                        

15 This meaning is archaic in Contemporary Russian and can be seen, for example, in the idiom krás-n-a d’év’-
ic-a ‘pretty girl’ and the words kras-ot-á ‘beauty’, kras-áv’-ec ‘pretty man’, krás’-i-t’  ‘to adorn’. In 
Contemporary Russian, the adjective krás-n-ij is used with the meaning ‘red’. 
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(275)   # 

2 

 # n    žad-ug/ob/in-a ‘stingy animate (vulg)’ 

-a 2 

n √žad- 

-ug/-ob/-in 

 

More evidence that attitude suffixes can indeed merge with category-free √Roots is given 

below. The (a) examples in (276)–(278) contain verbs with a verbal conjugation marker -a 

(glossed as a Theme vowel, following Halle and Matushansky 2006) and the infinitival 

ending -t’ . In the (b) examples, attitude suffixes merge with √Roots without the verbal 

morphology. The resulting words are nouns with expressive meanings. Here, attitude suffixes 

also function as nominalizers. 

 

(276) a. vr-á-t’  b. vr-úš-a 

  lie-TH-INF    lie-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘to lie’     ‘liar (affect)’ 

 

(277) a. xáp-a-t’   b. xap-úg-a 

  grab-TH-INF    grab-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘to grab’    ‘grabber (vulg)’ 

 

(278) a. igr-á-t’    b. igr-úl’ -a  

  ply-TH-INF    play- EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘to play’   ‘playing animate (affect)’ 

 

V(o)r- ‘stingy’ is a √Root because it can form the basis for both nouns, as is shown in (279a, 

b, c), and verbs (279d).  
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(279) a. vr -úš-a    b. vr -ún 

  lie-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM)    lie-NOM-N.SG (MASC) 

   ‘liar (affect)’    ‘liar’ 

 

  c. vr -ál’   d. vr -á-t’   

  lie-NOM-N.SG (MASC)      lie-TH-INF 

  ‘liar’    ‘to lie’ 

 

When attitude suffixes merge with the √Root v(o)r- they form expressive nouns. This is 

shown in the structure in (280). 

 

(280)  # 

2 

  # n     vr-úš-a  ‘liar (affect)’ 

-a 2 

n √v(o)r- 

 uš 

 

 To summarize, as is illustrated in Table 5.1 attitude suffixes can merge with category-

free √Roots. 

 

Table 5.1 Attitude suffixes (attachment to √Roots) 

EXPRattitude EXPRattitude + √Root 

-án’, -áš, -ón, -úl’, -ún’-, -úr, -ús’, -úš,  

-ág, -ák,-ál, -án, -ár, -áx, -íl, -in, -ób, 

-ot, -óx, -úg, -úk, -úx 

� 

 

5.2.2 Merging with categories 

I now show that attitude suffixes can also merge with categories. Evidence supporting this 

behavior stems from the fact that attitude suffixes can attach after categorizing morphology 
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has been already added to the √Root. In particular, they can merge with nouns, adjectives, 

and verbs. This is illustrated in (281). 

 

(281) n 

2  

n n/a/v 

EXPRattitude 2 

n/a/v √Root 

category affix 

 

In the (a) examples in (282)–(284), we find adjectives with a category-forming adjectival 

suffix -n. In the (b) examples, attitude suffixes merge outside of this adjectival suffix. The 

resulting examples are grammatical nouns with expressive meanings.  

 

(282) a. žád-n-ij    b. žad-n’ -úg-a 

  stingy-ADJ-MASC.N.SG    stingy-ADJ-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘stingy’    ‘stingy animate (vulg)’ 

 

(283) a. gr’áz-n-ij    b. gr’az-n-úx-a 

  dirty-ADJ-MASC.N.SG    dirty-ADJ-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘dirty’    ‘dirty animate (vulg)’ 

 

(284) a. rod-n-ój    b. rod-n-úl’ -a 

  dear-ADJ-MASC.N.SG    dear-ADJ-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘dear’    ‘dear animate (affect)’ 

 

We have seen in section 5.2.1 that the attitude suffix -ug is able to directly merge with the 

√Root žad- ‘stingy’ to form the noun žad’-úg-a ‘stingy animate (vulg)’. Here, we see that the 

same suffix can also merge with the categorized adjective žad-n-ij ‘stingy’. In (282b), the 

category-forming adjectival suffix -n is present in the derivation žad-n’ -úg-a ‘stingy animate 

(vulg)’, which means that here an adjectival category is formed first, and then the attitude 
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suffix -ug attaches. This is illustrated in (285). Although pairs like žad-n’ -úg-a ‘stingy 

animate (vulg)’ and žad’-úg-a ‘stingy animate (vulg)’ are present in the language, it is 

unclear why in other data an attitude suffix can combine either with a √Root, or with a 

category (but not both). For example, the pair rod-n-úl’ -a ‘dear animate (affect)’–*rod-úl’ -a 

‘dear animate (affect)’ does not exist in Russian.  

 

(285) # 

 2 

 # n žad-n’ -úg-a   stingy animate (vulg)’  

-a 2 

 n a 

  -ug 2   

a √žad- 

-n 

 

 To summarize, attitude suffixes can merge with categorized adjectives; see Table 5.2. 

 

Table 5.2 Attitude suffixes (merging with adjectives) 

EXPRattitude EXPRattitude + a 

-án’, -áš, -ón, -úl’, -ún’, -úr, -ús’, -úš,  

-ág, -ák,-ál, -án, -ár, -áx, -íl, -in, -ób, 

-ot, -óx, -úg, -úk, -úx 

� 

 

Next, I show that attitude suffixes can also merge with verbs. In (286)–(288), attitude 

suffixes merge with categorized verbs. Evidence that the input for suffixation is indeed a 

verb stems from the fact that these forms contain the verbal prefixes pr’i- , ras-, and za-.  

 

(286) a. pr’i -l’ip-á-t’   b. pr’i -l’ip- ál-a 

  VERB.PREF-cling-TH-INF   VERB.PREF-cling-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘to cling’  ‘clinging animate (vulg)’ 
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(287) a. ras-t’er’-á-t’  b. ras-t’er’-áš-a  

  VERB.PREF-lose-TH-INF   VERB.PREF-lose-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘to lose’   ‘animate who loses things (affect)’ 

 

(288) a. za-v’ir-á-t’   b. za-v’ir- úx-a  

  VERB.PREF-lie-TH-INF   VERB.PREF-lie-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘to lie’   ‘lying animate (affect)’ 

 

In Russian, verbal prefixes merge before expressive suffixes. The evidence for that is 

twofold. First, as I mentioned in Chapter 4, the nouns *l’ip- ál-a ‘clinging animate’, *t’er’- áš-

a ‘losing animate’, and *v’ir- úx-a ‘lying animate’ do not exist in Russian. Second, in 

Russian, verbal prefixes do not form verbs from categorized nouns. For example, if we try to 

form verbs from the categorized nouns žad’-úg-a ‘stingy animate (vulg)’, straš-íl-a ‘ugly 

animate (vulg)’, or kras-úl’ -a ‘pretty animate (affect)’, all resulting forms will be 

ungrammatical. This is presented in (289)–(291).  

 

(289) *pr’i/ras/za-žad’-ug-a-t’ 

  VERB.PREF-stingy-EXPR-TH-INF 

 ‘to become a stingy animate’ 

 

(290) *pr’i/ras/za-straš-il -a-t’ 

  VERB.PREF-ugly-EXPR-TH-INF 

  ‘to become an ugly animate’ 

 

(291) *pr’i/ras/za-kras-ul’ -a-t’ 

  VERB.PREF-pretty-EXPR-TH-INF 

   ‘to become a pretty animate’ 

 

The prefixes pr’i -, ras-, and za- are so-called “lexical” prefixes as opposed to prefixes that 

are called “superlexical” (Babko-Malaya 2003; Dimitrova-Vulchanova 1999; Fowler 1996; 
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Rojina 2004; Svenonius 2004). The difference between lexical and superlexical prefixes is 

that the former are syntactic heads that originate in the verbal domain, while that latter are 

syntactic modifiers that originate outside of the verbal domain (Svenonius 2004). The lexical 

prefixes can combine with superlexical prefixes. In such cases, the superlexical prefixes 

always appear outside of the lexical prefixes (Svenonius 2004: 207). This is illustrated in 

(292).  

 

(292) a. vi-brás-iv-a-t’ b. po-vi-brás-iv-a-t’ 

  LEX-trow-SUFF-TH-INF  SUPERLEX-LEX-trow-SUFF-TH-INF 

  ‘to throw out’  ‘to throw out one by one’ 

(Svenonius 2004: 207) 

 

The evidence that the prefixes pr’i -, ras-, and za- are indeed lexical comes from the fact that 

they can combine with the superlexical prefix po-. In these cases, the superlexical prefix 

attaches outside these prefixes. This is presented in (293)–(295).16  

 

(293) a. pr’i -l’ip-á-t’ b. po-pr’i -l’ip-á-t’ 

  LEX-cling-TH-INF  SUPERLEX-LEX-cling-TH-INF 

  ‘to cling’  ‘to cling one by one’ 

 

(294) a. ras-bros-á-t’ b. po-ras-brás-iv-a-t’ 

  LEX-trow-TH-INF     SUPERLEX-LEX-trow-TH-INF   

  ‘to throw’  ‘to throw one by one’ 

 

(295) a. za-v’ir-á-t’ b. po-za-v’ir-á-t’ 

  LEX-lie-TH-INF  SUPERLEX-LEX-lie-TH-INF   

  ‘to lie’  ‘to lie one by one’ 

 

                                        

16 Many thanks to Dr Sergei Tatevosov for these data.  
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Based on the fact that pr’i -, ras-, and za- are so-called lexical prefixes, I assume the structure 

in (296) for them.  

 

(296)  # 

 2 

 # n 

2 

 n v 

  2   

v √Root 

pr’i-/ras-/za- 

 

The structure for the example (286b), repeated in (297b), is shown in (297c). Since verbal 

prefixes merge before expressive suffixes in Russian, the prefix pr’i-  merges with the √Root 

l’ip- , forming a verbal category v (297c). The attitude suffix -al attaches after the verbal 

category has already been formed.  

 

(297) a. pr’i -l’ip-á-t’   b. pr’i -l’ip- ál-a 

  VERB.PREF-cling-TH-INF  VERB.PREF-cling-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘to cling’  ‘clinging animate (vulg)’ 

  

 c. # 

 2 

 # n pr’i -l’ip- ál-a  ‘clinging animate (vulg)’ 

-a 2 

 n v 

  -al 2 

v √l’ip- 

pr’i- 
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 To summarize, as shown in Table 5.3, attitude suffixes can merge with categorized 

verbs. 

 

Table 5.3 Attitude suffixes (merging with verbs) 

EXPRattitude EXPRattitude + v 

-án’, -áš-, -ón, -úl’, -ún’, -úr, -ús’, -úš,  

-ág, -ák,-ál, -án, -ár, -áx, -íl, -in, -ób, 

-ot, -óx, -úg, -úk, -úx 

� 

 

Next, I show that attitude suffixes can also merge with categorized nouns. The (a) 

examples in (298)–(300) show nouns with the category-forming nominal suffixes -ot, -ak, 

and-ik. In the (b) examples, attitude suffixes merge outside these nominal suffixes. The 

resulting words are nouns with expressive meanings (vulgar or affectionate, depending on the 

meaning of an attitude suffix).  

 

(298) a. kras-ot-á   b. kras-ot-úl’ -a  

  pretty-NOM-N.SG (FEM)    pretty-NOM-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘beauty’   ‘pretty animate (affect)’ 

 

(299) a. č’ud-ák   b. č’ud-ač’ -ín-a  

  wonder-NOM .N.SG (MASC)  wonder-NOM-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘an eccentric’   ‘an eccentric (vulg)’ 

 

(300) a. star’-ík   b. star'-ik-án  

  old-NOM .N.SG (MASC)    old-NOM-EXPR.N.SG (MASC) 

  ‘old man’   ‘old man (vulg)’ 

 

Consider the example (298). The √Root is kras- ‘pretty’; in (301), a noun (301a), a verb 

(301b), and an adjective (301c) are all formed with the same √Root kras-. The √Root kras- 

does not exist as a separate word *kras ‘pretty’ in Russian.  
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(301) a. kras-ot-á   b. krás’ -i-t’ 

  pretty-NOM-N.SG (FEM)   pretty-TH-INF 

  ‘prettiness/beauty’   ‘to adorn (make pretty)’ 

 

 c. kras’-ív-ij 

  pretty-ADJ-MASC.SG  

  ‘pretty/beautiful’ 

 

The suffix -ot is a productive nominal suffix that forms feminine nouns denoting abstract 

concepts (Efremova 2006). This is illustrated in (302). 

 

(302) a. bistr-ot-á   b. kras-ot-á 

  quick-NOM-N.SG (FEM)    pretty-NOM-N.SG (FEM) 

  ‘quickness’     ‘prettiness/beauty’ 

 

 c. dobr-ot-á 

  kind-NOM-N.SG (FEM) 

  ‘kindness’ 

 

When the attitude suffix -ul’  is used with kras-ot-á ‘beauty’, it merges outside the nominal 

suffix: kras-ot-úl’ -a ‘pretty animate (affect)’. Since the nominal suffix is still present in the 

resulting noun, this means that -ul’  merges only after the noun category has already been 

formed. This is isllustrated in (303).  
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(303)  # 

 2 

 # n2 kras-ot-úl’ -  ‘pretty animate (affect)’ 

-a 2 

 n2 n1 

  -ul’ 2 

n1 √kras 

-ot  

  

 To summarize the findings so far, attitude suffixes can merge with all syntactic 

categories n/a/v in Russian; see Table 5.4. 

 

Table 5.4 Attitude suffixes (merging with categories) 

EXPRattitude EXPRattitude + n EXPRattitude + a EXPRattitude + v 

-án’, -áš, -ón, -úl’, -ún’,  

-úr, -ús’, -úš, -ág, -ák,-ál,  

-án, -ár, -áx, -íl, -in, -ób, 

-ot, -óx, -úg, -úk, -úx 

� � � 

 

5.2.3 Merging with short names (hypocoristics)  

In this subsection, I present additional evidence that attitude suffixes can merge with 

categorized nouns. The evidence stems from so-called hypocoristics. These are short forms 

of first names that are formed by truncation of their corresponding full forms. For example, 

in (304) the masculine name Bor’ís ‘Boris (full form)’ is truncated to Bór’-a ‘Boria 

(hypocoristic)’. In (305), the feminine name Ól’g-a ‘Olga (full form)’ is truncated to Ól’-a 

‘Olia (hypocoristic)’. More examples of hypocoristics are given in (306) and (307).  
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(304) a. Bor’ís    b. Bór’-a 

   Boris.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I)     Boria-N.SG (MASC; CLASS II) 

   ‘Boris (full form)’     ‘Boria (hypocoristic)’     

 

(305) a. Ól’g-a     b. Ól’-a 

  Olga-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II)     Olia-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II) 

  ‘Olga (full form)’       ‘Olia (hypocoristic)’ 

 

(306) a. P’ótr    b. P’ét’-a 

  P’otr.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I)    Petia-N.SG (MASC; CLASS II) 

  ‘P’otr (full form)’      ‘Petia (hypocoristic)’ 

 

(307) a. Nad’éžd-a     b. Nád’-a 

  Nadezhda-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II)    Nadia-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II) 

 ‘Nadezhda (full form)’      ‘Nadia (hypocoristic)’ 

 

The full forms of first names are used in formal registers, while hypocoristics are used in 

informal registers. For example, in a teacher-student relationship, it is considered 

inappropriate if a student addresses a teacher with a short form. According to Stankiewicz 

(1968: 146), hypocoristics have the function of “familiar and intimate terms of address or 

reference”. They are very productively used among friends and relatives.  

Most hypocoristics have a monosyllabic shape (C)(C)VC-, and some have the 

disyllabic shape (C)VCVC- (Stankiewicz 1968: 146). Hypocoristics with an initial cluster are 

not common, and those beginning with a vowel (VC- or VCVC-) are primarily feminine. All 

hypocoristics have the stress on the final (or only) syllable of the truncated stem.  

All hypocoristics belong to the inflectional Class II. Thus, if a hypocoristic is formed 

from a full name belonging to Class I, the inflectional class changes from Class I to Class II. 

For example, in (304) and (306) above, the full names Bor’ís and P’ótr belong to Class I (-Ø 

ending in Nom sg.). Once the hypocoristics Bór’-a and P’ét’-a are formed, they switch to 
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Class II (-a ending in Nom sg.). If full names are already in Class II, there is no change in 

inflectional class, (305) and (307) above. 

 Hypocoristics are used very productively with attitude suffixes, which add expressive 

meanings. The expressive meanings are vulgar or affectionate, depending on the meaning of 

the attitude suffix. Attitude suffixes can only merge with monosyllabic hypocoristics. For 

example, in (308)–(310) below, the attitude suffixes merge with monosyllabic hypocoristics 

Bór’-a, Ól’-a, and Nád’-a. All resulting examples are grammatical in Russian. In (311), the 

attitude suffix merges with a polysyllabic hypocoristic Volód’-a. The resulting example 

(311b) is ungrammatical in Russian. Interestingly, there is no such prosodic restriction when 

attitude suffixes merge with non-name bases, for example, komnat-úx-a ‘room (vulg)’, 

dorog-úš-a ‘dear animate (affect)’. This difference in prosodic restrictions between names 

and common nouns is an interesting topic of further research.  

 

(308) a. Bór’-a  b. Bor’-ús’-a  

   Boria-N.SG (MASC; CLASS II)    Boria-EXPR-N.SG (MASC; CLASS II)   

  ‘Boria’    ‘Boria (affect)’     

 

(309) a. Ól’-a    b. Ol’-ún’ -a 

  Olia-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II)   Olia-EXPR-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II) 

  ‘Olia’     ‘Olia (affect)’ 

 

(310) a. Nád’-a     b. Nad’-úx-a 

  Nadia-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II)   Nadia-EXPR-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II) 

  ‘Nadia’   ‘Nadia (vulg)’ 

 

(311) a. Volód’-a  

   Volodia-N.SG (MASC; CLASS II) 

  ‘Volodia (hypocoristic from the name Vdad’imir)’  
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 b. *Volod’-úx-a 

   Volodia-EXPR-N.SG (MASC; CLASS II) 

   ‘Volodia (vulg)’ 

 

When attitude suffixes (with the exception of -an) merge with hypocoristics, there is no 

change in inflectional class. Hypocoristic+attitude suffix formations belong to the same 

inflectional class, Class II, as hypocoristics (308)–(310). However, when the attitude suffix -

an merges with hypocoristics, there is a change in inflectional class. Hypocoristics+an 

formations are always in Class I. This is consistent with my proposal in Chapter 4 that 

attitude suffixes are syntactic heads associated with an inflectional class of their own. As I 

argued in Chapter 4, all attitude suffixes (except -an) are associated with Class II, while the 

suffix -an is associated with Class I. Thus, the majority of attitude suffixes can change the 

inflectional class of the base to Class II, while -an can change the inflectional class of the 

base to Class I. The examples in (312) illustrate how the inflectional class of the first name 

can change multiple times, depending on whether a hypocoristic is formed with or without an 

attitude suffix. In (312a), the full name N’ikoláj belongs to Class I (-Ø ending in Nom sg.). In 

(312b), the hypocoristic Kól’-a is formed and the inflectional class changes from Class I to 

Class II (-a ending in Nom sg.). In (312c), the attitude suffix -an merges with the 

hypocoristic and the inflectional class changes again, this time from Class II to Class I.  

 

(312) a. N’ikoláj   b. Kól’-a 

  Nikolaj.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I )    Kolia-N.SG (MASC; CLASS II )  

  ‘Nikolaj (full form)’     ‘Kolia (hypocoristic)’ 

 

 c.  Kol’-án 

  Kolia-N.SG (MASC; CLASS I )  

  ‘Kolia (vulg)’ 

 

With respect to these data, the following question arises: what is the syntactic structure for 

hypocoristic+attitude suffix formations? I propose that in such formations, attitude suffixes 

merge with a categorized noun formed by means of truncation. In other words, I propose that 
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a syntactic head triggers truncation, which occupies a particular hierarchical position in the 

syntactic tree. Since attitude suffixes attach after truncation has applied, they merge with a 

category formed by truncation. This is illustrated in (313). In this structure, a hypocoristic is 

formed by truncation of a full name (n2), then an attitude suffix attaches to an already 

truncated noun (n3).  

 

(313) # 

2 

# n3  

2 

n3 n2 (hypocoristic) 

EXPRattitude 2 

n2 n1 (full form) 

 truncation 

 

The evidence suggesting that a syntactic head triggers truncation is a change in inflectional 

class. All hypocoristics formed by truncation are in Class II, regardless of the inflectional 

class of the input. Thus, I propose that a head triggering truncation is associated with 

inflectional Class II of its own. For example, consider the structure in (314) for the data in 

(312): the hypocoristic Kól’-a is formed by truncation of the full name N’ikolaj. As I 

mentioned earlier, N’ikolaj belongs to Class I. When the hypocoristic Kól’-a is formed, the 

inflectional class changes from Class I to Class II. This means that a noun head triggers 

truncation, as only noun heads are capable of changing the inflectional class of the base. The 

attitude suffix -an merges after the hypocoristic has been formed. Since -an is a noun head 

associated with inflectional Class I (see Chapter 4 for argumentation), the inflectional class 

of this formation changes again. The resulting expressive noun Kol’-án (vulg) is now in 

Class I.  
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(314) # 

2 

 # n3[class I]     Kol’-án (vulg) 

-Ø 2 

 n3[class I] n2[class II]   Kól’-a (hypocoristic) 

-an  2  

n2[class II] n1[class I] 

 4 

  N’ikolaj   N’ikolaj (full form) 

 

Another piece of evidence that a noun head triggers truncation stems from common nouns. 

The truncated forms of common nouns also involve a change in class. Truncated forms are 

always in Class II, just like hypocoristics. For example, in (315a), the full common noun 

p’etúx ‘rooster’ belongs to Class I (-Ø ending in Nom sg.). In (315b), the truncated form 

p’ét’-a ‘rooster (truncated form)’ belongs to Class II (-a ending in Nom sg.), which illustrates 

a change in class. In (316a), the common noun pár’en’ ‘guy’ is in Class I. In (316b), the 

truncated form pár’-a ‘guy (truncated form)’ is in Class II. 

 

(315) a. p’etúx  b. p’ét’-a 

  rooster.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I )    rooster-N.SG (MASC; CLASS II ) 

  ‘rooster (full form)’     ‘rooster (truncated form; colloquial)’ 

 

(316) a. pár’en’  b. pár’-a 

  guy.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I )    guy-N.SG (MASC; CLASS II ) 

  ‘guy (full form)’     ‘guy (truncated form; colloquial)’ 

(Stankiewicz 1968:142) 

 

The proposed structure for (315b) is given in (317). A noun head (n2) triggers truncation and 

introduces inflectional Class II. This accounts for a change in class from Class I to Class II 

when the truncated noun p’ét’-a ‘rooster’ is formed.  
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(317)  # 

2 

 # n2[class II]     p’ét’-a ‘rooster (truncated)’ 

-a 2 

n2[class II] n1[class I] 

 4 

   p’etux    p’etúx ‘rooster (full form)’ 

 

 To summarize, the analysis of truncation supports the current proposal that attitude 

suffixes can merge with a noun category. I argued that a noun head triggers truncation in 

Russian. Therefore, when attitude suffixes merge with truncated forms, they merge with 

already categorized nouns, as illustrated in (318).  

 

(318) # 

2 

 # n3     (expressive form) 

2 

 n3 n2[class II]    (truncated form) 

EXPRattitude 2 

n2[class II] n1[class X]   (full form) 

 

5.2.4 Summary 

Russian attitude suffixes provide empirical evidence for the assumption that words are built 

in the syntax from two different sites: (i) √Roots, and (ii) categories n/a/v, as is illustrated in 

Table 5.5.  
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Table 5.5 Attitude suffixes (attachment to √Roots and to categories) 

EXPRattitude EXPRattitude  

+ n 

EXPRattitude 

+ a 

EXPRattitude 

+ v 

EXPRattitude 

+ √Root 

-án’, -áš, -ón, -úl’, -ún’,  

-úr, -ús’, -úš, -ág, -ák,-ál,  

-án, -ár, -áx, -íl, -in, -ób,  

-ot, -óx, -úg, -úk, -úx 

� � � � 

 

5.3 Size suffixes  

As I argued in Chapter 4, size suffixes are syntactic modifiers. But we have not yet addressed 

the question as to what they modify. That is, we need to establish the locus of merge for size 

suffixes. I now show that, unlike attitude suffixes, which can merge with √Roots and with 

categories, size suffixes can only merge with categorized nouns (319). 

 

(319)  MODIFIER  n 

2 

EXPRsize n 

2 

n √Root 

 

In section 5.3.1, I investigate whether size suffixes can merge with nouns. In section 5.3.2, I 

examine whether they can merge with adjectives and verbs. In section 5.3.3, I investigate 

whether they can merge with √Roots.  

 

5.3.1 Merging with nouns 

The data in (320)–(324) illustrate that Russian size suffixes can merge with nouns. The (a) 

examples contain nouns with the nominal suffixes -ot, -ak, -in, -un, and -b. In the (b) 

examples, size suffixes attach outside these nominal suffixes. In (320b), the augmentative 
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suffix -išč’  attaches outside of the nominal suffix -ot. And in (321b), the diminutive suffix -ic 

attaches outside of the nominal suffix -b. Similar examples are given in (322)–(324).  

 

(320) a. kras-ot-á    b. kras-ot-íšč’ -a        

   pretty-NOM-N.SG (FEM)   pretty-NOM-EXPR-N.SG (FEM) 

  ‘beauty’    ‘beauty (aug)’ 

 

(321) a. prós’-b-a     b. prós’-b’ -ic-a 

  ask-NOM-N.SG (FEM)    ask-NOM-EXPR-N.SG (FEM) 

  ‘request’    ‘request (dim)’ 

 

(322) a. sos-ún    b. sos-un’-éc  

  suck-NOM .N.SG (MASC)     suck-NOM-EXPR.N.SG (MASC) 

  ‘suckling’   ‘suckling (dim)’ 

 

(323) a. č’ud-ák    b. č’ud-ač’ -ók  

  wonder-NOM .N.SG (MASC)   wonder-NOM-EXPR.N.SG (MASC) 

  ‘eccentric animate’    ‘eccentric animate (dim)’ 

 

(324) a. caráp’-in-a  b. caráp’-in-k-a17 

  scratch-NOM-N.SG (FEM)    scratch-NOM-EXPR-N.SG (FEM) 

  ‘scratch’    ‘scratch (dim)’ 

 

The proposed structure for (320) is given in (325). As I showed in section 5.2.2, the word 

kras-ot-á ‘beauty’ contains the category-free √Root kras- and the nominal suffix -ot. When 

the augmentative suffix -išč’ is used, it merges outside the nominal suffix. This means that a 

noun category is formed first, and then the augmentative -išč’  attaches as schematized in 

(325). 

 

                                        

17 Here the suffix -in is a non-expressive homophone of the expressive suffix - in. The non-expressive -in is a 
nominalizer that means ‘result of action’. 
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(325)  # 

 2 

 # n    kras-ot’-íšč’ -a  ‘beauty (aug)’ 

-a 2 

 -išč’ n   kras-ot-á ‘beauty’ 

2 

n √kras 

-ot 

 

As another example, consider the structure of (321), given in (326): the word prós’-b-a 

‘request’ contains the √Root pros’- and the nominal suffix -b. When the noun prós’-b-a 

‘request’ is used with the diminutive -ic, the diminutive suffix attaches outside of the 

nominal suffix: prós’-b’-ic-a ‘request (dim)’. Since the nominal suffix -b is still present in 

the derivation, it means that a noun category is formed first, and only after that the 

diminutive attaches (326). 

 

(326)  # 

 2 

 # n    prós’-b’-ic-a  ‘request (dim)’ 

-a 2 

 -ic n   prós’-b-a ‘request’ 

2 

n √pros’ 

-b 

 

That pros’- is indeed a √Root can be seen in (327): this √Root can serve as the basis for both 

nouns (327a) and verbs (327b). However, the √Root pros’- does not exist as an independent 

word. That -b is indeed a nominalizing suffix can be seen in (328), where it derives nouns 

from various √Roots. 
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(327) a. prós’-b-a   b. pros’-í-t’ 

  ask-NOM-N.SG (FEM)   ask-TH-INF 

  ‘request’  ‘to ask’ 

 

(328) a. prós’-b-a   b. mol’-b-á 

  ask-NOM-N.SG (FEM)  pray-NOM-N.SG (FEM)   

  ‘request’  ‘prayer’ 

 

 c. xod’-b-á 

  walk-NOM-N.SG (FEM)  

  ‘walking’ 

 

Additional evidence that size suffixes merge with categorized noun stems from truncated 

nouns. As I suggested in section 5.2.3, truncation is associated with a nominal head of its 

own. This makes the following prediction: since size suffixes merge with nouns, they should 

also be able to merge with truncated nouns. This prediction is borne out. In (329)–(332), I 

show that the diminutive suffix -k merges with both truncated names (hypocoristics) and with 

truncated common nouns. In (329)–(331), -k merges with the hypocoristics Kól’-a, Bór’-a 

and Ól’-a; the resulting data are all grammatical nouns with diminutive meaning. In (332), 

the diminutive -k merges with a truncated common noun p’ét’-a ‘rooster’. 

 

(329) a. Kól’-a  b. Kól’-k-a 

   Kolia-N.SG (MASC; CLASS II)    Kolia-EXPR-N.SG (MASC; CLASS II)   

  ‘Kolia (hypocoristic)’    ‘Kolia (dim)’ 

 

(330) a. Bór’-a   b. Bór’-k-a 

   Boria-N.SG (MASC; CLASS II)   Boria-EXPR-N.SG (MASC; CLASS II) 

  ‘Boria (hypocoristic)’     ‘Boria (dim)’ 
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(331) a. Ól’-a      b. Ól’-k-a 

  Olia-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II)    Olia-EXPR-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II) 

  ‘Olia (hypocoristic)’     ‘Olia (dim)’ 

 

(332) a. p’ét’-a  b. p’ét’-k-a  

   rooster-N.SG (MASC; CLASS II)   rooster-EXPR-N.SG (MASC; CLASS II) 

  ‘rooster (truncated form)’     ‘rooster (dim)’ 

 

The proposed structures for (329) and (332) are given in (333) and (334), respectively. In 

these structures, truncation is associated with a noun category (n2). The diminutive -k merges 

with the noun category formed by truncation.  

 

(333) # 

2 

 # n2     Kól’-k-a (dim) 

 -a 2 

 k n2[class II]    Kól’-a (hypocoristic) 

2 

n2[class II] n1[class I] 

    4 

    N’ikolaj  N’ikolaj (full form) 
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(334)    # 

2 

 # n2    p’ét’-k-a ‘rooster (dim)’ 

-a 2     

 -k n2[class II]   p’ét’-a ‘rooster (truncated form)’ 

2 

n2[class II] n1[class I] 

    4 

    p’etux p’etúx ‘rooster (full form)’ 

 

 To summarize, size suffixes can merge with categorized nouns in Russian; see Table 

5.6. 

 

Table 5.6 Size suffixes (merging with nouns) 

EXPRsize EXPRsize + n 

-k (-ok, -ek, -ik); 

-c (-ic, -ec); -išč’ 
� 

 

5.3.2 Size suffixes do not merge with adjectives or verbs 

In this section, I show that size suffixes cannot merge with adjectives or verbs. For example, 

if size suffixes were able to merge with adjectives, we would expect adjectival morphology 

to appear between a √Root and a size suffix. In the structure in (355), an adjective is formed 

first, and then a size suffix attaches; however, as the Russian data show, the structure (335) is 

unattested.  
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(335)  *# 

 2 

 # a 

2 

 EXPRsize a 

2 

a √Root 

 

Examples (336a) and (337a) show adjectives with the category-forming adjectival suffix -n. 

In (336b–d) and (337b–d), size suffixes are added outside of the suffix -n: the resulting forms 

are all ungrammatical. In (336a), the word žád-n-ij  ‘stingy’ contains the √Root žad- and the 

adjectival suffix -n. In (336b), the augmentative suffix -išč’  is added outside of the adjectival 

suffix, but this form is ungrammatical. In (336c), the diminutive suffix -k (allomorphs: -ok,  

-ek, -ik) is added outside the adjectival suffix and again the resulting form is ungrammatical. 

In (336d), the diminutive suffix -c (allomorphs: -ic, -ec) is added outside of the adjectival 

suffix, which also results in ungrammaticality.  

 

(336) a. žád-n-ij    b. *žad-n’ -išč’ -ij     

  stingy-ADJ-MASC.N.SG  stingy-ADJ-EXPR-MASC.N.SG 

  ‘stingy’     ‘stingy (aug)’ 

 

  c.  *žad-n-(o/e/i)k-ij   d. *žad-n’ -(i/e)c-ij     

  stingy-ADJ-EXPR-MASC.N.SG  stingy-ADJ-EXPR-MASC.N.SG 

  ‘stingy (dim)’     ‘stingy (dim)’ 

 

(337) a. gr’áz-n-ij    b. *gr’az-n’ -išč’ -ij  

  dirty-ADJ-MASC.N.SG  dirty-ADJ-EXPR-MASC.N.SG 

  ‘dirty’    ‘dirty (aug)’ 
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 c. *gr’az-n-(o/e/i)k-ij  d. *gr’az-n’ -(i/e)c-ij 

  dirty-ADJ-EXPR-MASC.N.SG  dirty-ADJ-EXPR-MASC.N.SG 

  ‘dirty (dim)’    ‘dirty (dim)’ 

 

 To summarize, size suffixes cannot merge with categorized adjectives; see Table 5.7. 

 

Table 5.7 Size suffixes (no merging with adjectives) 

EXPRsize EXPRsize + a 

-k (-ok, -ek, -ik); 

-c (-ic, -ec); -išč’  
* 

 

 Next, I turn to the question as to whether size suffixes can merge with verbs. If size 

suffixes were able to merge with verbs, we would expect verbal morphology to appear 

between a √Root and a size suffix. In the structure in (338), a verb is formed first, and then a 

size suffix is attached. However, this structure is unattested in Russian. As the data below 

illustrate, size suffixes do not merge with categorized verbs.  

 

(338)  *# 

 2 

 # v 

2 

 EXPRsize v 

2 

v √Root 

 

Examples (339a) and (340a) show verbs with the verbal prefixes pr’i-  and ras-. In (339b–d) 

and (340b–d), size suffixes are added to these verbs, which produces ungrammatical forms. 

In (339b), the augmentative suffix -išč’ is added to the verb pr’i -l’ip-á-t’  ‘to cling’. The 

resulting form is ungrammatical. In (339c), the diminutive suffix -k (allomorphs: -ok, -ek, -ik) 

is added to this verb, which also produces ungrammatical forms. In (339d), the diminutive 
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suffix -c (allomorphs: -ic, -ec) merges with this verb. The resulting form is again 

ungrammatical. 

 

(339) a. pr’i -l’ip-á-t’  b. *pr’i -l’ip’- išč’ -a-t’ 

  VERB.PREF-cling-TH-INF   VERB.PREF-cling-EXPR-TH-INF 

  ‘to cling’   ‘to cling (aug)’ 

  

 c. *pr’i -l’ip-( o/e/i)k-a-t’  d. *pr’i -l’ip’-( i/e)c-a-t’ 

  VERB.PREF-cling-EXPR-TH-INF  VERB.PREF-cling-EXPR-TH-INF 

  ‘to cling (dim)’  ‘to cling (dim)’ 

 

(340) a. ras-t’er’-á-t’  b. *ras-t’er’- išč’ -a-t’ 

  VERB.PREF-loose-TH-INF  VERB.PREF-loose-EXPR-TH-INF 

  ‘to loose’  ‘to loose (aug)’ 

 

 c.  *ras-t’er’- (o/e/i)k-a-t’  d. *ras-t’er’- (i/e)c-a-t’ 

  VERB.PREF-loose-EXPR-TH-INF  VERB.PREF-loose-EXPR-TH-INF 

  ‘to loose (dim)’  ‘to loose (dim)’ 

To summarize, as shown in Table 5.8 size suffixes cannot merge with categorized 

verbs. 

 

Table 5.8 Size suffixes (no merging with verbs) 

EXPRsize EXPRsize + v 

-k (-ok, -ek, -ik); 

-c (-ic, -ec); -išč’  
* 

 

5.3.3 No merging with √Roots  

Thus far, we have established that size suffixes can only merge with nouns, not with verbs or 

adjectives. In light of the fact that attitude suffixes can merge with √Roots (section 5.2.1), the 

question arises as to whether size suffixes can merge with category-free √Roots as well. In 
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this subsection, I demonstrate that they cannot. If size suffixes were able to attach to √Roots, 

we would expect them to appear inside category-forming suffixes. In (341), a size suffix 

attaches to a √Root before a category is formed. However, as the data below indicate, this is 

not the case in Russian.   

 

(341)  *# 

 2 

 # n/a/v 

2 

 n/a/v √Root  

2 

EXPRsize √Root 

 

In (342c, d), size suffixes attach inside the nominal suffixes and all resulting forms are 

ungrammatical. In (342a), kras-ot-á ‘beauty’ contains the √Root kras- and the nominal suffix  

-ot. In (342b), the augmentative suffix -išč’  merges outside the nominal suffix. This produces 

a grammatical form. However, in (342c), -išč’  merges inside the nominal suffix, and the 

resulting form is ungrammatical. In addition, the example in (342d) shows that -išč’ cannot 

merge with the √Root even when the nominal morphology is absent. The structures for 

(342b) and (342c) are given in (343a) and (343b), respectively. 

 

(342) a. kras-ot-á    b. kras-ot-íšč’ -a 

  pretty-NOM-N.SG (FEM)   pretty-NOM-EXPR-N.SG (FEM) 

  ‘beauty’   ‘beauty (aug)’ 

 

 c. *kras’-išč’-ot -a     d. *kras’-išč’ -a 

  pretty-EXPR-NOM-N.SG (FEM)   pretty-EXPR-N.SG (FEM) 

  ‘beauty (aug)’    ‘pretty (aug)’ 
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(343) a. # b. *# 

 2 2 

 # n #  n 

-a 2 -a 2 

 -išč’ n n √kras  

2 -ot 2 

n √kras -išč’ √kras 

-ot 

 kras-ot-íšč’ -a ‘beauty (aug)’   *kras-íšč’ -ot-a ‘beauty (aug)’ 

 

Further examples illustrate this same behaviour of the size suffixes -ic and -ok are shown in 

(344) and (345).  

 

(344) a. prós’-b-a      b. prós’-b’ -ic-a 

  ask-NOM-N.SG (FEM)   ask-NOM-EXPR-N.SG (FEM) 

  ‘request’    ‘request (dim)’ 

 

 c. *pros’-ic-b-a    d. *pros’-ic-a 

  ask-EXPR-NOM-N.SG (FEM)   ask-EXPR-N.SG (FEM) 

  ‘request (dim)’   ‘ask (dim)’ 

 

(345) a. čud-ák     b. čud-ač’ -ók 

  eccentric-NOM .N.SG    eccentric-NOM-EXPR.N.SG  

  ‘an eccentric’   ‘ an eccentric (dim)’    

 

 c. *čud-ok-ak     d. *čud-ok 

  eccentric-EXPR-NOM .N.SG  eccentric-EXPR.N.SG 

  ‘an eccentric (dim)’      ‘an eccentric (dim)’ 

 

The data in (346)–(347) again show that size suffixes cannot merge with √Roots. Examples 

(346a) and (347a) show adjectives with the category-forming adjectival suffix -n. If size 
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suffixes were able to merge with √Roots, they would appear inside the suffix -n. However, 

this is not the case. In (346b–d) and (347b–d), size suffixes merge inside -n, which produces 

ungrammatical forms.  

 

(346) a. žád-n-ij    b. *žad’-išč’-n -ij 

  stingy-ADJ-MASC.N.SG  stingy-EXPR-ADJ-MASC.N.SG 

  ‘stingy’     ‘stingy (aug)’ 

 

  c. *žad-ok-n-ij    d. *žad’-ic-n-ij     

  stingy-EXPR-ADJ-MASC.N.SG  stingy-EXPR-ADJ-MASC.N.SG 

  ‘stingy (dim)’     ‘stingy (dim)’ 

 

(347) a. gr’áz-n-ij   b. *gr’az-n-išč’ -ij  

  dirty-ADJ-MASC.N.SG  dirty-EXPR-ADJ-MASC.N.SG 

  ‘dirty’    ‘dirty (aug)’ 

 

 c. *gr’az-ok-n-ij   d. *gr’az’-ic-n-ij 

  dirty-EXPR-ADJ-MASC.N.SG  dirty-EXPR-ADJ-MASC.N.SG 

  ‘dirty (dim)’    ‘dirty (dim)’ 

 

To summarize, Russian size suffixes can merge with nouns, but they cannot merge 

with adjectives, verbs, or √Roots; see Table 5.9.  

 

Table 5.9 Size suffixes (attachment to n, a, v, and √Roots) 

EXPRsize EXPRsize 

+ n 

EXPRsize 

+ a 

EXPRsize  

+ v 

EXPRsize + √Root 

-k (-ok, -ek, -ik); 

-c (-ec, -ic); -išč’ 
� * * * 
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5.4 Intermediate summary  

To summarize the findings in section 5.2 and section 5.3, the differences in attachment sites 

of attitude and size suffixes are presented in Table 5.10. Attitude suffixes can attach to 

√Roots and all syntactic categories (n/a/v), while size suffixes can only attach to nouns.  

 

Table 5.10 Attitude vs. size suffixes (difference in attachment sites) 

Suffixes EXPR + n EXPR + a EXPR + v EXPR + √Root 

EXPRattitude 

 
� � � � 

EXPRsize 

 
� * * * 

 

Thus, we observe an asymmetry in attachment sites of syntactic heads (attitude suffixes) and 

syntactic modifiers (size suffixes) in Russian. Syntactic heads can merge at various sites, as 

is illustrated in (348), while syntactic modifiers can only merge at one site, namely with a 

noun category, as shown in (349). This asymmetry will be discussed in more detail in 

Chapter 6, where I will show that it is not an inherent property of modifiers that they cannot 

attach to √Roots.  

 

(348) HEADS a. n b. n 

2     2 

n √Root    n n/a/v 

EXPRattitude EXPRattitude 2 

n/a/v √Root 

 

(349) MODIFIER n 

2 

EXPRsize n 

2 

n √Root 
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5.5 Co-occurrence restrictions 

The current analysis makes the following predictions. First, since attitude suffixes are noun 

heads that can merge with √Roots, and size suffixes are noun modifiers, the latter should be 

able to merge with nouns formed by attitude suffixes. In other words, the sequence 

√Root+attitude+size suffix should be grammatical; cf. (350a). In contrast, the sequence 

*√Root+size+attitude suffix should be ungrammatical, since size suffixes cannot merge with 

√Roots; cf. (350b).  

 

(350) a. n    b. *n 

2 2 

EXPRsize n n √Root 

2 EXPRattitude 2 

n √Root EXPRsize √Root 

EXPRattitude  

 

In this section, I show that these predictions are borne out. In (351b), the attitude suffix -ul’  

merges with the √Root kras- ‘pretty’. In (351c), the size suffix -k (allomorphs: -ok, -ek, -ik) 

merges outside the attitude suffix; the resulting example is grammatical. In (351d), the 

attitude and size suffixes appear in reverse order, with the size suffix merging inside the 

attitude suffix. The resulting form is ungrammatical. 

 

(351) a. krás-n-ij  b. kras-úl’ -a 

  pretty-ADJ-MASC.N.SG   pretty-EXPRattitude-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘pretty (archaic)’   ‘pretty animate (affect)’ 

 

 c. kras-úl’ -k-a 

  pretty-EXPRattitude-EXPRsize-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘small pretty animate (affect+dim)’ 
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 d. *kras-(o/e/i)k-ul’ -a 

 pretty-EXPRsize-EXPRattitude-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

 ‘small pretty animate (dim+affect)’ 

 

The structures for (351c) and (351d) are shown in (352) and (353), respectively. In (352), the 

attitude suffix -ul’  merges with the √Root kras-, forming a noun kras-úl’ -a ‘pretty animate 

(affect)’. The size suffix -k merges with a categorized noun.  

 

(352) n      kras-úl’ -k-a ‘small pretty animate’  

2 

-k n     kras-úl’ -a ‘pretty animate’  

2  

n √kras- 

-ul’ 

 

In (353), the size suffix -k merges with the √Root kras- first, and then the attitude suffix -ul’ 

attaches. This produces an ungrammatical form.  

 

(353) *n *kras-(o/e/i)k-ul’ -a ‘small pretty animate’ 

2 

n √kras- 

-ul’ 2 

  -k √kras- 

 

More examples are given in (354) and (355) to illustrate this behaviour of attitude and size 

suffixes. 

 

(354) a. vr-á-t’  b. vr-úš-a 

  lie-TH-INF   lie-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

   ‘to lie’   ‘liar (affect)’ 
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 c. vr-úš-k-a   d. *v(o)r-(o/e/i)k-uš-a 

  lie-EXPR-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM)  lie-EXPR-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘small liar (affect+dim)’  ‘small liar (dim+affect)’ 

 

(355) a. sm’éx  b. sm’ex-ot-á 

  laughter.N.SG (MASC)    laughter-EXPR-N.SG (FEM) 

  ‘laughter’    ‘laughter (vulg)’ 

 

 c. sm’ex-ot’- íšč’ -a   d. *sm’ex’-išč’ -ot-a 

   laughter-EXPR-EXPR-N.SG (FEM)  laughter-EXPR-EXPR-N.SG (FEM) 

  ‘laughter (vulg+aug)’    ‘laughter (aug+vulg)’  

 

Another prediction of the current analysis concerns the co-occurrence of more than one size 

suffix. Since size suffixes are syntactic modifiers, they should allow “repeated application” 

(the term used by Scalise 1984: 133). In other words, repetition of the same size morpheme 

should be grammatical in Russian. This is illustrated in (356a). In contrast, attitude suffixes 

are syntactic heads and therefore, they should not allow for repetition of the same morpheme; 

see (356b). 

 

(356) a. n b. *n  

2 2 

 EXPRsize n n n 

2 EXPRattitude 2 

EXPRsize n n √Root 

EXPRattitude  

 

Here, I show that this prediction is borne out. Expressive modifiers allow repeated 

application, while expressive heads do not. In (357b), the diminutive size suffix -ek merges 

with the noun ovrág ‘ditch’. And in (357c), the same size suffix is used again. The result is 

grammatical, with a meaning of ‘very small ditch’. As expected (see Chapter 2), the 

diminutive meaning is intensified.  
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(357) a. ovrág   b. ovráž-ek 

  ditch.N.SG (MASC)     ditch-EXPR.N.SG (MASC) 

  ‘ditch’   ‘small ditch (dim)’ 

 

  c. ovráž-eč’-ek18 

  ditch-EXPR-EXPR.N.SG (MASC) 

  ‘very small ditch (dim+dim)’ 

 

The structure for (357c) is given in (358). The size suffix -ek merges with the noun ovrág 

‘ditch’. Then the second -ek merges with the noun+-ek complex.  

 

(358)  n ovráž-eč’-ek ‘very small ditch (dim+dim)’ 

2 

 -ek n ovráž-ek ‘small ditch (dim)’  

2 

-ek n 

 4 

 ovrag ovrág ‘ditch’ 

 

In contrast to size suffixes, attitude suffixes do not allow repeated application. In (359b), the 

attitude suffixes -ul’  merges with the noun kras-ot-á ‘prettiness/beauty’. In (359c), the suffix  

-ul’  is merged again, which produces an ungrammatical word.  

 

(359) a. kras-ot-á   b. kras-ot-úl’ -a 

  pretty-NOM-N.SG (FEM)   pretty-NOM-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM)    

  ‘prettiness/beauty’   ‘pretty animate (affect)’ 

 

                                        

18 In this word there are phonological k~č’  and g~ž alternations discussed in Chapter 3.  
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 c. *kras-ot-ul’-ul’ -a 

  pretty-NOM-EXPR-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘pretty animate (affect+affect)’  

 

The structure for (359c) is given in (360).  

 

(360) *n *kras-ot-ul’ -ul’ -a ‘pretty animate (affect+affect)’  

2 

 n n   kras-ot-úl’ -a  ‘pretty animate (affect)’  

 -ul’ 2 

n  n  kras-ot-á  ‘prettiness/beauty’  

-ul’ 2 

 n √kras- 

 -ot 

 

To summarize, the current analysis correctly predicts the co-occurrence restrictions of 

attitude and size affixes. First, attitude suffix can merge inside size suffixes, as in (361a), 

while size suffixes cannot merge inside of attitude suffixes, as in (361b).  

 

(361) a. n     b. *n 

2 2 

EXPRsize n n √Root 

2 EXPRattitude 2 

n √Root EXPRsize √Root 

EXPRattitude  

 

Second, size suffixes allow repetition of the same morpheme (362a), while attitude suffixes 

do not (362b).  
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(362) a. MODIFIER n b. HEAD *n  

2 2 

  EXPRsize n n n 

2 EXPRattitude 2 

EXPRsize n n √Root  

EXPRattitude  

 

5.6 Conclusions  

Inasmuch as the proposed analysis is successful, we have seen evidence for the two sites of 

word formation: (i) words are formed from √Roots, and (ii) words are formed from 

categories. Attitude suffixes in Russian clearly illustrate this point, as they productively 

create nouns from both √Roots (362a), and categories (362b). 

 

(362) HEADS a. n    b. n 

2 2 

n √Root n n/a/v 

EXPRattitude EXPRattitude 2 

n/a/v √Root 

 

Unlike attitude suffixes that can merge at two different sites, size suffixes can merge only at 

one site, namely with a noun category (363). 

 

(363) MODIFIER n 

2 

EXPRsize n 

2 

n √Root 
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Chapter 6: Expressive morphology across languages 

 

 

Under the current analysis, the syntax of Russian expressive suffixes varies across two 

dimensions: (i) how the suffixes merge (as a head or as a modifier) and (ii) where they merge 

(with √Roots or with categories). With respect to the locus of merge, I argued that attitude 

suffixes are syntactic heads (364a), while size suffixes are syntactic modifiers (364b).  

 

(364) a. HEAD X b. MODIFIER  Y 

2 2 

X Y X Y 

EXPRattitude      EXPRsize 

 

With respect to the mode of merge, I argued that attitude suffixes are nominalizers that can 

merge either with √Roots (365a) or with categories (365b). In contrast, size suffixes are 

modifiers that can only adjoin to categorized nouns (366). 

 

(365) a. HEAD + √ROOT  n  b. HEADS + n/a/v  n 

2 2 

n √Root n n/a/v 

EXPRattitude     EXPRattitude  

 

(366) MODIFIER + n   n 

2 

EXPRsize n 
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Thus, one distributional difference between attitude and size suffixes in Russian is that 

attitude suffixes are noun heads, while size suffixes are noun modifiers; see Table 6.1. 

 

Table 6.1 Distributional difference #1 between attitude and size suffixes in Russian 

 Suffixes HEADS MODIFIERS 

EXPRattitude  

-án’, -áš, -ón, -úl’, -ún’, -úr, -ús’, 

 -úš, -ág, -ák, -ál, -án, -ár, -áx, -íl,  

-in, -ób, -ot, -óx, -úg, -úk, -úx 

a * 

EXPRsize  
-k/-ek/-ok/-ik; -c/-ec/-ic; -išč’  

 
* a 

 

Another distributional difference is that attitude suffixes can merge with √Roots and with 

categories (n/a/v), while size suffixes can only merge with a noun category; see Table 6.2.  

 

Table 6.2 Distributional difference #2 between attitude and size suffixes in Russian 

 Suffixes 
Merge with 

√Roots 

Merge with 

categories 

EXPRattitude  

-án’, -áš, -ón, -úl’, -ún’, -úr, -ús’, 

 -úš, -ág, -ák, -ál, -án, -ár, -áx, -íl,  

-in, -ób, -ot, -óx, -úg, -úk, -úx 

a 

 a 

EXPRsize  
-k/-ek/-ok/-ik; -c/-ec/-ic; -išč’  

 
* a 

 

As presented in Table 6.3, there are two generalizations about Russian expressive suffixes 

that emerge here. First, the same set of syntactic heads can merge both with √Roots and with 

categories. Second, modifiers can only merge with categories, and thus there are no √Root 

modifiers in Russian. 
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Table 6.3 Asymmetries between attitude and size suffixes in Russian 

 HEADS MODIFIERS 

Merge with √Roots -án’, -áš, -ón, -úl’, -ún’, -úr, -ús’,  

-úš, -ág, -ák, -ál, -án, -ár, -áx, -íl, 

 -in, -ób, -ot, -óx, -úg, -úk, -úx 

? 

Merge with 

categories 

-k/-ek/-ok/-ik; -c/-ec/-ic; -

išč’  

 

The current analysis raises the following questions:  

i) Can we find syntactic heads that can only merge with √Roots and others that can only  

 merge with categories?  

ii) Is the logical possibility that is missing in Russian (expressive modifiers merging 

with √Roots) accidental or systematic? If it is accidental, we predict it should be 

attested cross linguistically.  

iii) Are expressives restricted to the lower nominal domain (√Roots and nouns)? There is 

no principled reason why this should be the case, and thus we predict that expressives 

should be found in the higher nominal domain (Number and Determiner).  

 

I will address each of these questions in turn. This chapter is structured as follows. In section 

6.1, I deal with expressive heads that can only merge with nouns. In section 6.2, I deal with 

expressive modifiers merging with √Roots. In section 6.3, I show that expressive 

morphology is attested in the higher nominal domain. In section 6.4, I discuss evidential 

markers that are closely related to expressives. Finally, in section 6.5, I present the 

conclusions. 

 

6.1 Expressive heads that can only merge with nouns  

In this section, I address the first question: Can we find syntactic heads that can only merge 

with √Roots and others that can only merge with categories? The current analysis leads us to 

expect a two-way split in syntactic heads: (i) heads that merge with √Roots and (ii) heads that 

merge with categories.  
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Here, I show that the two-way split is indeed attested across languages. It has been 

shown that German diminutive suffixes are heads that can only merge with the noun category 

(Wiltschko 2006). Empirical evidence is drawn from the Standard German diminutive suffix 

-chen and the colloquial Austrian diminutive suffix -erl. Examples with both suffixes are 

given in (367) and (368). 

 

(367) German diminutives -chen and -erl 

 

 a. Baum b. Bäum-chen (standard German) c. Baum-erl (colloquial Austrian) 

  tree  tree-DIM    tree-DIM  

  ‘tree’  ‘(cute) little tree’  ‘(cute) little tree’ 

(Wiltschko and Steriopolo 2007: 1) 

 

(368) German diminutives -chen and -erl 

 

 a. Flasche b. Fläsch-chen (standard German) c. Flasch-erl (colloquial Austrian) 

  bottle  bottle-DIM   bottle-DIM  

  ‘bottle’  ‘(cute) little bottle’  ‘(cute) little bottle’ 

(Wiltschko and Steriopolo 2007: 1) 

 

That German diminutive suffixes are syntactic heads is evidenced by the following facts. 

First, they determine the grammatical gender of the resulting category. Diminutive suffixes 

always form neuter nouns, independent of the gender of the base. For example, in (369a), the 

noun Baum ‘tree’ is masculine. In (369b) and (369c), the diminutive suffixes -chen and -erl 

form neuter nouns.  

 

(369) masc � neuter 

 

 a. der Baum b. das Bäum-chen 

  DET.MASC tree DET.NEUT  tree- DIM 

  ‘tree’    ‘(cute) little tree’ 
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 c. das Baum-erl  

  DET.NEUT tree-DIM  

  ‘(cute) little tree’  (Wiltschko and Steriopolo 2007: 2) 

 

(370) fem � neuter 

 

 a. die Flasche b. das   Fläsch-chen 

  DET.FEM  bottle  DET.NEUT  bottle-DIM  

  ‘bottle’    ‘(cute) little bottle’ 

 

 c. das Flasch-erl  

  DET.NEUT bottle-DIM  

  ‘(cute) little bottle’ (Wiltschko and Steriopolo 2007: 2) 

 

Second, German diminutive suffixes appear to function as classifiers: they can turn a mass 

noun into a count noun. For example, in (371a), the noun Wein ‘wine’ is a mass noun. In 

(371b) and (371c), the diminutive suffixes -chen and -erl are added, forming count nouns: 

Wein-chen and Wein-erl ‘portion of wine’.   

 

(371) mass noun � count noun 

 

 a. viel Wein  b. viele  Wein-chen  

  much wine  many.PL wine-DIM  

  ‘much wine (mass)’  ‘many portions of wine (count)’ 

 

  c. viele Wein-erl 

   many.PL wine-DIM  

   ‘many portions of wine (count)’ 

 

To summarize, German diminutive suffixes behave like syntactic heads because they 

change the formal properties of the base (Wiltschko 2006), as illustrated in (372). 
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(372) HEAD  X 

2  

X Y 

German DIM 

 

With respect to the locus of merge, German diminutive suffixes attach to categorized nouns. 

Evidence is drawn from diminutive suffixes that appear outside of nominal morphology. For 

example, in (373b), the nominal suffix -nis is added to the adjective ge-heim ‘secret (adj)’, 

creating a noun Ge-heim-nis ‘secret’. In (373c), the diminutive suffix -chen is added outside 

the nominal suffix, forming a diminutive noun Ge-heim-nis-chen ‘(cute) little secret’. In 

(373d), the diminutive suffix is added inside the nominal suffix, which produces the 

ungrammatical form *Ge-heim-chen-nis.  

 

(373) a. ge-heim    b. Ge-heim-nis   

  PREF-secret     PREF-secret-NOM   

  ‘secret (adjective)’     ‘secret (noun)’   

  

 c. Ge-heim-nis-chen    d. *Ge-heim-chen-nis        

  PREF-secret-NOM-DIM    PREF-secret-DIM -NOM  

  ‘(cute) little secret’     ‘(cute) little secret’    

  

The fact that the German diminutive suffix appears outside and not inside of nominal 

morphology indicates that it attaches after a nominal category has been illustrated in (374). 
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(374) n2    Ge-heim-nis-chen ‘small secret’    

2 

n2 n1   Ge-heim-nis   ‘secret’ 

-chen 2 

n1 a 

-nis 4 

 ge-heim 

The data above illustrate that German diminutive suffixes attach to nouns. But is this the only 

category that diminutive suffixes attach to? The examples in (375)–(376) illustrate that the 

answer to this question is affirmative: German diminutive suffixes can only merge with 

nouns. In (375), the diminutive suffixes -chen and -erl are added to the verb les-en ‘to read’.  

The resulting examples (375b) and (375c) are ungrammatical. In (376), the diminutive 

suffixes are added to the adjective schön ‘beautiful’. The resulting examples (376b) and 

(376c) are also ungrammatical.  

 

(375) a. les-en  b. *les-chen   c. *les-erl 

  read-INF  read-DIM   read-DIM  

  ‘to read’  ‘to read (diminutive)’ ‘to read (diminutive)’ 

 

(376) a. schön  b. *schön-chen   c. *schön-erl     

  beautiful  beautiful-DIM   beautiful-DIM  

  ‘beautiful’  ‘beautiful (diminutive)’ ‘beautiful (diminutive)’ 

(Wiltschko and Steriopolo 2007: 5) 

 

To summarize, like Russian attitude suffixes, German diminutive suffixes are 

syntactic heads. But unlike Russian expressive suffixes, they can only merge with a noun 

category (377).  
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(377) HEAD  n2 

2  

n2 n1 

German DIM 

 

Now we can fill in the first gap in the classification of expressives: syntactic heads 

that can only merge with a noun category are attested in German. This is done in Table 6.4.  

 

Table 6.4 Syntactic heads that can only merge with a noun category (German) 

 HEADS 

Merge with nouns German DIM suffixes (-chen, -erl) 

 

6.2 Expressive modifiers merging with √Roots 

Here, I discuss the second question: Is the logical possibility that is missing in Russian 

(expressive modifiers merging with √Roots) accidental or systematic? I show that it is 

attested cross linguistically, which points to the conclusion that the gap in the classification 

of Russian expressives is accidental.  

It has been argued in the literature that Halkomelem diminutive prefixes (formed by 

means of reduplication) are √Root modifiers (Wiltschko 2008). Examples are given in (378)–

(379). 

 

(378) Halkomelem diminutive reduplication 

 

 a. q’á:mi  b. q’á-q’emi 

  girl  DIM -girl 

   ‘girl’  ‘small girl’  

          (Wiltschko 2008) 
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(379) Halkomelem diminutive reduplication 

 

 a.  músmes   b. mú-mesmes 

  cow    DIM -cow 

  ‘cow’    ‘small cow’   

        (Wiltschko 2008) 

 

Diminutive prefixes in Halkomelem never change the formal properties of the base 

(Wiltschko 2008). For example, in contrast to the German diminutive suffixes discussed 

above, they never turn mass nouns into count nouns. This is illustrated in (380)–(381). 

 

(380) count noun = count noun 

 

 a. s-páth b. s-pi-páth  

  NOM-bear  NOM-DIM -bear 

  ‘bear (count noun)’  ‘small bear (count noun)’  

 

(381) mass noun = mass noun 

 

 a. s-peháls b.  s-pi-peháls  

  NOM-wind  NOM-DIM -wind 

  ‘wind (mass noun)’  ‘little bit of wind (mass noun)’ 

(Wiltschko and Steriopolo 2007: 3) 

 

Since Halkomelem diminutive prefixes do not produce a change in the formal properties of 

the base, they act as syntactic modifiers (382). 

 

(382) MODIFIER Y 

2 

X Y 

Halkomelem DIM 
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With respect to the locus of merge, Halkomelem diminutive prefixes adjoin to category-free 

√Roots. The evidence stems from diminutives that appear inside nominal morphology. For 

example, in (383b), the diminutive reduplicant qí- is inside the nominal prefix -s, forming a 

diminutive noun s-qí-qewàth ‘small rabbit’. In contrast, in (383c), qí- is merged outside the 

nominal prefix, and the resulting form *qí-s-qewàth is ungrammatical.  

 

(383) a. s-qewáth  b. s-qí-qewàth c. *(s)-qí-s-qewàth 

  NOM-rabbit   NOM-DIM -rabbit NOM-DIM -NOM-rabbit 

  ‘rabbit’   ‘small rabbit’ ‘small rabbit’ 

 

The fact that the Halkomelem diminutive prefix appears inside and not outside nominal 

morphology indicates that it attaches before nouns are formed. This is illustrated in (384). 

 

(384)  n 

  2 

  n √qewath    s-qí-qewàth ‘small rabbit’ 

s- 2 

qi- √qewath 

 

The structure (384) makes the following prediction: since diminutives modify √Roots before 

they become nouns, they should also be able to modify √Roots that are later categorized as 

verbs or adjectives. This prediction is borne out. The data in (385) and (386) show that 

diminutive prefixes in Halkomelem can also modify verbs and adjectives.  

 

(385) a. lhí:m b. lhi -lhi:m 

  pick  DIM -pick 

  ‘to pick’  ‘to pick a little bit’ 
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(386) a. p’eq’ b. p’í -p’eq 

  white  DIM -white  

  ‘white’  ‘a little bit white’ 

 

To summarize, Halkomelem diminutives are syntactic modifiers that merge with 

category-free √Roots (Wiltschko 2008), as illustrated in (387). 

 

(387) MODIFIER  √Root 

2 

Halkomelem DIM  √Root 

 

Thus, both types of expressive morphology missing in Russian are found cross-linguistically: 

(i) in German, diminutive heads can only merge with a noun category, and (ii) in 

Halkomelem, diminutive modifiers merge with category-free √Roots; see Table 6.5.  

 

Table 6.5 Expressive morphology in Russian, German, and Halkomelem 

 HEADS MODIFIERS 

Merge with √Roots Russian Halkomelem 

Merge with nouns German, Russian Russian 

 

6.3 Expressive morphology in the higher nominal domain 

Here, I discuss the third question: are expressives restricted to the lower nominal domain 

(√Roots and nouns)? So far, we have been dealing with expressive morphology merging 

either with √Roots or with nouns, as illustrated in (388). 
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(388)  D 

  3 

  D # 

   3 

  # n 

  3 

EXPR n  √Root 

 

 

However, nothing in the analysis forces the expressives to be low; rather, I have shown that 

there is no unified syntax of expressives. This finding leads us to expect that expressives 

might also be found in the higher nominal domain: merging with functional categories in the 

nominal extended projection such as Number (#) and Determiner (D) (Abney 1987; 

Grimshaw 1991; Ritter 1995, among others), as illustrated in (389). Here, I show that this is 

indeed the case. Empirical evidence will be drawn from the following languages: Brazilian 

Portuguese (Romance), Southern Barasano (an Eastern Tucanoan language of Colombia), 

Welsh (Celtic), and Tongan (Polynesian). 
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(389) D 

   3 

D # 

  3 

# n 

EXPR 3 

n  √Root 

 

 

6.3.1 Expressive morphology merging with Number 

Consider first expressive morphology in Brazilian Portuguese. It has been argued that the 

diminutive /zi′/ is adjoined to the category Number in Brazilian Portuguese (Bachrach and 

Wagner 2007). The evidence comes from the fact that /zi′/ has the same distribution as other 

linguistic objects that modify Number, namely coordinate compounds. To illustrate this, I 

first describe coordinate compounds and then I will compare them to the diminutive /zi′/. 

 In coordinate compounds, the second conjunct always agrees with the first one (Bachrach 

and Wagner 2007). For example, in (390) the second conjunct agrees with the first one in 

gender. In (390a), the first conjunct professor-a ‘teacher’ is feminine, and the second one 

vampire-a ‘vampire’ is also feminine. In (390b), professor ‘teacher’ is masculine, and 

vampire-o ‘vampire’ is also masculine (compare with (391), where there is no agreement in 

gender and the examples are ill-formed). 

 

(390) Brazilian Portuguese coordinate compounds  

 

    a. profesor-a vampir-a b. professor  vampir-o 

  teacher-FEM   vampire-FEM   teacher.MASC vampire-MASC 

  ‘vampire teacher (FEM)’  ‘vampire teacher (MASC)’ 

(Bachrach and Wagner 2007: 3) 
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(391) Brazilian Portuguese (no agreement in gender)19  

 

 a. *profesor-a vampir-o b. *professor  vampir-a 

  teacher-FEM   vampire-MASC  teacher.MASC vampire-FEM     

  ‘vampire teacher’  ‘vampire teacher’ 

 

The second conjunct also agrees with the first one in number. For example, in (392a), jornaw 

‘newspaper’ is singular and livro ‘book’ is also singular. In (392b), jornaj-s ‘newspapers’ is 

plural and livro-s ‘books’ is also plural (compare with (393), where there is no agreement in 

number and the examples are ill-formed). 

 

(392) Brazilian Portuguese coordinate compounds  

 

 a. jornaw livro b. jornaj-s  livro-s    

  newspaper.SG book.SG  newspaper-PL book-PL 

  ‘newspaper-booklet (SG)’  ‘newspaper-booklets (PL)’ 

(Bachrach and Wagner 2007: 9) 

 

(393) Brazilian Portuguese (no agreement in number)  

 

 a. *jornaw livro-s b. *jornaj-s livro    

  newspaper.SG book-PL newspaper-PL book.SG 

  ‘newspaper-booklet(s)’   ‘newspaper-booklet(s)’ 

 

Based on the observation that plural is marked on both conjuncts, Bachrach and Wagner 

(2007) propose that coordinate compounds are a case of adjunction to Number, as illustrated 

in (394). The first Number node is the host and the second one is an adjunct. This 

                                        

19 Thanks very much to Maria Amelia Reis Silva for help with the data in (391) and (393).  
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representation of coordinate compounds accounts for the descriptive generalization that each 

compound receives separate but agreeing number marking.20  

 

(394)   #1 

  3 

  #1  #2 

  3 3 

  n #1 n #2 

 4 g 4  g 

  jornaw s livro  s 

 

 Now, consider the diminutive marker /zi′/. According to Bachrach and Wagner (2007), 

/zi′/ behaves just like the second conjunct in a coordinate compound: it agrees with the first 

conjunct in gender and number. For example, in (395a), the first conjunct amig-a ‘friend’ is 

feminine and the diminutive zĩ′-a ‘small’ is also feminine. In (395b), amig-o ‘friend’ is 

masculine and the diminutive zĩ′-o ‘small’ is also masculine.  

 

(395) Brazilian Portuguese diminutive /zi′/  

 

 a. amig-a zĩ′-a b. amig-o  zĩ′-o 

  friend-FEM  small-FEM   friend-MASC small-MASC 

  ‘small friend (FEM)’   ‘small friend (MASC)’ 

(Bachrach and Wagner 2007: 4) 

 

Example (396) shows that /zi′/ also agrees with the first conjunct in Number. In (396a), 

jornaw ‘newspaper’ is singular and the diminutive is singular. In (396b), jornaj-s 

‘newspapers’ is plural and the diminutive is also plural.21 

                                        

20 In this structure, I ignore the representation of theme vowels. See Bachrach and Wagner (2007: 3) for an 
analysis of theme vowels in Brazilian Portuguese.  
21 See Bachrach and Wagner (2007: 10) on the phonological alternations in this example. 
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(396) Brazilian Portuguese diminutive /zi′/  

 

 a. jornaw-zĩ′-o b. jornaj-s-ĩ′-o-s 

  newspaper.SG-book-MASC.SG  newspaper-PL-small-MASC-PL 

  ‘small newspaper (SG)’  ‘small newspapers (PL)’ 

(Bachrach and Wagner 2007: 9)  

 

Since the distribution of /zi′/ is identical to the distribution of coordinate compounds, 

Bachrach and Wagner argue that the diminutive /zi′/ has the same structure as coordinate 

compounds. In the structure in (397), the first conjunct is the host and the diminutive is an 

adjunct. Thus, the diminutive /zi′/ merges with Number in Brazilian Portuguese. 

 

(397)   #1 

  3 

  #1  #2 

  3 3 

 n #1 n #2 

  4 g 4  g 

 jornaj s /zi′/-o  s 

 

Another example of a diminutive merging with Number is found in Stump (1993). In 

Southern Barasano, the diminutive suffix -aka attaches outside the plural morphology. In 

(398b), -ri  is a plural suffix (cotɨ-ri  ‘pot-PL’). In (35c), the diminutive attaches outside this 

plural suffix (cotɨ-ri -aka ‘pot-PL-DIM ’ ). This means that the plural is formed first, and only 

after that is the diminutive formed.  
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(398) Southern Barasano diminutive -aka 

 

 a. cotɨ b. cotɨ-ri  c. cotɨ-ri -aka 

  pot.SG  pot-PL   pot-PL-DIM  

  ‘pot’  ‘pots’  ‘small pots’  

       (Stump 1993: 7) 

  

A similar distribution of diminutives is found in Welsh (Celtic). Like in Southern Barasano, 

Welsh diminutive suffixes -os (endearment) and -ach (contempt) attach after the plural is 

formed (Stump 1993). For example, in (399b), the plural is formed with the plural suffix -ed 

(merch-ed ‘girl- PL’). In (399c), the diminutive -os attaches outside the plural suffix (merch-

ed-os ‘girl- PL-DIM ’). This means that diminutivization is introduced after pluralization. An 

example with the diminutive -ach, which shows the same distribution as the diminutive -os, 

is given in (400).  

 

(399) Welsh diminutive -os 

 

 a. merch  b. merch-ed c. merch-et-os 

  girl.SG  girl-PL  girl-PL-DIM  

  ‘girl’  ‘girls’  ‘girls (with endearment)’ 

 

(400) Welsh diminutive -ach  

 

 a. pryf  b. pryf-ed  c. pryf-et-ach 

  worm.SG  worm-PL  worm-PL-DIM   

  ‘worm’  ‘worms’   ‘worms (with contempt)’ 

        (Stump 1993: 7) 

 

 To summarize, in three unrelated languages – Brazilian Portuguese, Southern 

Barasano, and Welsh – expressive morphology merges with Number. 
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6.3.2 Expressive morphology merging with Determiner   

Finally, we also find expressive morphology merging with Determiners. In Tongan, there are 

two sets of determiners: ordinary and emotional (Churchward 1953; Hendrick 2005). 

Ordinary determiners are definite (he, e) or indefinite (ha). Emotional determiners, in 

addition to being definite (si‘i ) or indefinite (si‘a), express affection, friendship, pity, or some 

other positive emotion (Churchward 1953: 23); see Table 6.6. 

 

Table 6.6 Tongan determiners (from Hendrick 2005: 908) 

 ORDINARY EMOTIONAL 

DEFINITE  he, e si‘i 

INDEFINITE ha si‘a 

 

The emotional determiners are always speaker-oriented and express the speaker’s assessment 

(Hendrick, personal communication). For example, in (401), the definite emotional 

determiner si‘i  expresses the speaker’s pity toward the horse. In (402), the indefinite 

emotional determiner si‘a expresses the speaker’s sympathy toward the child.22  

 

(401) ‘Oku hela ‘a si‘i    hōsí.  

 PRES tired PREP DEFIN.EMOT.DET horse 

 ‘The (poor) horse is tired (pity).’  

  (Churchward 1953: 23) 

 

 

 

 

 

                                        

22 When si‘i  is used in a postposition, it behaves like an adjective and means ‘small’: 
 
 (i) ha  konga si‘i 
  INDEF.DET part small 
 ‘a small part’   
  (Churchward 1953: 24) 
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(402) Kuo lavea si‘a   tamasi‘i? 

 PERF be.hurt INDEF.EMOT.DET child 

 ‘Has a child been hurt (sympathy)?’  

  (Churchward 1953: 24) 

 

Hendrick (2005) suggests that the emotional determiners express the speaker’s emotions 

toward the nouns they head. The proposed structures for si‘i hōsí ‘the (poor) horse (pity)’ and 

si‘a tamasi‘i ‘a child (sympathy)’ are given in (403) and (404), respectively. In (403), the 

definite emotional determiner si‘i heads the noun hōsí ‘horse’ and expresses pity toward the 

horse. In (404), the indefinite emotional determiner si‘a heads the noun tamasi‘i ‘child’ and 

expresses sympathy toward the child. 

 

(403)   D 

  3 

  D  # 

  si‘i 3 

  DEFIN.EMOT # n 

  5 

  hōsí   ‘horse’ 

 

(404)   D 

  3 

  D # 

  si‘a 3 

  INDEFIN.EMOT # n 

  5 

  tamasi‘I  ‘child’ 
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Thus, in Tongan, expressive morphology targets the determiner domain. The expressive 

markers are the emotional determiners si‘i  (definite) and si‘a (indefinite) that express the 

positive emotion of the speaker toward the nouns headed by the determiners. 

 

6.3.3 Summary 

To summarize, expressive morphology can be found not only in the low nominal domain 

(√Root and n), but also in the higher nominal domain (# and D), as illustrated in (405). 

 

(405)    D 

   3 

 Tongan D  # 

3 

 BP23, Barasano, Welsh #  n 

EXPR 3 

Russian, German n                 √Root 

 

 Russian, Halkomelem 

 

6.4 Evidentials 

So far, we have seen expressive morphology in the nominal domain. With respect to that, a 

question whether it can also be found in the verbal domain arises? In Russian, there is no 

expressive morphology in the verbal domain. However, evidential morphology has been 

widely attested across languages in the verbal domain. Under some views, evidentials and 

expressives are considered closely related as markers of epistemology (see Willett 1988 for a 

literature review). For example, Chafe (1986) views evidentials in the broad sense as 

epistemology markers that code the speaker’s attitude toward his/her knowledge of a 

                                        

23 BP = Brazilian Portuguese (abbreviation from Bachrach and Wagner 2007). 
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situation, and in the narrow sense as marking the source of such knowledge. Compare with 

expressives which code the speaker’s attitude towards the referent (section 2.2.3.1).   

 Evidentials “put in perspective or evaluate the truth value of a sentence both with 

respect to the source of the information … and with respect to the degree to which this truth 

can be verified or justified” (Rooryck 2001: 125). Under this view, evidentials indicate both 

the source and reliability of the information.24 Here, we can understand reliability as 

evaluation of the information source by the speaker. In this respect, expressives and 

evidentials are viewed as similar, as they both involve evaluation. They are, however, 

different with respect to what is being evaluated: evidentials evaluate the source of 

information, while expressives evaluate the referent. Examples of evidentials are given 

below. In (406), seems indicates that the source of information is sensory, while looks and 

sounds indicate that the source of information is visual and auditory, respectively. 

 

(406) a. Sally seems happy. Source: sensory  

 b. Sally looks happy. Source: visual 

 c. Sally sounds happy. Source: auditory 

   (Blain and Déchaine 2006: 12) 

 

Under the Evidential Domain Hypothesis (Blain and Déchaine 2006), evidential markers are 

a heterogeneous class and can merge in different syntactic positions. They can merge with 

the proposition (C), tense (T), aspect (Asp), and the predicate (v); see (407).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                        

24 See Blain and Déchaine (2006) on a different view: evidentials only code the source of information.  
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(407) C 

  3 

  C T 

     3 

T Asp 

EVID 3 

Asp  v 

3 

v D 

 

 

Empirical evidence for the Evidential Domain Hypothesis is drawn from the following 

languages: Quechua, Cherokee, Turkish, Lillooet, Cree, and Tariana. Let us discuss 

evidential markers in some of these languages.  

 In Quechua, some evidential markers (-mi, -si, -chá) are part of the proposition-

marking system, while others (-rqa, -sqa) are part of the tense-marking system (Blain and 

Déchaine 2006). The proposition-marking evidential markers are part of the focus-marking 

system and are in complementary distribution with other focus markers. The evidential 

marker -mi codes direct evidence, while the makers -si and -chá code indirect evidence. For 

example, in (408a), -mi indicates that the speaker has direct visual evidence of the rain. In 

(408b), -si indicates that the speaker has indirect evidence of the rain.  

 

(408) Quechua evidentials (C-domain) 

 

 a. DIRECT Para-sha-n-mi. 

   rain-PROG-3-DIRC.EVID  

   ‘It is raining.’ 

   (Speaker has visual evidence)  
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 b. INDIRECT Para-sha-n-si.  

   rain-PROG-3-REPORT 

   ‘It is raining.’ 

   (Speaker has been told)  

    (Faller 2002: 25, 27) 

 

The tense-marking evidential markers have a past tense orientation. The evidential marker  

-rqa codes direct evidence, while -sqa codes indirect evidence. For example, in (409a), -rqa 

indicates that the speaker had visual evidence of the rain. In (409b), -sqa indicates that the 

speaker did not experience the event. 

 

(409) Quechua evidentials (T-domain) 

 

 a. DIRECT Para-sha-rqa-n. 

    rain-PROG-PAST-3  

    ‘It was raining.’ 

    (Speaker had visual evidence) 

 

 b. INDIRECT Para-sha-sqa. 

    rain-PROG-NONEXP.PAST 

    ‘It was raining.’ 

    (Speaker did not experience the event)  

     (Faller 2003: 20) 

 

 Let us now look at evidential markers in Cherokee. In Cherokee, there are two 

evidential markers: the suffix -ʌ?i, which marks direct evidence experienced first-hand by 

the speaker, and the suffix -e?i, which marks indirect evidence acquired indirectly by the 

speaker (Aikhenvald 2004). These evidential markers are part of the Tense system and, like 

the tense-marking evidential markers in Quechua, they have a past tense orientation (Blain 

and Déchaine 2006). For example, in (410a), -ʌ?i indicates that the speaker has visual 
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evidence that a cat ran. In (410b), -e?i indicates that that the speaker had indirect evidence 

(i.e., was told) that he spoke.  

 

(410) Cherokee evidentials (T-domain) 

 

 a. DIRECT wesa u-tlis-ʌ?i  

   cat 3-run-1ST
HAND.PAST  

   ‘A cat ran.’ (Speaker saw it running) 

 

 b. INDIRECT u-wonis-e?i  

   3-speak-NON1ST
HAND.PAST 

   ‘He spoke.’ (Speaker was told)  

    (Blain and Déchaine 2006: 15) 

 

In Turkish, the so-called ‘perfect of evidentiality’ (Aikhenvald 2004) is part of the aspectual 

domain and is used to assert the necessary truth of the proposition with respect to the 

speaker’s knowledge state. For example, in (411a), the evidential marker -mus indicates that 

the speaker has been listening to someone play. In (411b), the evidential marker -ymIs 

indicates that the speaker has been told that the minister is sick. 

 

(411) Turkish evidentials (Asp-domain) 

 

 a. PERCEPTION iyi cal-iyor-mus 

   good play-ASP-1ST
HAND.COP 

    ‘She is, as I hear, playing well.’ (Speaker has been listening)  

 

 b.  REPORTATIVE bakan hasta-ymIs 

   minister sick-NON1ST
HAND.COP 

    ‘The minister is reportedly sick.’ (Speaker has been told) 

(Blain and Déchaine 2006: 16) 
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According to Blain and Déchaine (2006), in Lillooet (Salish), the ‘out-of-control’ morpheme 

ka-…-a is a direct evidence marker that is part of the predicate domain. In an alternative 

analysis, the morpheme ka-…-a is a modal (see Davis, Matthewson, and Rullmann 2007). 

Blain and Déchaine (2006) suggest that the morpheme ka-…-a has a non-volitional ‘by-

accident’ reading and corresponds to inaccessibility to consciousness. Consider the examples 

in (412). In (412a), the predicate sek-en-ás ‘hit-dir-3erg’ is volitional and means that the boy 

hit the ball on purpose (accessible to consciousness). In (412b), the predicate ka-sék-s-as-a 

with the ‘out-of-control’ marker ka-…-a has a non-volitional reading: the boy hit the ball 

accidentally (inaccessible to consciousness).  

(412) Lillooet evidentials: direct evidence (v-domain)   

 

 a.  ACCESSIBLE TO CONSCIOUSNESS   

  sek-en-ás ti sq’úm’ts-a ti twéw’wet-a 

  hit-DIRC-3ERG DET ball-DET DET boy-DET 

  ‘The boy hit the ball.’ 

 

 b.  INACCESSIBLE TO CONSCIOUSNESS  

  ka-sék-s-as-a  ti sq’úm’ts-a ti twéw’wet-a 

  OOC-hit-CAUS-ERG-OOC DET ball-DET DET boy-DET 

  ‘The boy hit the ball accidentally.’  

    (Demirdache 1997) 

 

 To summarize, evidential markers, like the closely related expressive morphemes, are 

a heterogeneous class and occupy different positions in a syntactic tree; see (413). This 

means that the behaviour of expressives is not special to expressives. Evidentials display the 

same behaviour, but in the verbal domain.  
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(413)    C 

  3 

 Quechua C T 

    3 

 Cherokee, Quechua T Asp 

EVID     3 

Turkish Asp v 

  3 

v D 

 Lillooet 

 

6.5 Conclusions 

As expected, the typological gaps identified in the Russian expressive morphology are found 

cross-linguistically. Expressive heads that can only merge with nouns are found in German, 

while expressive modifiers that merge with category-free √Roots are found in Halkomelem. 

 The current analysis of expressive morphemes makes the following prediction. If 

expressive morphemes can merge in different syntactic positions (with √Roots and with n), 

we should also be able to find expressive morphology in the higher syntactic domain 

(merging with # and with D). This prediction is borne out cross-linguistically.  
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(414)    D 

  3 

 Tongan D  # 

3 

 BP, Barasano, Welsh # n 

EXPR 3 

Russian, German n √Root 

 

  Russian, Halkomelem 

 

 Finally, the proposed system of expressive morphemes is parallel to the system for 

evidential morphemes proposed in Blain and Déchaine (2006). In both systems, expressive 

and evidential morphemes merge not in one, but in different syntactic positions. The fact that 

evidentials are found in the clausal/verbal domain while expressives are found in the nominal 

domain might indicate that evidentials and expressives are not two different systems, but 

instead are parts of the same system, as illustrated in (415).  
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(415) C 

  3 

 Quechua C T 

3 

 Cherokee, Quechua T Asp 

EVID     3 

Turkish Asp v 

   3 

v D 

Lillooet 3 

 Tongan D # 

3 

BP, Barasano, Welsh #  n 

EXPR 3 

 Russian, German n √Root 

 

Russian, Halkomelem 

 

 Another way to approach these findings is that evidentials and expressives are two 

distinct systems which are syntactically parallel. In this case, we expect to find evidentials in 

the nominal domain and expressives in the clausal/verbal domain. We might also expect to 

find morphemes that are both markers of evidentiality and expressivity. The question 

whether evidentials and expressives are parts of the same system or parts of two different but 

parallel systems remains for further research.  
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and topics for further 

research 

 

 

7.1 Conclusions 

I have argued that the syntax of Russian expressive suffixes varies across two dimensions: (i) 

how the suffix is merged (as a syntactic head or as an adjoined modifier), and (ii) where the 

suffix is merged (with category-free √Roots or with categories). I showed that attitude 

suffixes are noun heads that can either merge with √Roots (cf. (416a)) or with syntactic 

categories n/a/v; cf. (416b). In contrast, size suffixes are noun modifiers that can only adjoin 

to a noun category; cf. (417). 

 

(416) HEADS a. n   b. n 

2 2 

n √Root n n/a/v 

EXPRattitude EXPRattitude 2 

n/a/v √Root 

 

(417) MODIFIER n 

2 

EXPRsize n 

2 

n √Root 
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I investigated the functional and formal properties of Russian expressive suffixes in a 

systematic way, which, to the best of my knowledge, has not been done before. In doing so, I 

analyzed how expressive suffixes pattern along several kinds of criteria (gender/class change, 

category change, subcategorization). A byproduct of this analysis is that I showed how 

grammatical gender of an expressive form can be predicted from its inflectional class 

(combined with animacy and natural gender of the base).  

 One implication of this analysis is that expressives are not associated with special 

formal properties as opposed to non-expressives (descriptive linguistic objects). They have 

the same syntax as non-expressives that are distinguished on the basis of their syntactic 

types: head vs. modifier, and attachment to √Roots vs. categories. Another implication is that 

the formal criteria developed in this work can be extended to set up a linguistic typology of 

expressives.  

 These findings have important implications for the form/function mapping in the 

realm of categorization. The problem of the diversity of grammatical categories within the 

Principles and Parameters framework is among the core issues of modern linguistic theory. 

How can we explain the tension between language diversity and language universals? Is the 

same semantic “concept” universally mapped onto the same syntactic category? I showed 

that even within a single language (Russian), the same function “expressive” does not map 

onto the same form. On the other hand, the two different semantic types (attitude vs. size) 

map directly onto the two different syntactic types (head vs. modifier). In view of this, we 

can raise the following question: what determines whether the form of a linguistic object is 

the same of different: its function or its semantic type? 

 

7.2 Topics for further research 

7.2.1 Complex expressive suffixes  

In this work, I have not investigated complex expressive suffixes. Complex expressive 

suffixes look like sequences of simplex suffixes, with the diminutive -k as the last suffix of a 
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sequence (Stankiewicz 1968: 102).25 Examples of such suffixes are -ušk, -onk,-on’k/-en’k, 

and -išk. However, these suffixes are not exactly sequences of simplex suffixes, because what 

looks like the first suffix of a sequence cannot be used independently (without the diminutive 

-k) in the same word. For example, in (418), the complex suffix -ušk does not consist of two 

simplex suffixes -uš and -k, because -uš cannot be used independently in (418c). In contrast, 

the diminutive suffix -k can be used independently, but in this case, the meaning of the 

resulting word is different. The complex suffix -ušk has an affectionate meaning, while the 

simplex suffix -k has a diminutive meaning (418d). The data in (419) show the same 

behaviour with the complex suffix -onk. 

 

(418) a. golov-á b. golóv-ušk-a 

  head-N.SG (FEM)  head-EXPR-N.SG (FEM) 

  ‘head’  ‘head (affect)’ 

 

 c. *golov-uš-a d. golóv-k-a 

  head-EXPR-N.SG (FEM)  head-EXPR-N.SG (FEM) 

  ‘head (expr)’  ‘head (dim)’ 

 

(419) a. ruk-á b. ruč’-ónk-a 

  hand-N.SG (FEM)  hand-EXPR-N.SG (FEM) 

  ‘hand’   ‘hand (contempt)’ 

 

 c. *ruč’-on-a d. rúč’-k-a 

  hand-EXPR-N.SG (FEM)  hand-EXPR-N.SG (FEM) 

  ‘hand (expr)’  ‘hand (dim)’ 

 

What makes complex expressive suffixes an interesting research topic is that they have 

different distributional properties from those of simplex expressive suffixes. To illustrate 

this, let us discuss the complex suffixes -on’k/-en’k and -išk.  

                                        

25 Stankiewicz (1968) uses the term “compound” suffixes. 
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7.2.1.1 The suffix -en’k/-on’k 

-en’k/-on’k is an affectionate suffix, where the distinction “e” vs. “o” is purely orthographic, 

just like for -ek/-ok (Shvedova et al. 1982: 214). This is a complex suffix because what looks 

like the first suffix -en’/-on’ of the sequence -en’k/-on’k cannot be used independently, as 

illustrated in (420c). What looks like the second suffix -k of the sequence can be used 

independently, but with a different meaning: -en’k has an affectionate meaning, while -k has 

a diminutive meaning, as illustrated in (420d). 

 

(420) a. ruk-á b. rúč’-en’k-a 

  hand-N.SG (FEM)  hand-EXPR-N.SG (FEM) 

  ‘hand’  ‘hand (affect)’ 

 

 c. *ruč’-en’/on’-a d. rúč’-k-a 

  hand-EXPR-N.SG (FEM)  hand-EXPR-N.SG (FEM) 

  ‘hand (expr)’  ‘hand (dim)’ 

 

The affectionate suffix -en’k/-on’k behaves differently compared to the affectionate simplex 

suffixes that have been described in this work: it can change the inflectional class of a noun, 

but it can never change the syntactic category. This suffix can attach to nouns of all 

inflectional classes, always producing a Class II noun, as illustrated in (421)–(423). 

 

(421) a. Bóg   b. Bóž-en’k-a 

  God.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I )   God-EXPR-N.SG (MASC; CLASS II ) 

  ‘God’     ‘God (affect)’ 

 

(422) a. dóč’   b. dóč'-en’k-a 

  daughter.N.SG (FEM; CLASS III )   daughter-EXPR-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II ) 

  ‘daughter’    ‘daughter (affect)’ 
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(423) a. d’ád’-a   b. d’ád’-en’k-a 

  uncle-N.SG (MASC; CLASS II )   uncle-EXPR-N.SG (MASC; CLASS II ) 

  ‘uncle’    ‘uncle (affect)’ 

 

The fact that -en’k can change inflectional class for Class II can be accounted for if we 

assume that it is a syntactic head specified for Class II in its lexical entry (just as we did with 

simplex affectionate suffixes). However, simplex affectionate suffixes can change syntactic 

category: they attach to nouns, adjective, or verbs, every time forming a noun (see Chapter 

5). This is not the case with the complex affectionate suffix. As the data in (424)–(425) 

illustrate, -en’k cannot change syntactic category and does not form a noun from adjectives 

or adverbs (this suffix does not attach to verbs).26 

 

(424) a. žád-n-ij  b. žad-n’-en’k -ij 

  stingy-ADJ-MASC.N.SG   stingy-ADJ-EXPR- MASC.N.SG  

  ‘stingy’    ‘stingy (affect)’ 

 

 c. *žad-n’ -en’k-a    d. *žad-en’k-a 

  stingy-ADJ-EXPR-N.SG    stingy-EXPR-N.SG  

  ‘stingy animate (affect)’   ‘stingy animate (affect)’ 

 

(425) a. bístr-o   b. bístr’-en’k-o 

  quick-ADV .SUFF   quick -EXPR-ADV .SUFF 

  ‘quickly’    ‘quickly (affect)’ 

 

 c. *bistr’-en’k-a 

  quick-EXPR-N.SG 

  ‘quick animate (affect)’  

                                        

26 The diminutive suffix -k behaves the same way when added to the adverb n’e-mnóg-o ‘a little bit’: n’e-mnóž-
k-o ‘a little bit (dim)’. To the best of my knowledge, this is the only case where the diminutive -k merges with 
an adverb and does not change syntactic category (see also Efremova 2006). This is a puzzling case that 
deserves further attention. Perhaps investigation from a historical perspective can shed some light on this 
phenomenon.   
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With respect to the data above, the following questions arise: What are the morphosyntactic 

properties of the complex suffix -en’k/-on’k? Is it a syntactic head specified for Class II in its 

lexical entry? And if it is, why is it unable to change syntactic category? 

 

7.2.1.2 The suffix -išk 

The affectionate suffix -išk is a complex suffix because what looks like the first suffix of the 

sequence, -iš, cannot be used independently (426c). Like in the examples above that contain 

the affectionate suffix -en’k/-on’k, what looks like the second suffix of the sequence, namely 

-k, can be used independently, but with a different meaning (426d). 

 

(426) a. sín  b. sin’-íšk-a 

  son.N.SG (MASC)   son-EXPR-N.SG (MASC)  

  ‘son’   ‘son (affect)’  

 

 c. *sin-iš-a    d. sin-ók 

  son-EXPR-N.SG (MASC)   son-EXPR.N.SG (MASC) 

  ‘son (expr)’   ‘son (dim)’ 

 

What makes this suffix interesting to investigate is that, unlike any simplex affectionate 

suffix discussed in this work, it produces a change in the inflectional class of a noun 

depending on the animacy of the base. For example, when it attaches to an animate noun, it 

changes its inflectional class to Class II and consequently, it forms a noun of common gender 

(MASC/FEM), as illustrated in (427). However, when it attaches to an inanimate noun, it does 

not change either inflectional class, or gender (428)–(429). When attached to an inanimate 

masculine noun, the resulting noun acquires the neuter ending -o; see (428b). This is similar 

to the distribution of the augmentative suffix -išč’ (Chapter 3). However, unlike the 

augmentative -išč’  which does not “care” whether a base is animate or inanimate, the suffix -

išk is sensitive to the animacy of the base.  
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(427) a. vór  b. vor’-íšk-a 

  thief.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I )   thief-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM; CLASS II ) 

  ‘thief’   ‘thief (affect)’ 

 

(428) a. dóm   b. dom’-íšk-o 

  house.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I )   house-EXPR-N.SG (MASC; CLASS I ) 

  ‘house’   ‘house (affect)’ 

 

(429) a. oxót-a    b. oxót’-išk-a 

  hunt-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II )  hunt-EXPR-N.SG (FEM; CLASS II ) 

  ‘hunt’  ‘hunt (affect)’  

      

The data above raise two questions: What are the morphosyntactic properties of the complex 

suffix -išk? And what accounts for its sensitivity to animacy of the base? 

 

7.2.2 Delimitative verbs and delimitative prefix po-  

The delimitative prefix po- is interesting to investigate in its relation to diminutives, as it 

always indicates short events. The so-called delimitative verbs describe events limited in 

time. These verbs are formed by means of a productive prefix po- (traditionally called 

‘delimitative prefix’; see Zalizniak and Shmelev 2000). For example, in (430a), the verb 

gul’-á-t’ ‘walk’ describes an event of walking. In (430b), the delimitative prefix po- is used 

and the resulting verb describes an event of walking that is limited in time. The same 

behaviour of the delimitative po- is shown in (431).  

 

(430) a. gul’-á-t’  b. po-gul’-á-t’ 

  walk-TH-INF    DELIM .PREF-walk-TH-INF 

  ‘to walk’    ‘to walk for a while’ 
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(431) a. p’-í-t’   b. po-p’-í-t’ 

  drink-TH-INF    DELIM .PREF-drink-TH-INF 

  ‘to drink’    ‘to drink for a while’ 

 

What is relevant to this work and interesting about delimitative verbs is that they always 

describe events that are short. Evidence for this stems from the fact that delimitative verbs 

can be used with the adjective n’emnógo ‘a little bit’, and cannot be used with the adjective 

mnógo ‘a lot’ in (432). 

 

(432) a. Iván po-p’-í-l n’emnógo čáj-u 

  Ivan DELIM .PREF-drink-TH-PAST a little bit tea-GEN 

  ‘Ivan drank a little bit of tea’ 

 

 b. *Iván po-p’-í-l mnógo čáj-u 

  Ivan DELIM .PREF-drink-TH-PAST a lot tea-GEN 

  ‘Ivan drank a lot of tea’ 

 

The fact that the delimitative prefix po- indicates a short event makes it similar in meaning to 

the diminutive suffixes described in this work that indicate the small size of a referent. In 

both cases, it is smallness of event/referent that is being indicated. In this respect, the 

following question arises: Since the delimitative prefix po- and diminutive suffixes are 

similar semantically, does it mean that they are also similar syntactically? I have argued that 

diminutive suffixes are syntactic modifiers, but what is the syntax of the delimitative po-? 

Similar to the diminutive modifiers, the delimitative po- is restricted to only one category: 

verbs (it cannot be used with nouns or adjectives, as shown in (433)–(434)). Diminutives, on 

the other hand, are restricted to nouns.  

 

(433) a. sín  b. *po-sin 

  son.N.SG (MASC)  DELIM .PREF-son.N.SG (MASC) 

  ‘son’  ‘small son’ 
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(434) a. žád-n-ij  b. *po-žad-n-ij 

  stingy-ADJ-MASC.N.SG  DELIM .PREF-stingy-ADJ-MASC.N.SG 

  ‘stingy’    ‘a little bit stingy’ 

 

However, unlike the diminutive modifiers, the delimitative prefix po- does not allow 

repetition of the same morpheme, as illustrated in (435)–(436). Thus, the delimitative po- has 

one property of a syntactic modifier, but it does not have another property. The question of 

the syntactic structure for the delimitative prefix po- remains for further research.  

 

(435) a. po-gul’-á-t’  b. *po-po-gul’-á-t’ 

  DELIM .PREF-walk-TH-INF    DELIM .PREF-DELIM .PREF-walk-TH-INF 

  ‘to walk for a while’    ‘to walk for a while’ 

 

(436) a. po-p’-í-t’  b. *po-po-p’-í-t’ 

  DELIM .PREF-drink-TH-INF    DELIM .PREF-DELIM .PREF-drink-TH-INF 

  ‘to drink for a while’    ‘to drink for a while’ 

 

7.2.3 Further issues 

From a phonological perspective, the following research topics arise. First, how do 

expressive suffixes in Russian interact with stress patterns? Some expressive suffixes seem to 

carry inherent stress (the suffix vowel is always stressed), e.g., -án’ in (437) and -úg in (438). 

Other expressive suffixes, such as -in, do not carry inherent stress (compare with (439) and 

(440)). Why some expressives suffixes are inherently stressed, while others are not, remains 

an open question. Stress does not match up with the syntactic differences identified in this 

work; otherwise I could have used it as a diagnostic for the syntactic differences.  

 

(437) a. mám-a   b. mam-án’-a 

   mother-N.SG (FEM)    mother-EXPR-N.SG (FEM) 

   ‘mother’    ‘mother (affect)’ 
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(438) a. zv’ér’    b. zv’er’-úg-a 

   animal.N.SG (MASC)    animal-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

   ‘animal’    ‘animal (vulg)’ 

 

(439) a. skót   b. skot’-ín-a (expressive suffix stressed) 

   cattle.N.SG (MASC)    cattle-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘cattle/swine’    ‘cattle/swine (vulg)’ 

 

(440) a. uród   b. uród’-in-a (expressive suffix not stressed) 

   ugly.N.SG (MASC)    ugly-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

   ‘ugly animate’    ‘ugly animate (vulg)’ 

 

 Second, some expressive suffixes in Russian trigger palatalization in the base-final 

consonant, such as -úg in (441). Other expressive suffixes do not trigger palatalization, such 

as -úx; see (442). Why expressive suffixes act differently with respect to palatalization 

remains a topic for further research. Palatalization does not line up with the syntactic 

differences identified in this work. 

 

(441) a. žád-n-ij b. žad-n’ -úg-a (triggers palatalization) 

  stingy-ADJ-MASC.N.SG    stingy-ADJ-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘stingy’  ‘stingy animate (vulg)’  

 

(442) a. gr’áz-n-ij b. gr’áz-n-úx-a   (does not trigger palatalization) 

  dirty-ADJ-MASC.N.SG   dirty-ADJ-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘dirty’   ‘dirty animate (vulg)’ 

 

From a typological perspective, an interesting research question arises: What is the 

morphosyntax of expressives suffixes in other Slavic languages? All Slavic languages are 

known to be rich in expressive morphology. With this respect, it would be interesting to 
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investigate the morphosyntactic types of expressive suffixes in other Slavic languages and 

compare them to those of Russian.  
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APPENDIX  

 

 

Examples of data showing change in the formal properties of attitude suffixes 

 

1 VULGAR SUFFIXES 

1.1 The suffix -ág 

 

Table A.1 The suffix -ág 

Diagnostics The suffix -ág Data  

i. Does it change syntactic category? a (1)–(2) 

ii. Does it change grammatical gender? a (3) 

iii. Does it change inflectional class? a (3)–(4) 

 

i. Change in category 

 

(1) a. x’ítr-ij  b. x’it’-ág-a 

  sly-ADJ.MASC.N.SG   sly-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘sly   ‘sly animate (vulg)’ 

 

(2) a.  zdoróv-ij  b. zdorov’-ág-a  

  big-ADJ.MASC.N.SG   big-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘big’   ‘big animate (vulg)’ 
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ii./iii. Change in gender/inflectional class 

 

(3) a.  kón’ b. kon’-ág-a  

  horse.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I )  horse-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM ; CLASS II ) 

   ‘horse’    ‘horse (vulg)’ 

 

(4) a. pár’en’   b. parn’-ág-a  

  guy.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I )    guy-EXPR-N.SG (MASC; CLASS II ) 

  ‘guy’    ‘guy (vulg)’ 

 

1.2  The suffix -ák 

 

Table A.2 The suffix -ák 

Diagnostics The suffix -ák Data  

i. Does it change syntactic category? a (5)–(6) 

ii. Does it change grammatical gender? a (7)–(8) 

iii. Does it change inflectional class? a (7)–(8) 

 

i. Change in category 

 

(5) a. gul’-á-t’   b. gul’-ák-a 

   walk/play-TH-INF    walk/play-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘to walk/play’  ‘animate who likes to walk/play (vulg)’ 

 

(6) a. p’is-á-t’   b. p’is-ák-a 

  write-TH-INF   write-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘to write’  ‘writer (vulg)’ 
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ii./iii. Change in gender/inflectional class 

 

(7) a.  čórt   b. č’ert’-ák-a 

  devil.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I )  devil-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM ; CLASS II ) 

  ‘devil’    ‘devious animate (vulg)’ 

 

(8) a.  kón’   b. kon’-ák-a 

  horse.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I )  horse-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM ; CLASS II ) 

  ‘horse’    ‘horse (vulg)’ 

 

1.3  The suffix -ál 

 

Table A.3 The suffix -ál 

Diagnostics The suffix -ál Data  

i. Does it change syntactic category? a (9)–(11) 

ii. Does it change grammatical gender? *  

iii. Does it change inflectional class? *  

 

i. Change in category 

 

(9) a. pr’i -l’ip-á-t’    b. pr’i -l’ip- ál-a 

  VERB.PREF-cling-TH-INF    VERB.PREF-cling-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘to cling’  ‘clinging animate (vulg)’ 

 

(10) a. pod-p’ev-á-t’   b. pod-p’ev-ál-a 

  VERB.PREF-sing-TH-INF     VERB.PREF-sing-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘to join in singing’  ‘yes-man (vulg)’ 
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(11) a. xník-a-t’    b. xník-al-a 

  complain-TH-INF    complain-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘to complain’  ‘complaining person (vulg)’ 

 

1.4  The suffix –án 

 

Table A.4 The suffix -án 

Diagnostics The suffix -án Data  

i. Does it change syntactic category? *  

ii. Does it change grammatical gender? a (12)–(13) 

iii. Does it change inflectional class? a (13)–(14) 

 

ii./iii. Change in gender/inflectional class 

 

(12) a.  púz-o  b. puz-án               

  belly-N.SG (NEUT; CLASS I )   belly-EXPR.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I ) 

  ‘belly’    ‘animate with distinct belly (vulg)’ 

 

(13) a.  gub-á   b. gub-án               

  lip-N.SG (FEM ; CLASS II )   lip-EXPR.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I ) 

  ‘lip’    ‘animate with distinct lips (vulg)’ 

 

(14) a.  Kól’-a b. Kol’-án 

  Kolia-N.SG (MASC; CLASS II )   Kolia-N.SG (MASC; CLASS I ) 

  ‘Kolia’  ‘Kolia (vulg)’ 
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1.5  The suffix -ár 

 

Table A.5 The suffix -ár 

Diagnostics The suffix -ár Data  

i. Does it change syntactic category? *  

ii. Does it change grammatical gender? a (15) 

iii. Does it change inflectional class? a (16) 

 

ii. Change in gender 

 

(15) a. sobák-a  b. sobač’-ár-a               

  dog-N.SG (FEM ; CLASS II )   dog-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM ; CLASS II ) 

  ‘dog’   ‘dog (vulg)’ 

 

iii. Change in inflectional class 

 

(16) a. kót   b. kot’-ár-a               

  cat.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I )    cat-EXPR-N.SG (MASC; CLASS II ) 

  ‘cat’    ‘cat (vulg)’ 

 

1.6  The suffix -áx 

 

Table A.6 The suffix -áx 

Diagnostics The suffix -áx Data  

i. Does it change syntactic category? a (17)–(19) 

ii. Does it change grammatical gender? *  

iii. Does it change inflectional class? *  
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i. Change in category 

 

(17) a. za-mar-á-t’   b. za-mar-áx-a  

  VERB.PREF-make.dirty-TH-INF  VERB.PREF-make.dirty-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘to make dirty’    ‘animate who makes itself dirty (vulg)’ 

  

(18) a.  ras-t’er’-á-t’  b. ras-t’er’-áx-a  

  VERB.PREF-lose-TH-IN   VERB.PREF-loose-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘to lose’   ‘animate who loses things (vulg)’ 

 

(19) a.  po-b’ir-á-t’-s’a  b. po-b’ir-áx-a  

  VERB.PREF-take-TH-INF-self  VERB.PREF-take-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘to live by begging’    ‘beggar (vulg)’ 

 

1.7  The suffix -íl 

 

Table A.7 The suffix -íl 

Diagnostics The suffix -íl Data  

i. Does it change syntactic category? a (20)–(22) 

ii. Does it change grammatical gender? *  

iii. Does it change inflectional class? *  

 

i. Change in category 

 

(20) a. stráš-n-ij   b. straš-íl-a 

  ugly-ADJ-MASC.N.SG   ugly-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘ugly’   ‘ugly animate (vulg)’ 
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(21) a.  maz-á-t’    b. maz’-íl-a  

  miss-TH-INF   miss-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘to miss the target’   ‘animate who misses the target (vulg)’ 

 

(22) a. za-vod’-í-t’  b. za-vod’-íl-a  

  VERB.PREF-lead-TH-INF   VERB.PREF-take-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

   ‘to live lead’   ‘ringleader (vulg)’ 

 

1.8  The suffix -in 

 

Table A.8 The suffix -in 

Diagnostics The suffix -in Data  

i. Does it change syntactic category? a (23) 

ii. Does it change grammatical gender? a (24)–(25) 

iii. Does it change inflectional class? a (24)–(25) 

 

i. Change in category 

 

(23) a. koso-láp-ij   b. koso-láp’-in-a  

  crooked-paw-ADJ.MASC.N.SG  crooked-paw-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘awkward’   ‘awkward animate (vulg)’ 

 

ii./iii. Change in gender/inflectional class 

 

(24) a. bolót-o    b. bolót’-in-a           

  swamp-N.SG (NEUT; CLASS I )    swamp-EXPR-N.SG (FEM ; CLASS II ) 

  ‘swamp’    ‘swamp (vulg)’ 
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(25) a. uród     b. uród’-in-a 

  ugly-N.SG (MASC; CLASS I )   ugly-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM ; CLASS II ) 

  ‘ugly animate’   ‘ugly animate (vulg)’ 

 

1.9  The suffix -ób 

 

Table A.9 The suffix -ób 

Diagnostics The suffix -ób Data  

i. Does it change syntactic category? a (26) 

ii. Does it change grammatical gender? a (27) 

iii. Does it change inflectional class? a (27) 

 

i. Change in category 

 

(26) a. žád-n-ij  b. žad-ób-a 

  stingy-ADJ-MASC.N.SG   stingy-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘stingy’  ‘stingy animate (vulg)’ 

 

ii./iii. Change in gender/inflectional class 

 

(27) a. st’ íd  b. stid-ób-a 

  shame-N.SG (MASC; CLASS I )  shame-EXPR-N.SG (FEM ; CLASS II ) 

  ‘shame’    ‘shame (vulg)’ 
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1.10 The suffix -ot 

 

Table A.10 The suffix -ot 

Diagnostics The suffix -ot Data  

i. Does it change syntactic category? a (28) 

ii. Does it change grammatical gender? a (29)–(30) 

iii. Does it change inflectional class? a (29)–(30) 

 

i. Change in category 

 

(28) a. m’él-k’-ij  b. m’el-k-ot-á  

  small-ADJ-MASC.N.SG   small-ADJ-EXPR-N.SG (FEM) 

  ‘small/shallow’    ‘smallness/shallowness (vulg)’ 

 

ii./iii. Change in gender/inflectional class 

 

(29) a. sm’éx  b. sm’ex-ot-á 

  laughter.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I )   laughter-EXPR-N.SG (FEM ; CLASS II ) 

  ‘laughter’   ‘laughter (vulg)’ 

 

(30) a. srám  b. sram-ot-á 

  shame.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I )    shame-EXPR-N.SG (FEM ; CLASS II ) 

  ‘shame’    ‘shame (vulg)’ 
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1.11 The suffix -óx 

 

Table A.11 The suffix -óx 

Diagnostics The suffix -óx Data  

i. Does it change syntactic category? a (31)–(32) 

ii. Does it change grammatical gender? a (33) 

iii. Does it change inflectional class? a (34) 

 

i. Change in category 

 

(31) a. vi-p’iv-á-t’   b. vi-p’iv-óx-a  

  VERB.PREF-drink-TH-INF     VERB.PREF-drink-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘to drink up’   ‘boozer (vulg)’ 

 

(32) a. o-b’ir-á-t’    b. o-b’ir-óx-a  

  VERB.PREF-take-TH-INF   VERB.PREF-take-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘rob/fleece’   ‘robber (vulg)’ 

 

ii. Change in gender 

 

(33) a. právd-a  b. pravd-óx-a  

  truth-N.SG (FEM ; CLASS II )   truth-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM ; CLASS II ) 

  ‘truth’  ‘truth telling person (vulg)’ 

 

iii. Change in inflectional class 

 

(34) a. Igor’    b. Igor’-óx-a 

  Igor’.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I )  Igor’-EXPR-N.SG (MASC; CLASS II ) 

  ‘Igor’’    ‘Igor’ (vulg)’ 
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1.12 The suffix -úg 

 

Table A.12 The suffix -úg 

Diagnostics The suffix -úg Data  

i. Does it change syntactic category? a (35)–(36) 

ii. Does it change grammatical gender? a (37)–(38) 

iii. Does it change inflectional class? a (37)–(38) 

 

i. Change in category 

 

(35) a. xvat-á-t’ b. xvat’-úg-a  

  grab-TH-INF   grab-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘to grab’   ‘grabber (vulg)’ 

 

(36) a. žád-n-ij   b. žad-n’-úg-a  

  stingy-ADJ-MASC.N.SG    stingy-ADJ-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘stingy’   ‘stingy animate (vulg)’ 

 

ii./iii. Change in gender/inflectional class 

 

(37) a. vór   b. vor’-úg-a 

  thief.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I )  thief-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM ; CLASS II ) 

  ‘thief’    ‘thief (vulg)’ 

 

(38) a. zv’ér’   b. zv’er’-úg-a 

   animal.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I )  animal-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM ; CLASS II ) 

  ‘animal’   ‘animal (vulg)’ 
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1.13 The suffix -úk 

 

Table A.13 The suffix -úk 

Diagnostics The suffix -úk Data  

i. Does it change syntactic category? a (39)–(40) 

ii. Does it change grammatical gender? a (41)–(42) 

iii. Does it change inflectional class? a (41)–(42) 

 

i. Change in category 

 

(39) a. pódl-ij  b. podl’-úk-a 

  mean-ADJ.MASC.N.SG   mean-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘mean’   ‘mean animate (vulg)’ 

 

(40) a. zl-ój  b. zl’-úk-a 

  angry-ADJ.MASC.N.SG   angry-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘angry’   ‘angry animate (vulg)’ 

 

ii./iii. Change in gender/inflectional class 

 

(41) a. kón’    b. kon’-úk-a  

  horse.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I )  horse-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM ; CLASS II ) 

  ‘horse’    ‘horse (vulg)’ 

 

(42) a. tvár’    b. tvar’-úk-a  

   animal.N.SG (FEM ; CLASS III )   animal-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM ; CLASS II ) 

  ‘animal’   ‘animal (vulg)’ 
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1.14 The suffix -úx 

 

Table A.14 The suffix -úx 

Diagnostics The suffix -úx Data  

i. Does it change syntactic category? a (43)–(44) 

ii. Does it change grammatical gender? a (45)–(46) 

iii. Does it change inflectional class? a (45)–(46) 

 

i. Change in category 

 

(43) a. za-v’ir-á-t’ b. za-v’ir-úx-a  

  VERB.PREF-lie-TH-INF   VERB.PREF-lie-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘to lie’  ‘liar (vulg)’ 

 

(44) a.  gr’áz-n-ij  b. gr’az-n-úx-a 

  dirty-ADJ-MASC.N.SG   dirty-ADJ-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘dirty’  ‘dirty animate (vulg)’ 

 

ii./iii. Change in gender/inflectional class 

 

(45) a. gólod  b. golod-úx-a  

  hunger.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I )    hunger-EXPR-N.SG (FEM ; CLASS II ) 

  ‘hunger’   ‘hunger (vulg)’ 

 

(46) a. stíd b. stid-úx-a  

  shame.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I )  shame-EXPR-N.SG (FEM ; CLASS II ) 

  ‘shame’   ‘shame (vulg)’ 
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2 AFFECTIONATE SUFFIXES  

2.1 The suffix -án’ 

 

Table A.15 The suffix -án’ 

Diagnostics The suffix -án’ Data  

i. Does it change syntactic category? *  

ii. Does it change grammatical gender? *  

iii. Does it change inflectional class? *  

 

The affectionate suffix -án’ is not productive in Russian. It only attaches to kinship terms 

(47), and first names (48). It has an affectionate meaning, which is the reason why I include 

this suffix in the affectionate sub-group of the attitude suffixes. However, there is no data 

that would show that it can produce a change in the formal properties of the base.   

 

(47) a. páp-a b. pap-án’-a  

   dad-N.SG (MASC; CLASS II )   dad-EXPR-N.SG (MASC; CLASS II ) 

  ‘dad’   ‘dad (affect)’ 

 

(48) a. Vás’-a   b. Vas’-án’-a 

   Vasia-N.SG (MASC; CLASS II )    Vasia-EXPR-N.SG (MASC; CLASS II ) 

  ‘Vasia   ‘Vasia (affect)’  
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2.2  The suffix -áš 

 

Table A.16 The suffix -áš 

Diagnostics The suffix -áš Data  

i. Does it change syntactic category? a (49)–(51) 

ii. Does it change grammatical gender? *  

iii. Does it change inflectional class? *  

 

i. Change in category 

 

(49) a. ras-t’er’-á-t’ b. ras-t’er’-áš-a  

  VERB.PREF-lose-TH-INF    VERB.PREF-loose-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘to lose’  ‘animate who loses things (affect)’ 

 

(50) a. kut’-í-t’  b. kut’-áš-a  

  carouse-TH-INF   carouse-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘to carouse’  ‘carousing animate (affect)’ 

 

(51) a. m’íl-ij   b. m’il-áš-a 

  cute-ADJ.MASC.N.SG    cute-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘cute’  ‘cutie (affect)’ 
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2.3  The suffix -ón 

 

Table A.17 The suffix -ón 

Diagnostics The suffix -ón Data  

i. Does it change syntactic category? a (52)–(53) 

ii. Does it change grammatical gender? a (54)–(55) 

iii. Does it change inflectional class? a (54)–(55) 

 

i. Change in category 

 

(52) a. gul’-á-t’ b. gul’-ón-a 

  walk/play-TH-INF   walk/play-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘to walk/play’  ‘animate who likes to walk/play (affect)’ 

  

(53) a.  sm’ír-n-ij  b. sm’ir’-ón-a 

  meek-ADJ-MASC.N.SG   meek-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘meek’   ‘meek animate (affect)’ 

 

ii./iii. Change in gender/inflectional class 

 

(54) a. zv’ér’  b. zv’er’-ón-a 

    animal.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I )  animal-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM ; CLASS II ) 

   ‘animal’   ‘animal (affect)’ 

 

(55) a. slást’  b. slast’-ón-a 

   sweet.N.SG (FEM ; CLASS III )  sweet-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM ; CLASS II ) 

  ‘sweet’   ‘animate with sweet tooth (affect)’ 
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2.4  The suffix -úl’  

 

Table A.18 The suffix -úl’  

Diagnostics The suffix -úl’  Data  

i. Does it change syntactic category? a (56)–(57) 

ii. Does it change grammatical gender? a (58) 

iii. Does it change inflectional class? a (59) 

 

i. Change in category 

 

(56) a. za-máz-a-t’ b. za-maz-úl’ -a  

  VERB.PREF-make.dirty-TH-INF  VERB.PREF-make.dirty-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘to make dirty’  ‘animate who makes itself dirty (affect)’ 

 

(57) a. rod-n-ój b. rod-n-úl’ -a 

  dear-ADJ-MASC.SG    dear-ADJ-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘dear’  ‘dear animate (affect)’ 

 

ii. Change in gender 

 

(58) a. kras-ot-á   b. kras-ot-úl’ -a  

  pretty-NOM-N.SG (FEM ; CLASS II )   pretty-NOM-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM ; CLASS II ) 

  ‘prettiness/beauty’   ‘pretty animate (affect)’ 

 

iii. Change in inflectional class 

 

(59) a. sín  b. sin-úl’ -a 

   son.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I)    son-EXPR-N.SG (MASC; CLASS II ) 

   ‘son’   ‘son (affect)’ 
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2.5  The suffix -ún’  

 

Table A.19 The suffix -ún’  

Diagnostics The suffix -ún’ Data  

i. Does it change syntactic category? *  

ii. Does it change grammatical gender? *  

iii. Does it change inflectional class? a (60)–(61) 

 

iii. Change in inflectional class 

 

(60) a. d’éd b. d’ed-ún’ -a 

   grandfather.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I )  grandfather-EXPR-N.SG (MASC; CLASS II ) 

   ‘grandfather’  ‘grandfather (affect)’ 

 

(61) a. P’ótr b. P’etr-ún’ -a  

   P’otr.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I )  P’otr-EXPR-N.SG (MASC; CLASS II ) 

   ‘P’otr’  ‘P’otr (affect)’ 

 

2.6  The suffix -úr 

 

Table A.20 The suffix -úr 

Diagnostics The suffix -úr Data  

i. Does it change syntactic category? *  

ii. Does it change grammatical gender? a (62) 

iii. Does it change inflectional class? a (62)–(63) 
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ii./iii. Change in gender/inflectional class 

 

(62) a. n’ém’-ec  

  German-NOM.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I )  

  ‘German’  

 

 b. n’em-č-úr -a 

  German-NOM-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM ; CLASS II ) 

   ‘German (contempt)27’ 

 

(63) a. dóč’ b. doč’-úr -a 

   daughter.N.SG (FEM ; CLASS III )  daughter-EXPR-N.SG (FEM ; CLASS II ) 

  ‘daughter’   ‘daughter (affect)’ 

 

2.7  The suffix -ús’ 

 

Table A.21 The suffix -ús’ 

Diagnostics The suffix -ús’ Data  

i. Does it change syntactic category? *  

ii. Does it change grammatical gender? *  

iii. Does it change inflectional class? a (64)–(66) 

 

iii. Change in inflectional class 

 

(64) a. d’éd b. d’ed-ús’-a  

   grandfather.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I )  grandfather-EXPR-N.SG (MASC; CLASS II ) 

   ‘grandfather’   ‘grandfather (affect)’ 

 

                                        

27 In this word, the suffix -úr has a derogatory rather than affectionate meaning.  
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(65) a. sín   b. sin-ús’-a  

   son.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I)    son-EXPR-N.SG (MASC; CLASS II ) 

   ‘son’   ‘son (affect)’ 

 

(66) a. P’ótr   b. P’etr-ús’-a  

   P’otr.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I )   P’otr-EXPR-N.SG (MASC; CLASS II ) 

   ‘P’otr’   ‘P’otr (affect)’ 

 

2.8  The suffix -úš 

 

Table A.22 The suffix -úš 

Diagnostics The suffix -úš Data  

i. Does it change syntactic category? a (67)–(68) 

ii. Does it change grammatical gender? *  

iii. Does it change inflectional class? a (69)–(70) 

 

i. Change in category 

 

(67) a. vr-á-t’ b. vr-úš-a 

  lie-TH-INF   lie-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

  ‘to lie’    ‘liar (affect)’ 

 

(68) a. rod-n-ój  b. rod-n-úš-a 

  dear-ADJ-MASC.N.SG    dear-ADJ-EXPR-N.SG (MASC/FEM) 

   ‘dear’  ‘dear animate (affect)’ 
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iii. Change in inflectional class 

 

(69) a. brát  b. brat-úš-a 

   brother.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I )   brother-EXPR-N.SG (MASC; CLASS II ) 

   ‘brother’    ‘brother (affect)’ 

 

(70) a. Páv’el   b. Pavl-úš-a 

   Pav’el.N.SG (MASC; CLASS I )   Pav’el-EXPR-N.SG (MASC; CLASS II ) 

   ‘Pav’el’    ‘Pav’el (affect)’ 
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